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To my mum
“Never make a decision
when you need to pee.”
– Leonard Cohen, 1934–2016
Summary (English)
This thesis addresses supervision and control of horizontally integrated electric
power systems, in which Distribution System Operators (DSOs) assume an active
role. Focus lies on the technical possibilities emerging from the expanding Infor-
mation and Communication Technology (ICT) and monitoring infrastructure in
distribution grids. Strong emphasis is placed on experimental verifications of the
investigated concepts wherever applicable.
Electric grids are changing, and so are the roles of system operators. The
interest in sustainable energy and the rapidly increasing number of Distributed
Energy Resources (DERs) throughout the grid entail a range of challenges: ver-
tical integration schemes, with a few bulk generators supplying mostly passive
customers, are toppled; renewables are highly volatile; and the grid’s resilience
to load changes is weakened due to fewer direct-coupled synchronous machines.
The DSO is in a central position to all these developments. Their awareness of
generation and consumption flexibility of customers and DERs brings DSOs in
the position to be more actively involved in grid management. Several technical
applications, emerging from the premise of increased observability in distribution
grids, that promote this active role are explored in this work.
Grid models are fundamental to power grid planning and operations, but
quality and coverage of distribution grid models are typically less pronounced
compared to transmission networks. The expanding monitoring and ICT infras-
tructure across the Low and Medium Voltage levels provides new, non-invasive
opportunities to enhance topological knowledge, which is demonstrated on two
different approaches. First, available measurements are used for estimating the pi-
parameters of lines and cables. The methodology handles noisy, unsynchronized
data compromised by systematic measurement errors, and has been validated on
generated and real data obtained from SYSLAB. Second, ICT allows for extending
the model scope without a central topology storage. The presented binary con-
nectivity extension approach preserves details of the local neighbourhood, which
is augmented with information from remote areas that is gradually reduced in
detail. Reduction performance is evaluated numerically as well as on the IEEE
906-bus European Low Voltage test feeder.
Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition (SCADA) systems monitor and
control the power grid, and enable human operators in control centres to interact
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with it. The rising number of data sources and faster grid dynamics are a chal-
lenge to static SCADA architectures, which is tackled by modern ICT means of
distributed data acquisition, processing, and exchange. For that purpose, a Multi
Agent System (MAS)-based framework for prototyping distributed applications
was developed. Software agents represent power system elements, offering high-
level application interfaces and flexible low-level data acquisition mechanisms, and
a Common Information Model (CIM)-like abstraction layer in between. A dis-
tributed Situational Awareness (SA) concept is subsequently designed and tested
on models of SYSLAB and the Power Networks Demonstration Centre (PNDC),
focusing on two features. Related to topology reduction covered earlier, the first
is dynamic gathering and representation of topological information distributed
throughout the grid. The second feature is live data visualisation on top of the
topologies, in which power balances and other data are queried on demand.
Improved models and SA benefit the operation of interconnected power sys-
tems as a whole, exemplified on Load Frequency Control (LFC). While LFC will
likely remain the Transmission System Operator (TSO)’s responsibility, DSOs
play a major role due to their local awareness. The presented LFC approach conse-
quently uses direct state observations to determine area imbalances, and actively
involves primary devices in frequency control to achieve tuning-free secondary
control. Stability proofs and performance studies with Automatic Generation
Control (AGC) are conducted analytically, in simulations, and in SYSLAB, on a
three-area power system. Considering the option of DSOs performing balancing
tasks, a consecutive load mobility approach accounts for the fact that DSO areas
are not necessarily self-sufficient. Missing power is covered by neighbouring areas
to confine problems in a small region, which is demonstrated in SYSLAB on a
two-area, grid-connected setup.
The results highlight the advantages of harnessing the information obtained
directly from the distribution grid for real-time supervision and control. Better
models contribute to improved SA of DSOs, and distributed data exchange mech-
anisms allow the coordination of a multitude of DERs. Together, the proposed
solutions will strengthen the DSO’s position to cope with current and future
challenges. Regulatory issues concerning data ownership and privacy, as well as
questions on the hierarchies between TSOs, DSOs, and third-parties like aggre-
gators, are yet to be settled by the corresponding authorities, and are therefore
not covered in the frame of this work. Nevertheless, with the current speed of
development of technical solutions and regulations, near-complete observability
of the electric grid will be achieved in the foreseeable future. Harnessing the in-
creased observability already benefits the unbundling of electricity markets, and
is imperative to ensure security of the grid.
Resumé (Danish)
Denne afhandling omhandler overvågning og styring i horisontalt integrerede el-
systemer, hvor distributionsoperatører (Distribution System Operators, DSOs)
påtager sig en aktiv rolle. Fokus ligger på tekniske muligheder i den voksende
informations- og kommunikationsteknologi (Information and Communication Te-
chnology, ICT) og overvågningsinfrastruktur i distributionsnettet. Der lægges
vægt på eksperimentelle verifikationer af de undersøgte begreber, hvor det er
relevant.
Elnettets opbygning ændrer sig, og det samme gælder for systemoperatørernes
roller. Interessen for bæredygtig energi og det hurtigt voksende antal distribue-
rede energikilder (Distributed Energy Resources, DERs) i hele nettet medfører
en række udfordringer: Den vertikale opbygning, hvor få, centrale generatorer le-
verer til passive forbrugere, omgøres; Vedvarende energikilders hurtigt varierende
karakter; Og energinettets evne til at modstå belastningsændringer svækkes på
grund af færre direkt-tilkoblede synkronmaskiner. DSO’er er centralt placeret i
forhold til at imødekomme disse udfordringer. Deres bevidsthed om generations-
og forbrugsfleksibilitet hos kunder og DER’er gør DSO’er i stand til at være mere
aktivt involveret i netstyring. I dette arbejde udforskes flere tekniske applikatio-
ner, der opstår som følge at øget observerbarhed i distributionsnettet, og som
fremmer DSO’ers aktive rolle.
Elektriske modeller er grundlæggende for elnetsplanlægning og -operation,
men kvalitet og dækning af distributionsnetmodeller er typisk mindre udtalt i for-
hold til transmissionsnettet. Den ekspanderende overvågnings- og ICT-infrastruk-
tur på tværs af lav- og mellemspændingsniveau giver nye, ikke-invasive mulig-
heder for at forbedre viden om topologi, som er påvist på to forskellige måder.
Først anvendes tilgængelige målinger til estimering af pi-parametrene for lednin-
ger og kabler. Metoden håndterer støjende, usynkroniserede data, der kompro-
mitteres af systematiske målefejl, og valideres på genererede og reelle data fra
SYSLAB laboratoriet. Dernæst tillader ICT at udvide modelomfanget uden en
central topologi-model. En binær forbindelsesreduktionsmetode præsenteres, der
bevarer detaljerne i det lokale områder, mens fjernområder gradvist reduceres i
detalje. Reduktionsmetoden evalueres numerisk og på IEEE’s 906-Bus europæisk
lavspændingsføler, og det vises, at metoden reducerer kompleksitet, mens vigtige
topologiske egenskaber bevares.
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Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition (SCADA)-systemer overvåger og
styrer strømnettet og gør det muligt for menneskelige operatører i kontrolcentre at
interagere med det. Det stigende antal datakilder og hurtigere skiftende elektriske
tilstande er en udfordring for statiske SCADA-arkitekturer, der håndteres af mo-
derne ICT-metoder til distribueret dataindsamling, -behandling og -udveksling.
Til dette formål udvikledes et multi-agentsystem baseret framework til at proto-
type distribuerede applikationer. Agenter repræsenterer elsystemselementer, der
tilbyder applikationsgrænseflader, fleksibelt dataindsamlingsudstyr, med et Com-
mon Information Model (CIM)-lignende abstraktionslag imellem. Et distribueret
koncept for situationskendskab (Situational Awareness, SA) blev efterfølgende
udformet og testet på modeller af SYSLAB og Power Networks Demonstration
Centre med fokus på to funktioner. Med hensyn til forbindelsesreduktionsmetoden
dækket tidligere, er den første dynamisk indsamling og repræsentation af topolo-
gisk information fordelt over nettet. Den anden funktion er live visualisering oven
på topologirepræsentationen, hvor tilstandsvariabler kan forespørges efter behov.
Forbedrede modeller og SA gavner driften af  sammenkoblede strømforsynings-
systemer som helhed, eksempelvis med henblik på Load Frequency Control (LFC).
Mens aktivering af LFC sandsynligvis forbliver transmissionsoperatørens (Trans-
mission System Operators, TSOs) ansvar, kan DSO’erne spille en vigtig rolle grun-
det deres information om den lokale situation. Det præsenterede LFC-koncept
bruger direkte tilstandsobservationer til at bestemme ubalancer i området, og
involvere primære ressourcer i frekvensstyring for at opnå afstemningsfri sekun-
dær kontrol. Stabilitetsbeviser og præstationsundersøgelser med Automatic Ge-
neration Control (AGC) udføres analytiskt, i simuleringer, og eksperimentelt i
SYSLAB på et tre-områdes energisystem. I betragtning af muligheden for at
DSO’er udfører balanceringsopgaver, præsenteres et kooperativt koncept for at
flytte belastninger, der tager højde for, at DSO-områder ikke nødvendigvis er
selvforsynende. Manglende strøm dækkes af tilstødende områder for at begrænse
problemer i et mindre område, som er demonstreret i SYSLAB på en opsætning
med netforbindelse og to områder.
Resultaterne fremhæver fordelene ved at udnytte data direkte fra distributions-
nettet til overvågning og styring i realtid. Bedre modeller bidrager til forbedret
SA af DSO’en, og distribuerede dataudvekslingsmekanismer muliggør samordning
af et stort antal af DER’s. Sammen kan de foreslåede løsninger styrke DSO’ernes
position for at klare dagens og fremtidige udfordringer. Regulatoriske spørgsmål
vedrørende data-ejerskab og -beskyttelse samt spørgsmål om hierarkiet mellem
TSO’er, DSO’er og tredjeparter som aggregatorer, er endnu ikke afklaret af de
tilsvarende myndigheder og er derfor ikke omfattet af dette arbejde. Ikke desto
mindre kan næsten fuldstændig observerbarhed af elnettet opnås inden for en
overskuelig fremtid med den nuværende udviklingstempo for tekniske løsninger
og forskrifter. Udnyttelse af den øgede observerbarhed fremmer allerede marked-
seffektivitet, og er afgørende for at sikre fremtidens energinet.
Zusammenfassung
(German)
Die vorliegende Dissertation behandelt Überwachungs- und Steuerungsanwendun-
gen für horizontal integrierte Stromversorgungssysteme, in denen Verteilnetzbe-
treiber (Distribution System Operators, DSO) eine aktive Rolle einnehmen. Der
Schwerpunkt dieser Arbeit liegt auf den technischen Möglichkeiten, welche die
stetig wachsende Informations- und Kommunikationsinfrastruktur (Information
and Communication Infrastructure, ICT) sowie Monitoring-Infrastruktur in Ver-
teilnetzen mit sich bringen. Experimentelle Nachweise der praktischen Anwend-
barkeit der untersuchten Konzepte steht hierbei besonders im Vordergrund.
Elektrische Stromnetze, und damit einhergehend auch die Aufgaben der Netz-
betreiber, befinden sich im Wandel. Das Interesse an erneuerbaren und nachhal-
tigen Energieträgern sowie die steigende Anzahl an dezentralen Stromerzeugern
(Distributed Energy Resources, DERs) in Verteilnetzen bringen eine Reihe von
Herausforderungen mit sich: Die vertikale Integration der elektrischen Versor-
gungskette, wo wenige große Kraftwerke eine Vielzahl von passiven Verbrauchern
versorgen, wandelt sich zu einem dezentralem System; erneuerbare Energieträger
sind schlecht planbar; und die sinkende Anzahl von Synchronmaschinen macht
Stromnetze zunehmend anfälliger für Belastungsspitzen. DSOs werden daher auf-
grund ihrer physikalischen Nähe zu DERs und Endverbrauchern und dem damit
verbundenen Wissen über vorhandene Flexibilität zukünftig eine aktivere Rolle
im Netzbetrieb als bisher einnehmen. Diese Arbeit präsentiert eine Auswahl von
technischen Anwendungen mit Bezug auf auf erhöhter Beobachtbarkeit in Verteil-
netzen, welche diese Entwicklung begünstigen.
Physikalische Modelle sind grundlegende Bausteine der Netzplanung und -
Führung. Modelle von Verteilnetzen sind jedoch im Allgemeinen weniger detail-
liert und potentiell fehlerbehaftet verglichen mit jenen von Übertragungsnetzen.
Die wachsende räumliche Abdeckung von ICT- und Überwachungsinfrastruktur
in Nieder- und Mittelspannungsnetzen eröffnet aber neue, nicht-invasive Möglich-
keiten, um topologische Informationen zu gewinnen bzw. verbessern. Zum Einen
lassen sich die Leitungsparameter von Verteilleitungen aus Messungen bestim-
men. Die vorgestellte Methode zur Schätzung der pi-Parameter verarbeitet durch
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Messrauschen, ungenaue Zeitstempel und systematische Messfehler korrumpier-
te Daten, was anhand von realen Messungen aus dem experimentellen SYSLAB
Labor demonstriert wird. Zum Anderen können Modelle mittels dezentralem Da-
tenaustauschs online in ihrem Umfang erweitert werden ohne der Notwendigkeit
einer zentralen Datenbank. In der vorgeschlagenen Methode zur Erweiterung von
topologischen Informationen werden lokale Verbindungsdetails aus einem begrenz-
ten Gebiet mit Informationen aus umliegenden Gebieten erweitert, wobei deren
Detailgrad mit zunehmender Distanz abnimmt. Die daraus resultierende Redukti-
on bezogen auf die komplette Topologie wird numerisch sowie am IEEE 906-Bus
European Low Voltage Test Feeder beurteilt.
Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) Systeme dienen zur Über-
wachung und Steuerung von Stromnetzen, sowie zur Interaktion deren mit dem
Bedienpersonal in Netzleitstellen. Die steigende Zahl an Messpunkten in Strom-
netzen und deren erhöhte Dynamik bringen traditionelle, statische SCADA Ar-
chitekturen an ihre Grenzen, denen mit modernen ICT Konzepten zur dezen-
tralen Datenerfassung, Verarbeitung und Austausch begegnet werden kann. Zu
diesem Zweck wurde eine Plattform auf Basis eines Multiagentensystems (Multi
Agent System, MAS) zur Konzeption verteilter Anwendungen entwickelt, wor-
in Software-Agenten die verschiedenen Teile des Stromnetzes repräsentieren. Die
Agenten bieten Anwendungsschnittstellen zur Implementierung der untersuchten
Konzepte, flexible systemnahe Datenerfassungsschnittstellen, sowie eine Common
Information Model (CIM)-artige Abstraktionsebene dazwischen. Basierend auf
dieser Plattform wurde ein dezentrales Überwachungskonzept entwickelt und an
Modellen von SYSLAB und des Power Networks Demonstration Centres (PNDCs)
getestet. Zwei Aspekte wurden behandelt: Eine praktische Realisierung des zuvor
erwähnten dezentralen Topologieaustauschs inklusive Visualisierung, sowie darauf
aufbauend eine live Visualisierung diverser Zustandsgrößen.
Die Möglichkeiten zur Steuerung von Stromnetzen, welche sich aus den zuvor
beschriebenen Aspekten ergeben, werden anhand eines neuartigen Konzepts zur
sekundären Frequenzregelung (Load Frequency Control, LFC) veranschaulicht.
Wiewohl Übertragungsnetzbetreiber (Transmission System Operators, TSOs) für
absehbare Zeit Regelzonenführer bleiben werden, kommt Verteilnetzbetreibern
mehr Verantwortung zur Bereitstellung von Ausgleichsenergie zu. Das vorgestellte
LFC Konzept nutzt konsequenterweise direkte Zustandsbeobachtungen aus dem
Verteilnetz um Fahrplanabweichungen zu bestimmen und bindet primäre Ressour-
cen aktiv in die Frequenzregelung ein. Dadurch entfällt die Notwendigkeit traditio-
neller Regler wie Automatic Generation Control (AGC), deren Parameter manuell
abgestimmt und laufend angepasst werden müssen. Stabilität des geschlossenen
Kreises und Performance-Vergleiche mit AGC werden anhand eines Systems mit
drei Regelgebieten analytisch, in Simulationen sowie in SYSLAB gezeigt. Unter
Annahme erweiterter Regelkompetenzen von DSOs wird darüber hinaus ein ko-
operativer Ansatz zur Verschiebung von Lasten präsentiert, der berücksichtigt,
dass die entsprechend kleineren Gebiete nicht notwendigerweise autark arbeiten
können. Benachbarte Gebiete decken hierbei bei Bedarf die fehlende Leistung, um
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Fahrplanabweichungen lokal einzugrenzen. Der Ansatz wird in SYSLAB anhand
eines Systems mit zwei Regelgebieten, angeschlossen an das externe Verteilnetz,
gezeigt.
Die gewonnen Resultate zeigen den großen Nutzen von direkt aus dem Verteil-
netz gewonnenen Informationen für Überwachung und Steuerung von elektrischen
Netzen. Genauere Modelle tragen zu verbessertem Wissen von DSOs über die
dynamischen Vorgänge in Verteilnetzen bei, und verteilte Datenaustauschmecha-
nismen vereinfachen die automatisierte Koordination vieler verteilter Ressourcen.
Zusammen stärken die untersuchten Anwendungen die Position von DSOs zur
Bewältigung aktueller und zukünftiger Herausforderungen. Regulatorische Ange-
legenheiten betreffend Dateneigentum und Datenschutz, sowie die genaue Aufga-
benverteilung zwischen TSOs, DSOs und Dritten wie beispielsweise Aggregatoren,
sind derzeit noch in Ausarbeitung und daher nicht Gegenstand dieser Arbeit. In
Anbetracht der aktuellen Entwicklungen und historischer Trends ist jedoch davon
auszugehen, dass beinahe vollständige Beobachtbarkeit des Verteilnetzes erreicht
werden wird. Bereits heute werden direkte Messungen aus dem Verteilnetz für
den elektrischen Einzel- und Großhandel genutzt, und die Notwendigkeit dieser
Informationen zur Sicherstellung des zukünftigen Betriebs von elektrischen Strom-
versorgungssystemen steht außer Frage.
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Preface
This thesis was prepared at the Energy Systems Operation and Management
group of the Centre for Electric Power and Energy, which is part of the Depart-
ment of Electrical Engineering at the Technical University of Denmark (DTU).
The work was conducted in the frame of the Ph.D. project between 1 October
2014 and 3 July 2017 under the supervision of Senior Scientist Henrik W. Bindner,
Anna M. Kosek, Ph.D., and Senior Scientist Johannes Koen Kok. The report was
compiled in partial fulfillment of the requirements for acquiring the Ph.D. degree
in engineering, and was supported by the European Union project under the FP7
programme (grant no. 55944) as well as by the Danish government under the
ForskEL programme (grant nos. 2014-1-12156 and 2014-1-12227).
This thesis addresses supervision and control of horizontally integrated elec-
tric power systems, in which Distribution System Operator assume an active role.
Focus lies on the technical possibilities emerging from the expanding Informa-
tion and Communication Technology and monitoring infrastructure in distribu-
tion grids, divided into three constitutive aspects: Electric models, situational
awareness, and power system control. Strong emphasis is placed on experimental
verifications of the investigated concepts wherever applicable.
The report has two parts. Part I consists of five chapters featuring a synthesis
of the conducted works. Part II contains the six featured papers and one techni-
cal report. Two of the contributions are peer-reviewed journal publications, one
of them published and the other one being currently under review after the first
round of revisions. The other four papers are peer-reviewed, conference publica-
tions, of which one is co-authored. The technical report was accepted in a review
meeting within the European FP7 programme.
Risø, 30 June 2017
Alexander Maria Prostejovsky
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PART I
Summary Report

CHAPTER 1
Introduction
1.1 The Electric Power Grid
The electric grid is the backbone of modern life. Once steam generators and
electric power transmission technology matured enough after the grid’s inception
in the wake of the second industrial revolution, electricity quickly found its way
into virtually every industrial and private sector [1]. Despite the growing primary
energy consumption, the increase in thermal efficiency of power generation lead
to a general decline in energy consumption relative to the gross national product
[2]. Virtually all industries benefited from the instantaneous availability of elec-
tric power to drive actuators, and consequently reached new productivity heights
[3]. The increasing automation of the industrial sector freed manpower for the
service sector, which saw a rapid growth not least thanks to the availability of
lighting around the clock. Whole new industries emerged in the process, such
as electronics, telecommunications and the IT industry, and the electricity sec-
tor itself. Electricity soon turned into a commodity traded on newly established
energy markets, where it is sold and purchased by producers and consumers of
electrical energy. Eventually, electric power grids became the biggest man-made
machines, spanning over islands, countries, even whole continents, providing al-
most uninterrupted access for hundreds of millions people at once to electricity.
Traditionally, bulk power plants (e.g., coal, nuclear) use synchronous machines
to generate Alternating Current (AC) three-phase electric power, which gets sub-
sequently transported downstream over the (Extra-) High Voltage (HV) transmis-
sion network and distributed to the customers over the Medium- to Low-Voltage
(MV, LV) network as shown in Figure 1.1. Following the analogy in the be-
ginning, electric power generation is the heart that keeps the system running,
frequency is its heartbeat, and the transmission and distribution grid the arteries.
The system’s total inertia determines its natural resilience to frequency changes
caused by imbalances of generation and consumption [4], while the actual value
of the frequency is circumstantial (e.g., 50 Hz in Europe vs. 60 Hz in North Amer-
ica). However, maintaining the frequency’s nominal value is imperative because
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Figure 1.1: Traditional power system.
it determines the equipment dimensions (e.g., line cross sections, transformers,
reactances) and serves as a reference for control [5], [6]. Voltages are being kept
at their designated levels for related reasons. The different voltages are a com-
promise between efficiency, equipment dimensions, and safety requirements.
As with all inventions that successfully found a place in society, the elec-
tric grid evolved from its crude beginnings into a elaborate piece of technology.
Unlike cars, which transformed from mere frames that held a combustion en-
gine1 into fully air-conditioned, multi-media living rooms, or telephones, which
went from stationary telephone sets to wireless information gateways, the electric
grid’s purpose from a customer’s point of view remained solitary: Uninterrupted
service of electric power. With rising environmental concerns of fossil energy
carriers, and renewable energy and Distributed Energy Resources (DERs) grad-
ually entering the field in the second half of the twentieth century, the grid is
facing new challenges [8]. Compared to hydropower, which was among the first
renewable electricity sources [9], renewables like wind and solar power entail a
range of shortcomings for grid management: They are highly volatile due to
their dependency on daytime and weather (the latter being notoriously hard to
predict), hence are difficult to schedule and of limited use for covering the base
Peak
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Base load
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Figure 1.2: Base, inter-
mediate, and peak load.
load (see Figure 1.2) [10]; The growing number
of DERs increasingly distributes energy production
throughout all voltage levels of the grid, thus com-
peting against upstream sources and toppling the
traditional vertically integrated scheme; and the de-
creasing share of rotating machines in the generation
mix reduce the system’s resilience to load changes
[11]. The reduction of inertia is further promoted by
inverter-coupled instead of direct-coupled machines,
as well as a growing number of High Voltage Direct
1Ironically, for a while electric vehicles successfully competed against cars with internal
combustion engines in the nineteenth century [7].
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Current (HVDC) links that decouple the inertia of
synchronous areas [4].
In short, available energy gets increasingly scattered over time and space, and
frequency changes happen on decreasing time scales [12]. With new market play-
ers like prosumers (capable of both producing and consumer power), aggregators
(groups of distinct producers, consumers, prosumers that act as single entities
in markets and as service providers), and distributed storage providers emerging
in addition [13], conventional supervision and control concepts are being pushed
to their limits. But the electrical side of the grid was not the only domain that
evolved in the meantime. Packet-switching networking infrastructure, which gave
rise to the Internet, allows for point-to-point data package transmission and was
soon adapted for electric grid operation. Smart Grids (SGs) generally denote
the combined attempts to coalesce Information and Communication Technology
(ICT) with electric power flows [14]. Remote control of actuators was made pos-
sible, and widespread deployment of distributed sensors came with advancements
in measurement technology [15]. Particularly transmission grids, for their vital
importance and their simple layouts compared to the distribution network, were
soon augmented with an extensive monitoring infrastructure to provide situa-
tional awareness [16]. Distribution grids, however, are still catching up to the
same levels of coverage, and the role of Distribution System Operators (DSOs) is
changing in the process towards horizontal system integration.
1.2 The Changing Role of the DSO
Electric power grids were considered natural monopolies for the longest time due
to their high investment costs and spatial coverage [17]. Traditional vertically
integrated, with utilities owning infrastructure along this vertical path, these sys-
tem ownership and operation schemes lead to distortions of electricity markets
[18]. Consequently, the European Union and many other states around the world
liberalized2 the electricity sector in a process called ownership unbundling [19].
The objective of unbundling is the removal of conflicts of interest between pro-
duction and transmission of electric energy for realizing a competitive market
environment for private and public investors participating in energy wholesale
and retail [20], [21]. Networks operators were split from power suppliers into
separated market entities and are required to provide fair market access by focus-
ing on grid maintenance and reinforcements. The particular implementations of
market liberalization vary between the states, but they share common character-
istics. Plant operators get rewarded by offering particular ancillary services (e.g.,
primary and secondary reserves) to support the stable operation of the grid in
addition to generating revenue by selling electric power. Coordination of supply
and demand of electricity within a control area/block is the task of the Trans-
2The term deregulated is also commonly used.
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Figure 1.3: Modern power system.
mission System Operator (TSO), who performs real-time and proactive control
to maintain physical balance in the area [22]. DSOs3, on the other hand, are
now mainly concerned with the faultless delivery of power to end users, meter
managing and reading, and voltage control and congestion management on their
respective voltage levels [23]. Therefore, they are regarded as key enablers for
competitive retail markets by providing non-discriminatory access and customer
information, but remain in an otherwise rather passive state.
The shift towards horizontally integrated grids, with producers of electric en-
ergy sitting deep down in the distribution grid (see Figure 1.3), brings DSOs in the
position as neutral energy market facilitators in a similar fashion to TSOs [24].
Together with tighter demands regarding power quality, energy efficiency, and
environmental constraints, DSOs will take a much more active role for network
management in order to meet these requirements. Coping with the intermittency
and volatility of renewables will necessarily involve active participation of DERs
as well as new market actors and mechanisms, such as demand response imple-
mented by aggregators [25]. The DSOs’ biggest advantage over TSOs is awareness
of available generation and consumption flexibility in their areas, as well as the
distributed monitoring infrastructure at or close to customers and DERs [26],
[27]. While distribution grids are still far away from the high observability lev-
els of the transmission system, the ongoing deployment of Smart Meters (SMs)
and Remote Terminal Units (RTUs) steadily closes the gap [28], [29]. Harnessing
this ever-increasing amount of data, however, requires new interaction schemes
between the different parties to make the data available on a wide scale without
compromising privacy [30]. Data management and standardized data exchange
enabling interoperability between the different actors is therefore identified as
one of the main fields of work within electric power grids [31], [32]. With the
transition to supplier-centric retail markets and well-defined data collection and
access schemes like in Denmark [30] and “plug-and-play” capabilities of DERs and
3Particularly in the UK, these entities are labeled Distribution Network Operators (DNOs),
with DSOs being the prospective future DNO that takes an active role in grid operations.
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prosumers, new distributed supervision and control concepts apt for handling the
rising grid complexity become possible [33].
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1.3 Thesis Overview
The ubiquitous agreement that DSOs must take a much more active role in the
future entails a range of open questions and scientific opportunities. With situ-
ational awareness being the common denominator to most aspects of grid opera-
tions, utilizing ICT in modern electric power grids is a key factor in facilitating the
transformation process. This thesis investigates potential benefits that real-time
monitoring and communications hold for supervision and control of distribution
grids in increasingly dynamic environments. Section 1.3.1 raises research ques-
tions central to this thesis, and Section 1.3.2 gives an overview on the paper and
report contributions that address these objectives.
1.3.1 Objectives
The main scientific question behind this thesis can be summarized as follows:
What possibilities emerge for DSOs from high
observability in electric distribution grids?
Three central research questions are addressed by paper contributions, which
cover various aspects entailed by the premise:
Objective I – Models. How can the increased observability
be utilized for improving distribution grid models? I
Electric models are fundamental to power grid planning and operations, but the
quality and coverage of distribution grid models is typically inferior to those
of transmission networks. The expanding monitoring and ICT infrastructure
across the Low Voltage (LV) and Medium Voltage (MV) levels provides new non-
invasive opportunities to enhance topological knowledge. Two different options
are explored that reduce the gap between distribution and transmission systems.
Objective II – Awareness. How can situational awareness
be raised considering new data sources and faster grid dy-
namics? II
Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition (SCADA) systems monitor and con-
trol measurement devices and grid assets, allowing human operators in control
centres to interact with the power system. The rising number of data sources and
faster system dynamics pose significant challenges to the static and rigid SCADA
architectures, which can be addressed by incorporating on-demand communica-
tion and dynamic knowledge query schemes. These possibilities are exemplified
on distributed topology and state visualization schemes for live situational aware-
ness.
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Objective III – Control. How can DSOs actively support
balancing of interconnected power systems? III
Improved grid models and situational awareness addressed by the previous ob-
jectives ultimately benefit the operation of interconnected power systems as a
whole. Secondary Control is one potential application, where traditional control
schemes increasingly struggle with the dynamics entailed by lower grid inertia
and the volatility of Renewable Energy Source (RES). Whether area balancing
remains the TSO’s responsibility or may eventually become a DSO task, as spec-
ulated in some SG concepts, the DSO will play a major role for its direct access
to distributed resources.
1.3.2 Contributions
Paper P1 is an approach for estimating the pi-line parameters of distribution
lines and -cables from measurements commonly available in distribution grids.
It enhances the quality of distribution grid models that are critical to many grid
planning and management applications, such as state estimation or optimal power
flow. The methodology considers the realities of current distribution grid measure-
ments, which generally are of inferior quality compared to measurements in the
transmission system, by using only root mean square voltage and power measure-
ments under consideration of measurement tolerances, noise, and asynchronous
timestamps. A measurement tolerance compensation model and an alternative
representation of the power flow equations without voltage phase angles are in-
troduced. The line parameters themselves are obtained from the overdetermined
system using least-squares optimization.
Paper P2 improves the estimation approach of Paper P1 by incorporating
stochastic information of the measurement system. An Extended Kalman Filter
(EKF) with a modified measurement noise covariance matrix is employed, which
systematically accounts for all noisy variables in the overdetermined system. The
resulting estimator is significantly more robust, particularly towards noisy data
and the estimation quality of the parallel susceptance, and can be implemented
online.
Paper P3 provides a methodology for representing binary connectivity in-
formation with gradually decreasing resolution over distance as seen from a local
observer. Farther parts of the topology are reduced representations of the underly-
ing areas and can be further augmented with equivalent impedances, aggregated
states or other information on demand. The resulting topology is significantly
reduced in size but retains meshed structures, effectively extending the spatial
coverage of grid models. Topology reduction and assembly is entirely decentral-
ized, allowing for the distribution of global topological information without a
central topology storage.
10 1 Introduction
Paper P4 presents a prototyping tool for implementation and testing dis-
tributed monitoring, visualization, and decision support concepts. It was realized
using a Multi Agent System (MAS), a concept originating in computer sciences,
that provides means for easy data abstraction and functional encapsulation. Phys-
ical device interfaces and the higher-level knowledge-base are separated by a grid
abstraction layer, which allows the platform to be used across various simulation
environments and with real devices.
Technical Report TR1 features a conceptual approach for topology visu-
alization and situational awareness in control rooms as one of the investigated
applications using the platform of Paper P4. Here, the idea of decentralized
topology processing of Paper P3 is picked up by using point-to-point data ex-
change between the various actors in the grid for building up topologies and
observing the grid state on demand.
Paper P5 is a tuning-less, distributed Load Frequency Control (LFC) ap-
proach that draws from the findings of the previous works on increased observ-
ability in distribution grids. The main premise of this approach is to keep estab-
lished concepts of frequency control, namely droop control and area balancing,
but use the direct state observations within control areas and augment them with
state information exchanged between neighboring areas. The resulting secondary
control is entirely tuning-less and does not require an integrator stage in the con-
troller, rendering it suitable for volatile generation in low-inertia and dynamically
changing environments.
Paper P6 demonstrates an active load shifting approach for distribution grids.
Contrary to normal control areas operated by TSOs, subordinate DSO areas are
not necessarily self-sufficient at all times under normal operation as demonstrated
in Paper P5. That gap is filled by determining the area imbalance and reporting
it to selected neighboring areas in each control step, which in turn account for the
missing power in their area balance. Agent-based reasoning is used for evaluation
of the area state and selection of suitable neighbors based on their balancing
capacities.
1.3.3 Scope & Outline
Power systems are extremely heterogeneous environments and as such very diffi-
cult (if not impossible) to model in every aspect. Focus lies on the systems aspects
of electric power systems in Europe, and terms like distribution system, metering
infrastructure, SCADA, etc., are to be interpreted accordingly in the frame of
this work. Unless specified otherwise, modeling centers around frequencies and
balanced power flows, and device dynamics only consider frequency dependency.
Markets, while being one of the main drivers towards a more networked power
system, generally operate on longer timescales than real-time control and operator
decision support systems, and are therefore not directly considered.
The thesis is divided in two parts as follows. Part I features a summary of
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the main contributions and highlights their relevance to the three objectives in
Section 1.3.1: Chapter 2 explains the importance of models for system operations
and proposes two different ways of enhancing distribution grid models; distributed
data management and situational awareness applications are covered in Chapter 3;
and control of electric power grids, building on the findings of the other two
objectives, is presented in Chapter 4. Conclusions drawn from the gained insights
are given in Chapter 5.
The related published contributions comprised by this thesis are collected in
Part II. All contributions are first-authored with the exception of Paper P6.
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CHAPTER 2
Enhancing Distribution
Grid Models
This chapter presents possibles ways to enhance and broaden the scope of distri-
bution grid models using ICT and monitoring infrastructure commonly found in
LV and MV grids. Section 2.1 explains the importance of distribution grid models
for grid planning and operations, and provides an overview on the measurement
infrastructure commonly found in distribution grids. The deficiencies these mod-
els exhibit are subsequently tackled in two different ways. Section 2.2 features
an approach that harnesses available measurements to estimate distribution line
pi-parameters under consideration of systematic measurement errors. The models’
spatial scope is expanded with the methodology described in Section 2.3, where
topological information is reduced and exchanged in a decentralised way while
retaining essential topological features.
I
Distribution System Operators
Figure 2.1: Objective I with regard to the power system in Figure 1.3.
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2.1 Overview
Distribution grids are complex, heterogeneous, and historically grown structures
that transport electric power from the transmission substations to the individual
customers [5]. Their voltage is typically 230/400V phase-to-neutral/ phase-to-
phase LV, feeding residential and commercial customers, and between 2 kV to
60 kV phase-to-phase MV for supplying distribution transformers and directly-
connected small industrial customers. Power is transported using electric cables
and lines, which have a finite conductance causing heat losses. In 2014, they
accounted for 6.4% (EU) and 8.1% (world) of the total power system losses [34].
This non-negligible contribution to the overall power demand is factored into the
balancing calculations by the TSOs. Losses in distribution grids are handled and
reported by the DSOs, who may be held responsible for poor quality of supply due
to voltage regulation issues [35]. Therefore, DSOs have great interest in accurate
electric models as a basis for all grid planning and operations activities.
2.1.1 Distribution Grid Models
Models are the base foundation to all aspects of situational awareness regardless
of the domain. They provide context to state information observed through mea-
surements, and they allow to predict the behaviour of real systems for changing
conditions. In electric grids, mathematical models are representations of lines and
cables, transformers, shunts, and other elements that determine the distribution
of power flows [36]. In many cases, these models are formulated as admittance
matrices that account for nodal and line impedances. The scope and level of
detail of a model depends on its targeted application. Transient event analysis
dealing with electromagnetic waves and high frequencies on transmission lines
require distributed parameters, whereas lumped models suffice for distribution
lines due to their short lengths [37].
Grid models are indispensable in modern power system analysis for Optimal
Power Flow (OPF) studies or fault and contingency analysis, without which grid
planning and operations would essentially be impossible. An essential tool for live
situational awareness in power grid operations is State Estimation (SE), where
unknown system states are derived from models in conjunction with direct state
observations (measurements) [16], [38]. Online SE greatly enhances the capabil-
ities of SCADA systems and enables Distribution Management System (DMS)
and Energy Management System (EMS) functionalities. SEs typically consist
of topology processors to determine effective topologies from breaker states, ob-
servability analysis to check for unobservable states, and the actual numeric SE
solution. Furthermore, SE can also be used to verify data sanity and identify
topological or parametric errors.
The high number of nodes and lines that easily range in the tens of thou-
sands, the ageing infrastructure, and less accurate metering data often entail only
poor knowledge over the distribution grid. Other source for inaccuracies include:
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Changing weather and other environmental conditions influence the capacitative
and inductive coupling particularly of cables; Poor and inaccurate documentation
of topological properties, such as line lengths and electrical specifications; And in-
coherent database entries following grid updates or network operator mergers [39].
Particularly the MV grid in urban areas is becoming dated due to the long life
expectancy and high replacement costs of underground cables [40], deteriorating
the results quality of state estimators.
In comparison, the electrical properties of transmission grids are very well
known to system operators for various reasons: Their topology is well-established;
they are critical to stability of synchronous areas; and optimal sensor placement
guarantees full observability under all operating conditions. Conventional sec-
ond-resolution SCADA measurements are increasingly supplemented by advanced
types of data such as synchronized sub-second measurements from Phasor Mea-
surement Units (PMUs), which allow very fast and precise determination of the
system state [41]. The redundancy in metering equipment together with accurate
electrical models result in total observability of the transmission system under
most operating conditions.
2.1.2 Measurements in Distribution Grids
Technological advances and decreasing cost of communication and embedded sys-
tems gradually close the gap between distribution and transmission grids with
regard to observability. With smart meters currently being rolled out in many
countries [29], and through Automatic Meter Reading (AMR) systems [28], new
information sources are available through the incorporation of ICT that consti-
tute the Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI). Data exchange and data hubs
are covered in Section 3.1.
2.1.2.1 RTUs and PMUs
These measurement devices are generally found on the terminals of MV-LV sub-
stations [42]. RTUs typically offer signed RMS power, voltage and current mea-
surements, and constitute by far the greatest share due to their comparatively
simple circuitry and low communication demands. PMUs, on the other hand,
deliver accurate phasor measurements with high sample rates (50 to 60 times per
second). As in transmission grids, they are used for transient analyses and stabil-
ity assessments [43], but are rarely found in distribution grids due to high costs.
Both are connected to the SCADA systems of DSOs for monitoring purposes.
Higher voltage levels of a typical MV grid are well-covered by dedicated SCADA
measurements, whereas it is rather sparse at the LV-level [44].
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2.1.2.2 Smart Meters
Replacing established electromechanic power metering devices, SMs allow the
remote monitoring of household and small commercial customers [45]. First gen-
eration meters offer generally very low update rates (several times per hour)
because their primary usage is energy monitoring for billing purposes, but future
SMs will be more capable. The European Commission issued Recommendation
2012/148/EU based on best practices and lessons learned from pilot projects and
(partial) roll-outs of SMs in European member states [46]. It serves as a guideline
for cost-benefits analyses for better comparability based on realistic requirements
and deployment plans. At the time of publication, it is estimated that by 2020
the EU-27 (including UK) will exhibit a penetration rate of around 80% relative
to the total number of measurement points.
The recommendation specifies ten key common functionalities SM-systems
have to provide that benefit all parties involved, and are depicted in Figure 2.2.
Special attention was given to active customer participation in electricity mar-
Figure 2.2: Smart metering system minimum required functionality according
to the 2012/148/EU recommendation [46].
kets in order to promote Distributed Generation (DG) integration and demand
response. The document recognises the limitations of current SM-systems in
terms of update rates, but points out the economically attractive proposition
for customers and operators of next-generation meters that are suitable for real-
time control. In North America, similar actions are conducted by the government.
Yearly surveys conducted by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC)
and other institutions show a dramatic increase in advanced meter penetration
rates in the last ten years [47]. From just 4.7% Advanced Meter (AM) as per the
total number of installed meters in the year 2008, the number rose to 40.6% in
2014. Concomitantly, the contribution of potential peak reduction through call-
ing available demand response in organized wholesale markets reached already
6.6% in 2015, which is made possible through bi-directional AMI.
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Despite present AMR infrastructure and regulation limitations, like low time
resolution ranging from seconds to minutes, inaccurate timestamps, and the ab-
sence of voltage angle information, the already available data provides added
value for identification of topological features due to near-complete spatial cov-
erage. The establishment well-defined TSO-DSO and third-party interfaces for
data exchange further increase the state observability within distribution grids.
2.1.3 SYSLAB Experimental Facility
This thesis puts strong emphasis on practical verification of the investigated con-
cepts in experimental laboratories wherever applicable. Most of the works have
been tested in SYSLAB, an experimental facility at DTU Risø campus designed
as a testbed for advanced control and communication concepts for power grids.
The facility has been extended multiple times since its inception in 2005, and the
current setup is spread across an area of about 1 km in diameter. Contrary to real
distribution grids, SYSLAB has a near-total observability through distributed me-
ters at all terminals, but it also shares a number of similarities particularly with
LV-grids (e.g., the type of measurements, cable specifications and lengths, power
magnitudes).
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Figure 2.3: SYSLAB topology and breaker layout.
A 400V, 3-phase grid with a total of 16 busbars and 119 automated coupling
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points serves as the electrical backbone of the facility and allows a large variety
of different grid topologies. When all lines are in use, a maximum continuous
feeder length of 3 km can be obtained. SYSLAB can be operated as one or
multiple island grids or connected to the public distribution grid through one of
five coupling points. A variety of DERs can be connected to the SYSLAB grid,
including generation, load and storage. The whole system as shown in Figure 2.3
is fully remote controllable through a software interface. A complete overview
of the device specifications as used in the experiments is listed in Table P5.1 of
Paper P5. There, Pnom is the nominal device power, Pmin and Pmax are the
lower and upper limits of the operating range, and P0 is the base operating point
where applicable.
The primary measurement system in SYSLAB consists of approximately 60
standalone DSP-based multi-function instruments of types DEIF MIC 4002 and
MIC-2, one at each busbar connection point. The instrument provides class 0.2
voltage measurements and class 0.5 power measurements at a maximum 3Hz
update rate. The power measurement error is further influenced by the accuracy
of the current transformers (class 0.5) through which the instrument is connected.
The instruments exhibit quantization errors of ±0.05V, ±10W and ±10VAr
as well as a small dead-band hysteresis near the zero value; this is most likely
attributed to internal filtering.
The measurements are not synchronized due to lack of such capability in the
instruments. All instruments provide timestamps at one second resolution and are
polled continuously by the SYSLAB SCADA system through a Modbus interface;
incoming data is timestamped by the SCADA system with millisecond accuracy.
However, due to the non-deterministic nature of the Modbus interface and aliasing
effects between measurement cycle and polling cycle, the exact timestamp of the
measurement is uncertain to about 500ms in addition to the instruments’ known
internal delay which is of the order of the update rate (approx. 300ms). While
the processing delay is identical for all instruments, the timestamping error causes
additional desynchronization. The data is recorded in the SCADA system at one-
second intervals.
2.2 Enhancing Line Parameters
The increasing share of DERs in the distribution grid and the empowerment
of DSOs entails a tighter demand on the quality of grid models. Grid codes
require voltages across all branches of the grid to be kept within certain bands,
and ancillary services need accurate state information from the network operator.
Model inaccuracies as described in Section 2.1.1 need to be addressed in order to
raise the quality of service of grid planning tools.
Data sources as described in Section 2.1.2 provide a more detailed insight
into the internal states of distribution systems. The line parameter estimation
approach featured in Paper P1 makes use of these measurement in order to
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improve distribution grid models. As opposed to most distribution line models
consisting only of the series admittance, equivalent pi-parameters accounting for
the capacitative coupling to ground are estimated. While the series model is
sufficient for most power flow studies under normal operation, the parallel sus-
ceptances play an important role for fault analysis [48]. The approach considers
the aforementioned limitations of available measurements and furthermore takes
systematic measurement errors of metering devices explicitly into account.
2.2.1 Approach Overview
The modelling and estimation process is divided into the physical system including
data acquisition, signal filtering, and the actual estimation stage as shown in
Figure 2.4. Data acquisition and communication, incorporating systematic errors
and disturbances (noise, quantization, timing jitter) that deteriorate the physical
line measurements, is depicted in Figure 2.4a. The framed part in Figure 2.4b
features the filtering and estimation parts of the methodology. The filtering stage
determines the steady-state periods in the inputs signals to tackle timing jitter and
performs quantization and noise suppression. Numerical parameter estimation is
conducted using Least-Squares Filter (LSQ) in Paper P1 and an EKF approach
in Paper P2.
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Figure 2.4: Overview of the signal chain of the presented work with the physical
system in (a), and the signal processing part in (b).
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2.2.2 Line & Error Modelling
Starting point of the subsequent considerations is the lumped pi-model commonly
used for distribution grids [38], [49]. Figure 2.5 shows a general single-line diagram
of a distribution line (a) with the observable voltage and power measurements,
and the equivalent model (b) used for deriving the power flow equations. Here,
V ci , V ck , Icik and Icki denote the complex voltages and currents on both ends i, k,
while Y c,Sik and Y c,Pik are the complex series and parallel admittances of the line.
Using Scik = V ci I
c
ik and Scki = V ck I
c
ki on the pi-model in Figure 2.5, the mixed-polar
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Figure 2.5: A general distribution line with the available measurements is shown
in (a). The corresponding pi-line model is shown in (b).
line power flows are
Pik=−V 2i GSik+ViVk
(
GSik cosφik+BSik sinφik
)
,
Qik=V 2i
(
BSik +
BPik
2
)
+ViVk
(
GSik sinφik−BSik cosφik
)
,
Pki=− V 2k GSik+ViVk
(
GSik cosφik−BSik sinφik
)
,
Qki=V 2k
(
BSik +
BPik
2
)
−ViVk
(
GSik sinφik+BSik cosφik
)
. (2.1)
Measurement device tolerances as depicted in Figure 2.4 result in an unknown
but constant scaling error of the measured signals compared to their true values,
which can be expressed as
V zi = αiVi , P zik = βiPik , Qzik = βiQik,
V zk = αkVk , P zki = βkPki , Qzki = βkQki. (2.2)
The measured signals are denoted by z, αi, αk are the voltage scaling factors, and
βi, βk are the power scaling factors. The scaling factors β of P ,Q are assumed to
be identical because they originate from the same source.
These scaling factors, however, cannot directly be incorporated into the esti-
mation problem as the problem is overdetermined. Instead, compensation factors
need to be introduced that aim to provide a fit of the true signal values based on
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their measurements:
Vi =
1
α
V zi , Pik =
1
β
P zik , Qik =
1
β
Qzik,
Vk = αV zk , Pki = βP zki , Qki = βQzki. (2.3)
The optimal fit of the compensation factors to the true scaling factors becomes
α∗ = αiαk + 12αk
, β∗ = βiβk + 12βk
. (2.4)
2.2.3 Line Parameter Sensitivity to Measurement Error
Equation (2.1) can be solved directly for the desired line parameters GSik, BSik,
and BPik, along with the voltage angle difference φik. However, applying the error
model of (2.2) results in severe distortions of the results depending on the scaling
factors and the considered working point, which will be shown on αi and the
series conductance GSik. The improvements achieved by incorporating the optimal
compensation factors of (2.4) into the model will be demonstrated alongside in
the following.
Figure 2.6 shows the errors of GSik for variations of αi = −2% . . . 2% for a
given operating point of P zik = −18.067 kW, P zki = 17.711 kW, Qzik = 17.507 kVAr,
Qzki = −17.7 kVAr, V zi = 397.33V, and V zk = 395.71V. Compared to the errors of
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Figure 2.6: Errors of the calculated series conductance GS .
the measured voltages and powers, the upper graph illustrates that the resulting
line parameters errors can be magnitudes higher when using the directs algebraic
calculation. They also exhibit nonlinear characteristics that cause further impedes
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evaluation, which is especially apparent in the singularity of the uncompensated
case 3. The corresponding compensated case in the lower graph, on the other
hand, exhibits significantly improved error figures and the observed singularity is
entirely removed. A comparison of the mean absolute errors in Table 2.1 quantifies
the improvement over the full considered range.
Table 2.1: Mean absolute errors of Figure 2.6 in %.
Case 1 2 3 4 5
Uncompensated 40.392 71.083 - 55.143 39.639
Compensated 1.106 1.811 0.826 1.963 2.170
In practice, α∗ and β∗ cannot be calculated directly because the problem is
underdetermined. Therefore, they need to be evaluated together with the desired
parameters in a minimisation problem for a range of measurements.
2.2.3.1 Transformed Line Power Flow Equations
The regular power flow equations (2.1) contain the voltage angle φik, which gen-
erally changes with every measurement sample. This increases the problem com-
plexity as it introduces more degrees of freedom to fit the constant parameters to
the measured data, for which reason it is desirable to eliminate φik.
Using the four transformed powers Pik,Σ = Pik + Pki, Pik,∆ = Pik − Pki,
Qik,Σ = Qik + Qki, Qik,∆ = Qik − Qki, and the trigonometric identity sin2 a +
cos2 a = 1, a ∈ R allows (2.1) to be reformulated as
0 =
(
V 2i − V 2k
)(1
2B
S
ikB
P
ik +BS
2
ik +GS
2
ik
)
+GSikPik,∆ −BSikQik,∆,
0 =12
(
V 2i + V 2k
)
BPikG
S
ik −BSikPik,Σ −GSikQik,Σ,
0 =
(
V 2i − V 2k
)2(1
4B
P2
ik +BPikBSik +BS
2
ik
)
+Qik,∆
(
V 2i − V 2k
) (
BPik − 2BSik
)
+ P 2ik,Σ +
(
V 2i + V 2k
)2
GS
2
ik + 2Pik,Σ
(
V 2i + V 2k
)
GSik −
(
2ViVkGSik
)2 +Q2ik,∆,
0 =
(
V 2i + V 2k
)2(1
4B
P2
ik +BPikBSik +BS
2
ik
)
−Qik,Σ
(
V 2i + V 2k
) (
BPik + 2BSik
)
+ P 2ik,∆ +
(
V 2i − V 2k
)2
GS
2
ik + 2Pik,∆
(
V 2i − V 2k
)
GSik −
(
2ViVkBSik
)2 +Q2ik,Σ.
(2.5)
This set of equations represents the original power flow equations in an implicit
way without φik, from which the desired line parameters can be numerically
identified.
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2.2.4 Parameter Estimation
Estimation of the line parameter along with the measurement tolerance compen-
sation factors for a series of measurements is a data fitting problem that approx-
imates the solution of overdetermined systems. The problem is formulated using
LSQ and EKF approaches.
2.2.4.1 Least-squares
LSQ minimises the sum of squared errors of the observations and the fitted value
obtained over the measurement function h ∈ R6n×1. By choosing the constrained
problem as
min
x
h⊤ (z,x)h (z,x)
subject to: xlb ≤ x ≤ xub, (2.6)
the optimal fit can be calculated using common iterative optimisation algorithms.
Here, z ∈ R6n×1 are the augmented power and voltage measurements of the n
independent samples, and x ∈ Rm×1 is the state vector along with the corre-
sponding lower and upper boundaries xlb,xub ∈ Rm×1 of the states.
In addition to the measurement function the Jacobian H (x, z) ∈ R6n×m,
which contains the first-order derivatives of h and is defined as H = ∂h∂x , is used for
two reasons. First, it provides additional information to certain LSQ solvers such
as the trust-region-reflective algorithm that is later used to solve the problem.
Second, a rank test of H reveals if the minimization problem is ill conditioned
[50].
2.2.4.2 Extended Kalman Filter
The Kalman filter is a linear state estimator that uses a mathematical system
model and stochastic information on process and measurement noise to propagate
the mean and covariance of the state through time [51]. Its non-linear extension,
the EKF as described in [51], operates by linearising the system around the current
operating point before performing state and covariance updates and moving on
to the next timestep.
Transformation of the line power flows (2.1) into (2.5) entails one linear depen-
dency of the complete set of equations. Thus, (2.5) is solved for the measurements
output vector y = [P zik, P zki, Qzik]⊤, with u = [Qzki, V zi , V zk ]⊤ as the measurements
input vector and x =
[
GSik, B
S
ik, B
P
ik, α, β
]⊤ as the constant parameter vector.
The resulting measurement equations vector is
yˆn = h
(
Q
z,(n)
ki , V
z,(n)
i , V
z,(n)
k , G
S
ik, B
S
ik, B
P
ik, α, β
)
= h (un,x) , (2.7)
with yˆn as the observed measurements at sampling point n. The corresponding
measurement noise covariance matrix necessary for the Kalman filter is cov (vn) =
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Rn. Besides the constant parameters xn, the measurement equations (2.7) contain
the input signals un which are themselves subject to noise. Their contribution to
the total noise observed over h(n) can be approximated by
h (un,xn) ≃ h (u∗n,xn) + Hu (u∗n,xn)vu,n, (2.8)
where Hu (u∗n,xn) = ∂h(x,z)∂u
∣∣∣
u∗n,xn
is the input Jacobian and ∆un = un − u∗n =
vu,n is the noise vector represented as the difference between the measured and
the ideal value. Assuming Gaussian noise distribution, the expected value of un
is its optimal value, i.e. E [un] = E [u∗n] = u∗n, and the covariance matrix of
v˜n = vu,n + vn becomes the time-variant
R˜n = cov (v˜n) = Hu,nRuH⊤u,n +Rn (2.9)
with Hu,n = Hu (un,xn) and base input noise covariance matrix Ru > 0.
Having all the noise contributions captured, the complete discrete-time system
model based on the previous findings is
xn = xn−1 +wn , wn ∼ (0, Q)
yn = h (un,xn) + v˜n , v˜n ∼
(
0, R˜n
)
, (2.10)
with wn as the Gaussian process noise vector and Q as the corresponding covari-
ance matrix. While the states x are constant system parameters and not subject
to noise, the Kalman filter requires Q to be positive definite in order to update
the estimate in each iteration. The process noise must therefore be chosen in
such a way that the estimator achieves a good compromise between accuracy and
convergence speed. Due to the constant nature of x, the prediction step of the
EKF simplifies to
xˆ−n = xˆ+n−1
P−n = P+n−1 +Q. (2.11)
Here, xˆ−n , P−n are the a-priori estimates of the state x and the estimation error
covariance matrix P at the current timestep n, and xˆ+n−1, P+n−1 are the a-posteriori
estimates of x, P at the previous timestep n− 1. The update step is
Kn = P−n H⊤x,n
(
Hx,nP−n H⊤x,n + R˜n
)−1
xˆ+n = xˆ−n +Kn
(
yn − h
(
un, xˆ
−
n
))
P+n = (I −KnHx,n)P−n , (2.12)
with Kn as the Kalman gain matrix, Hx,n = Hx (un, xˆn) = ∂h(x,z)∂x
∣∣∣
un,xˆn
as the
state Jacobian of the measurement vector, and xˆ+n , P+n as a-posteriori estimates
of x, P at timestep n.
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2.2.5 Results
Test data was obtained from SYSLAB by configuring the topology as a single
long feeder according to Figure 2.7. Starting from the grid connection (marked),
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(a) Layout as used in Paper P1.
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Figure 2.7: Single line diagrams based on Figure 2.3 for the line parameter
estimation experiments of Section 2.2.5.
six cables are combined in sequence. To minimize the influence of measurement
errors, one of the two longest cables (C1, marked) is selected, with power and
voltage measurements obtained at both ends. The parameters of C1 listed in
Table 2.2 are based on the datasheet specifications by the manufacturer and the
line length. Because the true length of the line is unknown in addition to the
aforesaid uncertainties, the line parameter values are only estimates as well.
During the experiment, the power flow through C1 is determined by the com-
bined production and consumption of all DER units on the open end of the feeder,
which are connected to the grid through C1. These are three PV systems (27 kW),
an electrically heated building (10 kW), a controllable load (80 kW) and a battery
storage system (±15 kW, ±12 kVAr).
Table 2.2: Datasheet line specifications of SYSLAB cable C1.
Length l Direct resistance R1 Dir. reactance X1 Dir. susceptance B1
0.7 km 0.0889 0.0539 74.770µS
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2.2.5.1 Signal Pre-filtering
Incoherent timestamps, the finite measurement resolution, and avoiding divisions
through zero when no currents are flowing require pre-filtering of the measured
signals before they are passed on to the actual estimator.
Steady-State Detection Describing the state of a system at a given point in
time requires synchronous sampling of all signals. In the presence of timing jitter
and unsynchronised clocks, the impact of time differences can be mitigated by
detecting if the system is close to steady-state, i.e. no fast changes in the signals
occur, using the filter fSS(·)
Quantization Suppression Quantization of measured signals has a lower im-
pact on the relative accuracy the higher the amplitude of the signal is with respect
to the signal resolution. The Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) can be kept high by
defining keeping only those samples whose absolute values are above a threshold
value.
Steady state detection is demonstrated for the same 12 h period on the signal
Qzik in Figure 2.8, in which the upper graph contains the measured signal and
the lower the filtered output fSS(Qzik). The red line marks the cutoff level for
valid data points. The selected steady state periods (green background) show
that noise and transient events are successfully rejected.
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Figure 2.8: Steady-state detection demonstrated on the reactive power Qzik.
The dashed red line marks the cut-off threshold.
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2.2.5.2 Computational Performance of the Regular and Transformed Line
Equations
The advantage of the transformed problem to the regular problem is the constant
number of states. Figure 2.9 shows the normalized average computation time for
both approaches versus number of random samples. While the regular problem
has 4n equations and 5+n states, the transformed problem performs faster due its
constant number of 5 states. The total number of samples varies with the quality
of the input data. In the conducted practical evaluations, at least 400 samples
were necessary to achieve reliable results in presence of the data’s temporal and
spatial resolution.
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Figure 2.9: Normalized computational time of the estimations.
2.2.5.3 Comparison Between LSQ and EKF
The experimental data has been acquired from SYSLAB as described in Sec-
tion 2.1.3. Because there are no precise measurements of the line parameters
available, two independent sets of data are compared against each other: one al-
ready used in Paper P1 (called day 1 henceforth), and a new recorded set (day 2).
The latter has about 2 to 3 times lower peak active and reactive power magnitudes
|Pik|, |Pki|, |Qik|, |Qki| and a 25% lower peak voltage difference |Vi − Vk| after
applying the pre-filtering steps of Section 2.2.5.1. This poses a bigger challenge
to the estimators, because the signal-to-noise ratios are lower accordingly.
Figure 2.10 shows the box plot of the estimated GSik of all runs for the two
days. Both estimators converge towards similar values, with LSQ showing lower
deviations across all random subsampling runs than EKF. However, on day 2 the
LSQ fails to repeat the results from day one, whereas the EKF reaches very similar
values. Similar observations can be made by looking at the remaining two line
parameters BSik and BPik. Table 2.3 shows the means and standard deviations for
all parameters for both estimators and data sets. On day 1 the EKF shows good
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performance on estimating the small parallel susceptance BPik, which is closer to
the data sheet value and therefore more reasonable than the result from the LSQ.
The EKF also performs reasonably consistent on BSik over both days and only
fails on BPik on day 2 together with the LSQ.
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Figure 2.10: Box plot of the obtained experimental results for GSik.
Table 2.3: Estimation results on real measured line power flows and bus voltages
obtained in SYSLAB on two different days.
Day 1 Day 2
Parameter Unit Measure LSQ EKF LSQ EKF
GSik S
mean 8.532 8.612 7.327 8.634
SD 0.046 0.123 0.074 0.080
BSik S
mean −5.114 −4.609 −3.159 −4.355
SD 0.029 0.109 0.059 0.082
BPik mS
mean 0.274 0.142 0.000 0.027
SD 0.156 0.027 0.000 0.031
2.3 Expanding Topological Information
The total amount of information required to represent entire TSO-controlled areas
is vast, let alone complete synchronous areas. Reduction techniques are generally
employed whenever the complexity of a model is either too high for its intended
purpose, or would render the targeted problem infeasible. The model reduction
method presented in [52] simplifies the non-linear model of power system com-
ponents by incorporating their controller response to retain essential dynamic
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characteristics. Topological reduction for printed circuit boards is performed in
[53] for scenarios where only the low frequency characteristics are of interest, and
high-frequencies can be dismissed. Several ways for reducing topological com-
plexity in the field of power engineering are commonly used [54]–[57]: Kron re-
duction identifies and merges redundant nodes; Ward External Equivalents based
on Thevenin’s Theorem replaces external systems with equivalent lines and loads
at an area’s boundary buses; Dimo’s Method aggregates all buses and lines in an
area into a radial one-bus equivalent; and Zhukov’s Method is an improvement
of Dimo’s Method by introducing equivalent transformers in order to preserve
voltage levels. Common denominator of these methods is their centralised take
on the various aspects of topology reduction.
In hindsight of active collaboration between DSOs for improved grid planning
and operations, Paper P3 adds a decentralised notion to topology reduction and
representation. The presented binary connectivity expansion approach preserves
topological details of a local neighbourhood (e.g., an area belonging to a DSO),
while remote areas (e.g., adjacent DSO areas, superordinate TSO networks) are
gradually flattened in detail. Accounting for the possibility of meshed distribu-
tion grid operation [58], the resulting topologies preserve all loop information to
properly reflect the connectivity between areas. By using a global naming scheme
and assuming strict hierarchies, the entire topology reduction, distribution, and
assembly process is entirely decentralised without central topology databases.
2.3.1 Grid Modelling
A generic distribution grid topology as in Figure 2.11a, with buses, lines/cables,
breakers/switches, areas, and a unique naming scheme for all topological elements,
is used. This model holds the complete static physical structure, whereas the
effective topology in Figure 2.11b considers the dynamic breaker states and is
described in a graph structure [54]. Starting point for all further considerations is
the oriented graph G = (B,L), with B being vertices/bus nodes and L edges/lines,
and n = ℵ (B), m = ℵ (L) as their respective cardinalities. The incidence matrix
of G ∈ Rn×m is defined as
Ii,j =

−1 : bi is the source of lj
1 : bi is the sink of lj
0 : bi, lj are not incident,
(2.13)
with bi ∈ B and lj ∈ L.
The graph Tfull = (Bfull, Lfull) represents our global distribution grid topology,
where Bfull is the set of vertices representing buses, Lfull is the set of edges repre-
senting closed lines between buses, and nfull = ℵ (Bfull), mfull = ℵ (Lfull) are the
respective element numbers. The dimension of the incidence matrix calculates to:
Dim (Ifull) = nfull ×mfull. (2.14)
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Figure 2.11: Considered grid model and its components in an exemplary topol-
ogy. The node/breaker model in (a) shows the complete physical model. The
bus/branch model in (b) features the effective electric topology as a set of nodes
and edges. Buses are hierarchically grouped into areas (coloured), and the desired
reduction levels are marked for area Ai,j (shades of grey).
While an undirected graph would be sufficient to describe the connectivity state
of an electric power system, the orientation of lines is needed in order to properly
attribute RDF information (refer to Section 3.1.2.2) to the two terminals. The
grid topology is divided into hierarchically ordered areas A, with the hierarchical
level l determined by the number of subindices. For the sake of simplicity, two
levels under the global area are assumed, i.e. Ai is a subarea of A = {A1, A2, . . .}
and Ai,j is a subarea of Ai = {Ai,1, Ai,2, . . .}. To the hierarchy level of Ai,j be-
longs the subset Bi,j of the complete set of buses Bfull, and the smallest possible
area corresponds to a single bus node. Each bus belongs to one and only one area
Ai,j , which also contains domestic lines Li,j that connect the buses Bi,j . Tie-lines
Ltie,i,j belong to just one bus in Bi,j because their respective other ends cross the
area boundaries. The definitions for Ai and A are concordantly. The correspond-
ing graphs of each area on all levels contains the according buses/subareas and
domestic lines, e.g., Ti,j = (Bi,j , Li,j).
2.3.2 Methodology
The process of topology reduction and assembly is described in the following.
2.3.2.1 Topology Reduction
Using the grid model given in the previous section, the reduction is performed
locally and entirely decentralized by all areas. The reduction process starts at
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the lowest level, where the set of connected topology segments Ci,j for all Ai,j is
determined. The reduced areaAredi,j is formed by a new set of equivalent busesBequi,j
each corresponding to one connected grid segment, as well as the tie-lines Ltie,i,j .
Thus, Aredi,j maintains the full connectivity information over its tie-lines without
exposing the inner structure. The reduced topologies of all areas are subsequently
propagated upwards in the hierarchy where the procedure is repeated accordingly,
and finishes on the topmost level.
Table 2.4 shows both the full and the reduced incidence matrices for all areas
that hold buses. Three of these areas only contain one equivalent bus (labelled
with eq) which all tie-lines connect to. Area A1,3, however, has two electrically
disjoint grid segments and just as many equivalent buses.
Table 2.4: Full and reduced topologies of the example grid in Figure 2.11.
A1,1 1-
5
5-
6
5-
7
5-
8
5-
9
5-
12
5 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1
6 0 1 0 0 0 0
7 0 0 1 0 0 0
8 0 0 0 1 0 0
⇒ A
red
1,1 1-
5
5-
9
5-
12
111eq 1 -1 -1
A1,2 5-
9
9-
10
9-
11
11
-1
3
9 1 -1 -1 -1
10 0 1 0 0
11 0 0 1 0
⇒ A
red
1,2 5-
9
11
-1
3
121eq 1 -1
A1,3 5-
12
11
-1
3
12
-1
4
12
-1
5
14
-1
6
12 1 0 -1 -1 0
13 0 1 0 0 0
14 0 0 1 0 -1
15 0 0 0 1 0
16 0 0 0 0 1
⇒
Ared1,3 5-
12
11
-1
3
131eq 1 0
132eq 0 1
A2 1-
2
1-
3
1-
4
1-
5
1 -1 -1 -1 -1
2 1 0 0 0
3 0 1 0 0
4 0 0 1 0
⇒ A
red
2 1-
5
21eq -1
2.3.2.2 Topology Assembly
The reduced global graph T redi,j =
(
Bredi,j , L
red
i,j
)
as viewed from on area Ai,j is then
obtained by collecting and assembling all the topological information from the
different levels across the hierarchy levels:
1. The complete local topology;
2. The reduced topology of the areas Ai,k, ∀k ̸= j within hierarchy level 2;
3. The reduced topology of the areas Ak, ∀k ̸= i within hierarchy level 1.
The reduced global topology Aglobi,j for area Ai,j consists of ni,j domestic and nequi,j
equivalent buses, as well as mi,j domestic and mequi,j equivalent lines, resulting in
the dimensions of the incidence matrix
Dim (Ired,i,j) =
(
ni,j + nequi,j
)× (mi,j +mequi,j ) (2.15)
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of the reduced global topology of Ai,j . Under the assumption of ni,j , nequi,j ≪ n
and mi,j ,mequi,j ≪ m for typical power grids, the reduction gain is apparent.
Using these matrices, the reduced global topology can be constructed for any
area as demonstrated on Ared1,1 in Table 2.5a. The size of the reduced incidence
matrix is only 8 ·7 = 56, which is 23% of the full matrix. Table 2.5b demonstrates
the construction of the reduced incidence matrix Ared1 from its subareas. The
process is completely decentralized, as the reduced topologies are communicated
upwards in the hierarchy where they are assembled and reduced.
Table 2.5: Topology assembly based on Table 2.4. The reduced global topology
for A1,1 is shown in (a), and the reduced local topology for A1 in (b).
Aglob1,1 1-
5
5-
6
5-
7
5-
8
5-
9
5-
12
11
-1
3
5 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 0
6 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
7 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
8 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
121eq 0 0 0 0 1 0 -1
131eq 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
132eq 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
21eq -1 0 0 0 0 0 0
A1,1 1-
5
5-
9
5-
12
11
-1
3
111eq 1 -1 -1 0
121eq 0 1 0 -1
131eq 0 0 1 0
132eq 0 0 0 1
⇓
Ared1 1-
5
11eq 1
a) b)
2.3.3 Performance Evaluation
Performance of the algorithm is evaluated numerically and on the IEEE 906-bus
European Low-Voltage Test Feeder .
2.3.3.1 Numerical Evaluation
Numerical evaluations with reasonable assumptions for the number of buses, lines,
areas and connected sub-areas from the perspective of one area Ai,j are performed
in the following. A mesh factor x is introduced that linearly interpolates between
a radial graph with n− 1 edges and a fully meshed graph with 12n (n− 1) edges.
Figure 2.12 shows the numerical evaluation results of the incidence matrix di-
mension Dim (I) depending on the total number of buses n for variations of the
number of areas and mesh factors. Two hierarchy levels l are considered for all
areas, and only results fulfilling the condition ni,j ≥ 1 are plotted. The number
of connected grid segments per area is uniformly chosen as rc = 1, as its influence
on the figures is small compared to the other quantities.
In the case of the full incidence matrix without reduction and x = 0, the
expected n2 growth using (2.14) is observed. Applying a mesh factor of only 1%
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Figure 2.12: Numerical performance evaluation of the reduction algorithm for
different numbers of areas and mesh factors. The vertical and horizontal dash-
dotted lines mark the average reduced incidence matrix size per subarea for the
total number of buses in the test case discussed in Section 2.3.3.2.
increases the size remarkably. For n = 104 the number of matrix entries based on
(2.15) changes from about 108 to about 5 · 109, indicating that increased compu-
tational demands of potential future meshed grid configurations can be expected.
Dividing the grid into two areas and two subareas each yields a significant size
reduction of a factor of around 10 across the range. By increasing the number
of areas and subareas in the last case, the gain in size becomes more pronounced
and accounts for more than 4 orders of magnitude and 104 buses. The depen-
dency between the total and the reduced number of buses is non-linear, because
for small n and high r the total amount of areas dominates the result. In the
opposite case of high n and low r, however, the incidence matrix size is mostly
proportional to the square of the number of buses per subarea ni,j . For the case
of 5 areas and 3 subareas, the average reduced incidence matrix size per subarea
is marked by the vertical and horizontal dash-dotted lines as a reference for the
test case discussed in the next section. Here, the evaluation predicts an average
incidence matrix size of 4436 entries, which is 0.05% of the full incidence matrix
with 819930 entries.
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2.3.3.2 Practical Verification
The IEEE European Low-Voltage Test Feeder is a 906 bus radial distribution grid
which connects to the medium-voltage system through a substation transformer
[59]. For studying the behaviour of the reduction algorithm in meshed grids,
several lines were added or removed to the original topology. Figure 2.13a shows
the grid layout along with randomly created areas. Two hierarchy levels are
generated, with the second level (subarea) only marked in area 1. The reduction
levels from the local perspective of subarea 1 are shown in Figure 2.13b. The dark
grey zone marks the area of full topological resolution. Mid grey indicates the
first reduction level which comprises all other subareas within area 1. The light
grey zone includes the reduced topologies of all other areas but not subareas.
c)a)
  Substation
Bus nodes Grid lines Tie lines Base level Reduction level 1 Reduction level 2
b)
  Substation
Area 1 Area 1, Subarea 1 Area 1, Subarea 2 Area 1, Subarea 3 Area 2 Area 3 Area 4 Area 5
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 2.13: Exemplary reduction of the modified IEEE European low voltage
test feeder. The topology with its pre-defined areas and subareas is shown in
(a). The desired reduction levels for subarea 1 of area 1 are marked in (b). The
reduced global topology as seen from the subarea is shown in (c).
To generate the reduced global topology for subarea 1, all subareas perform
the topology reduction as described in Section 2.3.2.1. The parent level of each
subarea assembles the reduced topologies according to Section 2.3.2.2 (only con-
sidering step 2) and performs another reduction. Subarea 1 then collects the
reduced topologies of the subareas in area 1 as well as all other reduced topolo-
gies and merges them. As tie-lines between areas are kept, the resulting topology
features the complete mesh information with gradually decreasing resolution for
the areas. Considering only the top-level areas in Figure 2.13a, one could assume
that area 1 and 4 form a loop, and areas 1, 3 and 5 form another. The reduced
topology in Figure 2.13c, however, shows that area 3 and 4 are internally split
into separate grid segments. The assumption about area 4 is therefore wrong,
and the assumption about the second loop is only true because it closes via area
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2. Assembling the incidence matrices as described preserves the internal topology
characteristics while keeping the total incidence matrix complexity low. Table 2.6
compares the number of buses and lines along with the resulting matrix size be-
fore and after topology reduction for subarea 1 of area 1. The reduced matrix
is 0.067% the size of the full matrix for a subarea size of 66 buses, which is the
expected order of magnitude with respect to Section 2.3.3.
Table 2.6: Comparison of the modified IEEE European LV test feeder before
and after performing topology reduction for subarea 1 of area 1 in Figure 2.13a.
Quantity Full Reduced
# nodes n 906 74
# lines m 909 75
# Incidence matrix size size (I) 823554 5550
# nodes in area ni,j - 66
# lines in area mi,j - 65
2.4 Conclusions
Power system planning and operations largely rely on adequate grid models.
Knowledge over the vast and ageing distribution grid infrastructure is often rather
poor, and related models compromised as a consequence. This chapter identified
two different ways of improving distribution grid models using existing metering
and ICT infrastructure.
The line parameter estimation approach in Section 2.2 focuses on enhancing
and completing existing models that are inaccurate or corrupted. Compared
against the parameter accuracy found in commonly used grid models, it is capa-
ble of providing significant improvements for distribution grid models using only
RMS measurements of the voltage and powers. These quantities are assumed to
be impaired by scaling errors due to device tolerances, transient and quantization
noise, and asynchronous timestamps. As voltage angles are generally not known
in distribution grids, the power flow equations are transformed into a voltage an-
gle free representation that reduces problem complexity. Of the two investigated
numerical methods for solving the estimation problem, the EKF of Paper P2
delivers better results than the LSQ of Paper P1 with increasing noise, quan-
tisation levels and model uncertainties. Additionally, the EKF provides more
accurate estimates of the parallel susceptance, which is typically about four to
five magnitudes lower than the series admittance. In a nutshell, the line param-
eter estimation approach using the modified EKF should be considered if a) the
input data is very noisy, b) good accuracy of the parallel susceptance estimate is
desired, or c) the line parameter estimation is performed on live data. Otherwise,
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the LSQ is sufficient. Together, both estimators provide a toolbox for estimating
pi-line parameters which can be used with different qualities of input data, differ-
ent accuracy requirements for the estimated parallel susceptance, and in offline
or online measurement situations.
Extending local grid models by augmenting them with reduced representations
of the external areas is the second proposed approach presented in Section 2.3. It
enables significant reduction of the total binary connectivity information of elec-
tric distribution grid topologies while retaining topological features like loops. In
the investigated scenario, the number of nodes in the local representation of the
complete network is around three magnitudes smaller than the total number of
buses. The approach can be extended with other electrical reduction techniques
(e.g., Ward Equivalents), but may also prove useful for concentrating ICT-related
networking information. Numerical investigations of the algorithm performance
illustrate the dependency of the numbers of areas with respect to the total number
of buses, which could be used for determining optimal partitioning of control ar-
eas. Furthermore, the approach can be augmented with other electrical reduction
techniques, but may also prove useful for concentrating ICT-related networking
information. Paper An Efficient Method for Decentralized Tracking of Distribu-
tion Grid Topology by Gehrke and Prostejovsky (see Section 1.3.3) practically
applies an extended version of the method for distributing information about
ancillary services to distributed participants in the power grid.
Utilisation of the increased observability in distribution grids through measure-
ments and ICT answers Objective I. The data exchange mechanisms necessary
for realising particularly the decentralised reduction approach in Section 2.3 are
presented in the following chapter, which explores the implications of Objective II.
CHAPTER 3
Distributed Situational
Awareness
This chapter describes concepts for automated sharing and visualisation of dy-
namic topological and electrical state information. Utilising the available data
from the distribution grid’s monitoring infrastructure described in Chapter 2, the
goal is to increase the live Situational Awareness (SA) in a distributed environ-
ment. An overview on present-day SCADA systems as well as on data handling
between DSOs, TSOs, and other parties is given in Section 3.1. The means for
investigating these concepts is described in Section 3.2, where a MAS-based frame-
work is employed for data encapsulation, task scheduling, and communications.
The framework is subsequently applied in Section 3.3 to demonstrate a distributed
topology detection approach, which is used on a grid state visualisation concept
for control rooms that establishes live data streams on demand.
I II
Distribution System Operators
Figure 3.1: Objective II with regard to the power system in Figure 1.3.
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3.1 Overview
Chapter 2 presented possibilities for harnessing the emerging distribution grid
monitoring capabilities to improve grid models. These models aim to improve
state awareness both in automated grid planning tools as well as in control rooms.
The rising complexity of distribution grids together with an increasing number of
measurements, however, call for new data exchange and control rooms concepts.
A closer look at SCADA system and related ICT infrastructure is taken in the
following.
3.1.1 Supervisory Control & Data Acquisition
SCADA denotes a class of software programs used for real-time process control
of power plants, telecommunications, water and waste control, and many others.
In electric power grids, SCADA systems provide human operators in control cen-
tres monitoring and control access to remote substations and assets, as well as
establishing a link to other DMS functionality [60]. They are an integral part
of commercially available EMSs and DMSs, which are highly-integrated software
suites highly tailored to the needs of individual TSOs and DSOs [61]. The main
tasks of SCADA are data acquisition, networked data communications, data dis-
play and presentation, as well as control functionality [33]. Communication links
between SCADA and remote sensors and actuators are typically static entries
in central databases maintained by each operator. Changes of device configura-
tions and locations, as well as in the topological structure of the grid, need to
be manually tracked and entered in their respective databases. Accordingly, the
visualisation and decision support functionality provided by SCADA systems are
equally static and require manual modifications.
As an example, Figure 3.2 is a screenshot of a typical DMS operator work-
place visualisation by a commercial manufacturer. The left pane of the interface
shows the a wider part of an urban area, where the electrical topology is combined
with geographical information. A zoomed view of the map, marked with a red
rectangle, is displayed in the right pane, which reveals the complexity of distri-
bution grids at a glance. Even this partial view is comprised of a hundred nodes
consisting of loads, generators, measurement points, and the precise cable/line
routings.
For past requirements under a vertical integration scheme and unidirectional
power flows, such static SCADA implementations were a huge leap forward from
the analogue into the digital age. With the growing number of active grid par-
ticipants and measurement devices, however, these systems become difficult to
maintain. Even in transmission grids, data from PMUs usually needs to be col-
lected and filtered in phasor data concentrators before it is passed on to control
centres, otherwise the individual streams become unmanageable [63]. The increas-
ing uncertainty and intermittency in grid operations also requires new decision
support concepts, where the SCADA system automatically filters essential infor-
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2 | Network Manager ADMS
Network Manager ADMS is a key component of the distribution 
control room that enables the efficient management of the sub-
transmission, medium and low voltage distribution networks
The challenge 
Electric distribution companies are under increasing pressure to 
improve reliability and reduce costs while meeting the challenges  
of grid automation, communication, distributed energy resources 
(DER), changing consumption patterns, microgrids and markets 
that are driving grid modernization and fundamentally changing  
the nature of distribution operations. 
Network Manager Advanced Distribution Management  
System (ADMS) 
The ABB ADMS is a real-time system for managing operations  
in a distribution control center. It provides monitoring and control, 
network analysis, network optimization and outage management 
capabilities in an integrated software platform enabling effective 
management of assets on a platform developed to meet the 
evolving needs of distribution operators.
ADMS key features
 − Distribution SCADA for reliable monitoring and control
 − Outage management system:
 ◦ Outage management
 ◦ Switch management
 ◦ Fault location isolation system restoration (FLISR)
 − A range of advanced analysis tools to enhance situational 
awareness and support effective decision making:
 ◦ State estimation
 ◦ Load flow analysis
 ◦ Volt/VAR optimization
 ◦ Short circuit analysis
 ◦ Loss reduction by feeder reconfiguration
 − Enterprise service bus for integration
ADMS key benefits
 − A common working environment providing a seamless 
workflow for control room staff
 − A single network model that is easy to maintain
 − Integrated analytics solution providing insight to all levels of 
the organization
Figure 3.2: DMS operator workplace example as part of the ABB Network
Manager ADSM suite [62].
mation for the human operators. In particular, dynamic dashboard technologies
are needed to maintain SA with the ever-increasing amounts of data generated
in distribution grids [64]. Handling this complexity requires future DMS and
SCADA concepts to incorporate Service Oriented Architecture (SOA)-like com-
munications over standardised protocols like Common Information Model (CIM)
[65].
Incorporation of DERs for primary and secondary control covered in Chap-
ter 4 as well as demand-side management [66], [67] raises another drawback of cen-
tralised data management solutions. A study on the influence of communication
networks on ancillary service provision in [68] revealed, that the expected data
packet latency in the investigated urban networks ranges between 1 s to 4.5 s from
home- and neighbourhood area networks to the System Operators (SOs). This
latency is in the same range as the primary control [69] and would at least double
in closed-loop control scenarios. Therefore, centralised data hubs as described in
Section 3.1 constitute a potential bottleneck towards further automation of the
power grid.
3.1.2 Data Handling in Electric Grids
The European Commission released the Smart Grid Architecture Model (SGAM)
in 2012 as an implementation guideline for future electric grid solutions [70]. It
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acknowledges the importance of ICT in the evolution of the grid to account for
current and future demands regarding technologies, applications, and stakehold-
ers’ interests. Interoperability is imperative for successful adoption and applica-
tion of the model, for which reason five distinct abstraction layers were defined:
Business, Function, Information, Communication, and Component. These layers
stretch across grid domains (from bulk generation down to DERs and customer
premises) and zones (physical process level to markets). Data handling is there-
fore a key factor to cope with the complexities entailed by this three-dimensional
space spanned by SGAM.
3.1.2.1 Scenarios
The Smart Grid Task Force of the European Commission identifies in [71] three
different use cases aiming to cover all possible scenarios of data handling, which
are listed in the following:
DSO as Market Facilitator This case favours a storage model based on data
hubs operated by the DSOs. It serves as an access point to operational and market
data for market parties in a non-discriminatory manner, ensuring that customer
data is protected for privacy and security reasons.
Third Party Market Facilitators An independent central communication
platform using one or more data hubs is employed in this case. Market partici-
pants access data and interact over the platform in neutral manner as per defini-
tion. Role-based access allows for great flexibility implementing service-oriented
concepts.
Data Access-Point Manager (DAM) This case considers the creation of a
trusted DAM operated by certified companies who provide data access to certified
market participants as well as consumers and prosumers. The scope of the data
managed by the DAM ranges from SM measurements and DG up to enterprise
and market information, granting the greatest flexibility and transparency in a
distributed environment. In addition, DAMs provide also remote access to func-
tionalities needed for SG operations. Consequently, new interaction mechanisms
able to handle the wide range of information and functionalities are required,
allowing for connections, updates, disconnections, and localisation of services.
Out of these scenarios, the European Network of Transmission System Op-
erators for Electricity (ENTSO-E) recommends the first two managed by TSOs,
DSOs, third parties, or jointly by different system operators [72]. A central data
hub managed by the TSO is deemed preferable, for instance as implemented in the
Danish supplier-centric model by Energienet.dk [30]. These solution mainly tar-
get the exchange of metering data for billing purposes on the retail market and
historical data storage (e.g., for post-mortem fault analysis), which operate on
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slower timescales than most control applications. However, both the ENTSO-E
and the European Distribution System Operators (EDSO) stress the importance
of well-defined TSO-DSO interfaces in order to harness the potential flexibility of
resources on the distribution level for real-time control [31].
3.1.2.2 Interoperability
The ENTSO-E defines in [73] the following categories of data exchange: On re-
quest to support single analysis or report on operational or security aspects; peri-
odically (e.g., hours, days, etc..); real-time exchange describing the live situation
in a system, either periodically, event-based, or on request; bilateral and multi-
lateral between two or more parties; and internal and external exchange between
TSOs and/or non-TSOs. This accounts for the different needs ranging from mon-
itoring and control, topology updates, or enterprise data exchange. Regardless
of the transmission rate, data needs to be serialised before being transmitted, as
well as put into context.
The CIM as used by the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC)
61970 (for EMSs), IEC 61968 (for DMSs), and IEC 61850 (for Intelligent Elec-
tronic Devices (IEDs) within substations) series of standards, has been estab-
lished as the technical standard for the exchange of grid data between various
utility systems [74]. It provides a semantically and syntactically sound format for
data exchange between SCADA, EMS, DMS, operator training systems and asset
management systems. CIM defines data and information models that represent
electrical state and asset information in a unified way, and furthermore provides
an integration framework including several technology mappings, and interface
specifications. The very high acceptance in the energy sector and ongoing stan-
dardization efforts makes CIM one of the most established standards worldwide
in the energy domain [75].
With regard to the exchange of topological data as presented in Section 2.3 as
well as later in Section 3.3, topologies can be serialized within CIM in the Resource
Description Format (RDF) in order to facilitate data exchange [76], [77]. RDF
allows the representation of arbitrary topology graphs, effectively enabling CIM
to represent reduced topologies within the same framework as the full topology.
3.2 Distributed Topology and State Acquisition
Framework
Section 3.1 identified static, centralised data management solutions as a bottle-
neck for fast data exchange and grid automation. Distributed data exchange
mechanisms, on the other hand, confine the traffic between the directly involved
parties and reduce the roundtrip time in peer-to-peer communication scenarios.
Hence, adopting distributed data acquisition, processing and exchange mecha-
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nisms for SCADA systems by means of modern ICT has the potential mitigate
the aforementioned problems.
Development and testing of distributed SCADA concepts requires new tools,
which resemble the decentralised characteristics of modern communication sys-
tems. Present commercial computer-aided tools for simulation of power networks
or the development of controllers are integrated software packages designed to
run on single workstations. Distribution takes only place on the computational
side, where the calculation effort is split between CPU cores and across dedicated
servers, but not on the algorithmic side. The use of standardisation and abstrac-
tion for exchanging control software between different laboratory environments
has been demonstrated in several European research projects [78], [79]. However,
these efforts did not aim at integrating laboratory and simulation work through
a single interface.
Distribution of data functional encapsulation of monitoring and control task
is the principal domain of MAS. In software engineering, agents are defined as
autonomous software units that observe their environment and have the ability
to act on it based on predefined behaviours [80]. A MAS is a population of of
agents that commonly operate in the same runtime environment, which provides
ancillary services like message queues, interaction protocols, task schedulers, etc.,
therefore reducing the implementation efforts for developers [81]. The use of
software agents for power system control has been investigated by a number of
authors; a thorough discussion of different applications and existing challenges is
given in [82] and [83]. Virtually all published research into MAS in a Smart Grid
context targets either geographically limited subsystems such as intra-substation
control or microgrids, or addresses high-level or supervisory control on a larger
scale [78], [84]–[86]. Distributed observability, on the other hand, is unexplored
ground.
This section presents a MAS-based framework for distributed data acquisition
and knowledge inference designed for developing the observability and visualisa-
tion concepts in Section 3.3. As such, this Observability Platform picks up some
ideas behind SYSLAB (see Section 2.1.3) in terms of decentralisation of power sys-
tem functionality, but with an emphasis on simulation and laboratory integration.
Different agent types represent various categories of power system components,
such as loads and generators, topological elements, and control areas (called Cells
henceforth, taken from [87], [88]). The framework provides a high-level applica-
tion layer and flexible low-level data acquisition mechanisms for each agent type,
enabling the developed applications to access arbitrary data sources. A CIM-like
electrical grid model serves as an abstraction layer between the high- and the
low-level. It contains sufficient detail to reflect important system states, while at
the same time being as simple as possible in order to avoid potential error sources
as well as development and configuration overhead. Data exchange builds on a
separate communication model that reflects interactions between agents. More
details of the framework are featured in in Paper P4.
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3.2.1 Information Model
Structured message exchange and operating on the available information requires
a meaningful representation of the considered environment. The Information
Model, as implemented in the Grid Abstraction Layer and used by both the Func-
tional and Data Acquisition Layer, needs to be designed to supply the applications
on top with the required level of information, while keeping the complexity at rea-
sonable levels to avoid overhead. CIM establishes a standardised representation
of electrical resources and enable the exchange of topological data as described
in Section 3.1.2.2, but its complexity exceeds the demands for the framework.
Hence, a simplified modelling approach has been chosen.
The electrical grid topology model is represented as an undirected graph that
consists of three topological elements:
• Buses can have 1 . . . n branches or devices attached and can be treated as
atomic units, such as single busbars up to substations;
• Branches always run between two buses and represent electric lines/cables
and transformers;
• Devices that are connected to nodes, such as loads, generators, etc..
Each elements features one or more terminals over which physical connections
can be established. A terminal may have a breaker and a number of different
measurements (e.g., voltage, current, power) depending on the properties of the
actual device component represents. This elementary division offers flexibility
to choose the granularity of the considered grid model while maintaining a clear
and simple structure. For instance, a substation may be either considered as a
single busbar, or be represented as a collection of individual busbars depending
on the substation layout. Complex bus arrangements (like multiple breakers for
one feeder) are not covered by the Information Model, because this information
is not relevant on a system-wide scale. Figure 3.3 illustrates the topological
components of the electric grid model. Besides the three components of the
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Figure 3.3: Topological components used for modelling the electric grid: Nodes
or buses (a), branches like lines or transformers (b), generic DER (c).
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electrical grid topology model, also WoC Cells are cover that can be arbitrarily
defined depending on the context.
The presented meta-model, containing concepts and relationships, is stored
as ontological objects within the framework. An Ontology is a vocabulary of
concepts, their relations, and constraints, and are widely used as a semantic
description of knowledge [89]. Here, ontologies are used to represent the power
system domain knowledge, in particular the power grid topology.
An outline of the information model is given in Figure 3.4 as an UML repre-
sentation. Here, the abstract SystemComponent is the parent concept from which
Figure 3.4: UML description of the information model of the Observability
Platform.
Cells and TopologyComponents are derived, where the children inherit the prop-
erties of the parent and define additional properties. Terminals are represented
by the Terminal class and are properties of the other classes along with their
associated cardinality as defined in Figure 3.4.
3.2.2 Framework Architecture
An earlier version of the framework has successfully been used in several experi-
ments [90], [91]. Despite its more simplified set of functionality targeted particu-
larly for control tasks, the architecture proved to be flexible enough to allow for
easy deployment in various laboratories.
3.2.2.1 Overview
The organisation of the individual parts of the presented Observability Platform
architecture covered in this section is shown in Figure 3.5. The framework’s
operation purpose is to aid the development and testing of distributed monitoring,
visualisation, and decision support algorithms in laboratory environments. Five
layers are featured, of which the following three mark the core of the framework:
1. Central to the architecture, the Grid Abstraction Layer holds an abstract In-
formation Model of the grid, its elements, and logical dependencies between
them.
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Grid Layer
Figure 3.5: Observability Platform architecture consisting of five layers, of which
three (marked in blue) comprise the framework core.
2. The Functional Layer contains software representations of the grid elements
and Cells, which are able to store and process acquired data and interact
with each other using high-level messaging. Information about themselves
and their observed grid environment is stored in instances of the elements
from the Information Model in their internal knowledge base.
3. The Data Acquisition Layer observes the grid state by acquiring measure-
ment data and mapping it into the corresponding instances of the Informa-
tion Model.
The other two layers necessary for the intended purpose of the framework are
linked by the framework core:
1. Higher-level applications in the Applications Layer, like knowledge infer-
ence algorithms or visualisations, can access the Functional Layer’s internal
knowledge bases and modify them as needed.
2. The Grid Layer is the actual environment on which the Observability Plat-
form operates, be it either a simulation or a real physical environment.
3.2.3 Agent Types and Interactions
MASs’ ability of encapsulation and distribution of data and functionality allows
for easy implementation of the information model of Section 3.2.1. The population
of agents in a MAS operate in the same runtime environment, which provides
ancillary services like message queues, interaction protocols, task schedulers, etc.,
therefore reducing the implementation efforts for developers [81].
Four main agent types are defined in the framework:
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• Bus Agent (BA): Represents buses and aggregates data of its connected
lines and devices such as injected powers and power flexibility;
• Line Agent (LNA): Represents branches between two buses like electric lines
and cables1, and transformers;
• Device Agent (DA): Represents and monitors grid devices such as loads,
generators, batteries, etc.;
• Cell Agent (CA): Represents control areas or other logical groups that ag-
gregate data of their observed grid segments.
The term Cell is taken from [87] and is described in more detail in Section 4.2.1.
By means of the exemplary topology and Cell division in Figure 3.6a, the mapping
of the agent types to their designated grid devices is illustrated in Figure 3.6b.
CA1
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LNA2
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LNA1
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DER 3
Figure 3.6: Exemplary grid topology and Cell configuration illustrating agent assignments.
Information subscriptions define between which agents messages are transmit-
ted in case of events (e.g., significant changes of measurements). Default sub-
scriptions are defined in the agents’ configuration files that are read on startup,
whereas optional subscriptions can be established during runtime in order to allow
for dynamic changes of agent interactions. Figure 3.7 shows possible subscriptions
for the grid example.
3.2.4 Agent Architecture
The internal architecture of the agents is schematically illustrated in Figure 3.8
by means of functional blocks that encapsulate particular functionality.
1Whether or not lines and cables should be represented by individual agents is debatable,
because they are passive elements. However, branch elements assume internal states like core
temperature, which could be determined by functionally encapsulated observers.
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Figure 3.7: Exemplary information subscriptions between the agents.
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Figure 3.8: Internal agent architecture.
3.2.4.1 Core Layer
Core functionality that is shared across all agent types, like task scheduling, agent
interactions, and information processing, is featured in this layer.
Basic Behaviours Basic Behaviours are responsible for handling common tasks,
such as setting up the agent at startup, registering the agent and its characteris-
tic properties in the framework, establishing communication links to other agents,
and triggering actions based on sent and received information from other agents
and the physical layer. Furthermore, this block also registers behaviours from the
application layer in the agent’s task scheduler.
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Knowledge Base The Knowledge Base holds all information about the agent
itself and its environment. An ontology based on the information model of Sec-
tion 3.2.1 forms the backbone of the agent’s world model, in which environmental
objects are represented as ontological object instances. These instances are up-
dated every time the agent receives corresponding data from the physical layer,
other agents, or as calculation results from the application layer.
Inter-Agent Communication High-level message transfer enables the imple-
mentation of agent interactions according to Section 3.2.3. There are two differ-
ent interaction types: Protocol-based for complex interactions, and event-based
data exchange. Complex interactions are bi-directional communicative acts to
reach a certain result (for instance, accepting or refusing requests to perform
certain actions), whereas the data exchange usually requires only one-directional
communication. The Inter-Agent Communication block provides the Basic and
Application Behaviours with the according access functions for performing com-
municative acts.
3.2.4.2 Application Layer
The data exchanged and stored by the Core Layer, as well as provided by the
physical layer, lacks semantics and therefore does not have any meaning by itself.
The application layer provides access to available data and facilitates prototyping
of the following applications:
• Knowledge inference: Derivation of the system state and observables based
on available and a-priori data.
• Visualisation: Visualising the system state and developing new user inter-
face concepts for future power systems.
3.2.4.3 Low-level Layer
The Low-level Layer handles everything related to physical data exchange.
Data Access Agents need to interact not only among themselves using high
level messaging, but also with their physical environment they are operating on.
The Physical Access block provides the necessary functionality for the core and
application layer for receiving measurement data by providing Generic Data Ob-
jects (GDOs). GDOs feature input/output methods to their corresponding data
sources, change listeners that trigger events on data value changes that exceed
predefined thresholds, and handle type conversions.
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XML Reader To each agent belongs a configuration file that is read at startup
by the XML Parser and its contents are stored in the agent’s Knowledge Base.
The XML file specifies the agent type, which tells the framework the about the
agent class to load, as well as configuration data:
• Terminals setup: Identifiers, agents connected to the terminals, breakers,
external grid connections, etc.;
• Zone assignment: A list of bus and/or zone agents to which the agent
belongs and reports its status to;
• Data sources: A list of interfaces to data sources over which the agent
interacts with its physical environment. They are described in Section 3.2.5;
• Data points: A list of configuration data for GDOs, such as the data source,
datatype, initial value, thresholds, etc..
• Other agent-specific data fields.
3.2.5 Data Access
Data source interfaces enable the agent to establish event-based links with exter-
nal data sources and provide generic access methods for GDOs, hiding the actual
implementation underneath. The following data sources are implemented so far:
• OPC-UA: Reads data from OPC-UA nodes defined in the namespace of
OPC-UA servers. Subscriptions for data change events are supported.
• CSV file reader: Reads comma separated files with timestamped rows of
data. When a timestamp matches or exceeds the system time, the interface
reads the corresponding row of data points and issues data change notifica-
tions on demand.
• Parameter loop-back: Used for constant parameters defined at startup time
of the agent. The interface simply returns the initial parameter value each
time a GDO accesses it.
The GDOs and data source signatures used by the agent instances are part of
the agent configuration file read by the XML Reader. Each instance can therefore
be supplied with its individual set of input data.
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3.3 Distributed Grid Visualisation
Data acquisition in future SCADA systems will be highly distributed with a vast
number of data sources. Therefore, new visualisation concepts are necessary to
accommodate for the dynamic environment and provide the control room oper-
ators relevant information. The Observability Platform presented in Section 3.2
is used for developing a distributed topology and grid state visualization concept
described in the following based on Technical Report TR1.
3.3.1 User Interface Description
The premise for visualizing the grid state is the unavailability of a central source
holding the complete topology model and power system states. Instead, agents
possess local knowledge about their physical environment restricted to their im-
mediate neighbourhood. Logical assignment define implicit hierarchy levels and
determine, to which other agent changes to the internal state are reported by
default. In case of the topology example in Figure 3.6, bus agent BA2 sees the
device agents DA1 and DA2 as well as line agent LNA1, but everything beyond is
unknown a-priori. Logically, the device agents are assigned to the buses they are
connected to, whereas bus agents are assigned to their respective Cells. Branch
elements have two terminals and are therefore assigned to as many agents.
The developed interface is depicted in Figure 3.9. This and the following
figures in this chapter are screenshots from the running Observability Platform,
hence their slightly compromised readability in this document. The left pane
shows the current view on the grid consisting of the topology and, if desired, a
graphical overlay of electrical and logical states. The right pane holds an list of the
visible elements, a detailed list of properties of the currently selected element, as
well as several buttons and checkboxes that allow the operator to execute certain
actions. The following perspectives are available to the operator with a click on
the according elements:
• Inter-Cell view: Top-level overview of the network showing Cells and tie-
lines.
• Intra-Cell view: Contains buses and lines within a Cell, as well as the tie-
lines and neighbouring Cells.
• Local view: Features devices and lines connected to one bus along with its
associated Cell.
• Global physical view: Shows buses and lines of the entire grid as a graph.
A legend on the grid elements is given in the bottom of the right pane. Graphical
overlays can be toggled with the checkboxes:
• Assignments: Logical assignments defining the hierarchy.
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Figure 3.9: Grid visualisation interface. The left pane holds the topology with
the live state overlays. The right pane contains (top to bottom) controls for
graphical overlays and the types of view, detailed description of the selected
topological elements, a list of visible graph nodes and edges, and the legend.
• Connections: Physical connections between grid elements.
• Publishers: Present data publishing directions.
• Subscribers: Present data subscription directions.
• Autolayout: Manual or automatic grid layout.
• Live view: Establishes temporary Peer-to-Peer (P2P) connections between
the visualisation application and the agents featured in the current view.
The necessary data for opening new views is gathered by making a single query
to the selected agent, which in turn returns back a list of agents which are logically
assigned to it. Subsequently, the visualisation application queries all agents from
the list once for their local state and processes the received information that gets
statically displayed. Selecting the live view option, on the other hand, orders
the visualisation to subscribe to the observed agents; published states are then
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dynamically updated in the grid view. The following two test cases demonstrate
distributed topology aggregation and live SA in practice.
3.3.2 Dynamic Topology Aggregation
Physical and logical assignments follow the example in Figure 3.6 and the graph
definitions of Section 2.3. For any area and hierarchical level under consideration,
the visualisation application dynamically queries the respective agents for their
topological knowledge. Given that any agent knows its neighbourhood, the con-
nected graphs can always be recovered. In case of branch elements crossing area
boundaries, where the other end of the branch is hidden from the current view,
the logical assignment is used to complete the visualisation.
3.3.2.1 Power Networks Demonstration Centre (PNDC)
Topology assessments are based on the PNDC2 laboratory power grid, a purpose-
built facility at the University of Strathclyde, Glasgow, a realistic and controllable
test bed from primary plant to control room for the development of emerging
smart grid technologies. The demonstration network is composed of an 11 kV
and transformer-coupled low voltage network, integrated with state-of-the-art
communications and monitoring equipment, as well as other bespoke integrated
functionality. Figure 3.10 shows the used grid model. The laboratory can be
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Figure 3.10: PNDC grid model. The white boxes contain the unique agent
names in the form of [CellName]{_[OtherCellName]}_[AgentType][Index].
The dashed line marks the fictional branch introduced to simulate a meshed
layout.
operated as a grid connected or as an islanded system supplied by a 5MVA motor-
generator set. A transformer within Cell MV2 provides safe galvanic isolation
between the fault thrower (one of the main features of the PNDC) and the external
2Power Networks Demonstration Centre (PNDC): http://pndc.co.uk.
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grid. An additional fictional branch was introduced in the model in order to
achieve a meshed layout.
Two MV Cells MV1, MV2, and one LV Cell LV1 were defined. Appropriate
agents were assigned for all topological elements and devices and configured with
their according neighbours and assignments. The data of the considered dynamic
test case was obtained from an RTDS3
3.3.2.2 Visualisations
The startup view for the following examples is from the perspective of the MV1
Cell operator; i.e., the visualisation application shows the topological features and
states of the agents currently observed by the MV1 Cell agent. Figure 3.11 is the
Inter-Cell view showing the adjacent Cells connected via tielines, revealing that
tielines exist between Cells MV2 and LV1.
A click on the circle representing Cell MV2 opens the intra-Cell view. The
agent running the visualisation (MV1 Cell agent) queries at this point the MV2
Cell agent for its logically assigned devices and receives back a list of device
identifiers. Subsequently, the agent requests the corresponding devices to transmit
their topological knowledge, which allows the MV1 agent to assemble the local
topology as depicted in Figure 3.12. Now, the internal configuration of the MV2
Cell can be inspected, which reveals for example how the two interconnections
between MV2 and LV2 are set up.
The local view of the MV2 Cell agent is given in Figure 3.13. In this perspec-
tive, the assigned electric lines are drawn as discrete elements instead of edges
between the bus nodes in order to show them even if they are physically not con-
nected (e.g., because of open breakers). Lines connected to other Cells visually
mark Cell borders, thus allowing observing them at a glance.
Finally, also a global topological view can be obtained by querying all Cells
for their underlying topologies. Figure 3.14 shows the graph-like result of the
considered grid with all buses as nodes and lines as edges.
3RTDS Real Time Power System Simulation: https://www.rtds.com.
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Figure 3.11: Inter-Cell view of Cell MV1 featuring the Cells and tielines between.
The line highlighted red is overloaded at the time of the snapshot.
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Figure 3.12: Intra-Cell view of Cell MV2 observed remotely by the MV1 Cell
agent. The graph features buses as nodes, lines as edges, and external Cells as
nodes.
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Figure 3.13: Local view of Cell MV2. All topological elements are displayed as
discrete nodes.
Figure 3.14: Global physical topology view of the complete grid.
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3.3.3 Live State Overlays
The dynamic topology visualisations of Section 3.3.2 can be augmented with live
overlays of various electrical quantities and ICT information. As with topological
queries, live data streams are established and closed on demand without prior
knowledge of the agents’ states and locations.
3.3.3.1 Logical Assignments & Communication Channels
Interpretation of the dynamic behaviour of SGs requires understanding of both
the physical aspects and ICT-related interactions. Malfunctions of distributed
devices may not necessarily be caused be electrical faults, but could also arise
from misconfigurations or broken communication infrastructure.
The developed visualisation application supports logical connection and com-
munication channel overlays for that purpose. Figure 3.15 shows two different
overlays on the local view of Cell MV2 in Figure 3.13, with logical assignments
in Figure 3.15a and data stream directions of all publishments in Figure 3.15b.
(a) Logical assignments. (b) Data publishing streams.
Figure 3.15: ICT overlay examples.
From the assignments can be inferred that two lines are tielines connecting two
Cells, which are drawn accordingly in the diagram. The subscription streams fol-
low accordingly (an agent pushes data to its logically assigned agents by default),
but additional streams between neighbouring agents are active. This applies both
on the physical topology level as well as between Cell agents representing distribu-
tion control centres, which actively engage in data exchange with each other. A
similar overlay with the corresponding subscriptions can be found in Technical
Report TR1.
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3.3.3.2 Line Overloading
Overloaded lines are a common cause for grid failures. Firstly, high currents heat
up the conductors and increase their resistance, which in turn further promotes
the heating if the energy cannot be dissipated into the surrounding environment.
This can cause immediate damages to the cable or line, or at least degrade the
conductor insulation in the long-term. Secondly, overcurrents may be a hint
on bad system configurations or malfunctioning devices. Therefore, observing
currents at least at critical points (e.g., substation terminals) is an important
piece of information in control room visualisations.
In the presented MAS-based concept, dedicated line agents hold the role as
observers of branch elements and as such report bad states to all subscribers. In
case of the PNDC example, the red lines in Figure 3.11 to Figure 3.14 mark lines
that are currently operated above their specified current rating.
3.3.3.3 Power Balances
The operating states of electrical power grids are highly dependent on the balance
between electricity production and consumption (more in Chapter 4. Control
areas on the transmission level need to fulfil contracted power import/export
balances after market clearing, whereas the operating states of individual grid
participants can be construed from their consumed or produced powers. Control
room operators need to be supplied at a glance with appropriate information by
their SCADA systems.
As part of the technical demonstrations for the PowerLabDK4 inauguration
ceremony on the 24 June 2016 in Kongens Lyngby, Denmark, a simulation model
of SYSLAB was used to demonstrate a market-based power matching algorithm
[92]. The presented Observability Platform served as a tool to observe the grid
state in real-time, for which reason power balances were particularly highlighted.
The used configuration based on Figure 2.3 is given in Figure 3.16.
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Figure 3.16: Single line diagram of the used SYSLAB configuration. Each
element is represented by a corresponding agent in the following visualisation
examples.
4PowerLabDK homepage: http://www.powerlab.dk.
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Figure 3.17 shows the Inter-Cell view for the SYSLAB simulation model. Bal-
ances are presented in form of a pie chart, which gives the operator immediate
feedback on the power balances at any time. Here, two Cells have a generation
overhead, whereas Cell 3 predominantly consumes power. The overall grid, how-
ever, is in balance as indicated by the SYSLAB Cell node. Selecting the intra-Cell
Figure 3.17: Inter-Cell view on the SYSLAB simulation model with the power
balances overlay.
view for Cell 3 reveals that it consists of two buses, one only consuming power and
one mostly producing, as shown previously in the interface example of Figure 3.9.
Going even further down in the hierarchy exposes the devices that actually
contribute to the overall power mix, as exemplified on bus BA715 in Figure 3.18.
The wind turbine (Gaia) and the solar Cells are generating electric power, whereas
a little part is consumed by the Flexhouse.
3.4 Conclusions
Handling the multitude of DERs and other data sources requires distributed con-
cepts for supporting grid automation and the human operators in control rooms.
Along with this shift comes also the need for tools that facilitate the design and
development of distributed applications. This chapter presented such a tool sup-
porting the needed encapsulation and distribution of functionality, which was
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Figure 3.18: Local physical view of bus BA715 with the power balances overlay.
subsequently used for the implementation of a distributed topology aggregation
and live state visualisation concept.
The MAS-based Observability Platform in Section 3.2 is an adequate means
for prototyping distributed applications. By providing task scheduling and com-
munication facilities with a convenient Application Programming Interface (API),
the underlying runtime environment takes a lot of development effort from the
programmer. The representation of information as ontological objects allows for
easy storage and manipulation of data, and also promotes data congruence within
a distributed environment through convenient communication mechanisms. How-
ever, experience values obtained in the process of implementing the visualisation
concepts of Section 3.3 showed, that it is not the agent framework per se which
facilitates the design of distributed applications in the first place. Instead, the ab-
stract information model in Section 3.2.1 together with the low-level data access
facilities of Section 3.2.5 proved to be the key enablers in both development and
laboratory integration. Abstracted views on the grid and ICT states providing
context while hiding implementation details make the integration of the frame-
work’s various data sources, ranging from historical data in text files to live data
streams, possible. This highlights the importance of the ongoing international ef-
forts in data standardisation as described in Section 3.1.2, and marks an example
for the paradigm shift away from concrete platforms towards abstract interfaces.
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Applications using the Observability Platform are presented in Section 3.3,
where the advantages of the topology aggregation and live state visualisation con-
cepts are evident. Decentralised access of information in conjunction with capable
ICT infrastructures reduces data roundtrip times, necessary for real-time control,
and fosters grid automation by reducing static, manually configured communica-
tion links. In the presented visualisation cases it was demonstrated how one Cell
operator could access information from other Cells on demand. The methodology
allows for easy extension with additional data of interest, such as Geographic In-
formation System (GIS)-data of the installed topological elements or substation
specifications [93]. It furthermore resolve the problem of control centres being
single-points-of-failure, as other system operators may be temporarily granted
the necessary role in case of current or imminent problems.
Privacy and data access rights are essential aspects for practical implementa-
tion of such functionality but are disregarded in the frame of this work. Further
information about role-based access using certificates and virtual overlay net-
works, which are suitable instruments for protecting data from ineligible third
parties and are already partially implemented, can be found in [94], [95].
The consideration of the possibilities of modern ICT infrastructure for SCADA
systems and control room support of DSOs provides answers to Objective II, and
supports the viability of the approaches presented in Chapter 2 and its accord-
ing Objective I. Moreover, the findings support any SO that handles distributed
resources, which is a necessary prerequisite for the control approaches in the fol-
lowing chapter and Objective III.
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CHAPTER 4
Collaborative
Decentralised Control
This chapter proposes control schemes that harness the increased live situational
awareness and communication infrastructure covered in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3.
The increasing dynamics of electric power grids due to reduced inertia and the
volatility of renewable energy sources causes a rising number of frequency viola-
tions, for which reason close consideration is given to LFC. Section 4.1 introduces
various power system stability aspects in general, and Automatic Generation Con-
trol (AGC) as the most common LFC implementation in particular. A tuning-
less LFC approach suitable for highly dynamic, low-inertia power systems is then
presented in Section 4.2. The load-shifting approach in Section 4.2 tackles the
problem that DSO-controlled areas are not necessarily self-sufficient contrary to
traditional control areas.
I II III
Distribution System Operators Transmission System Operator
Figure 4.1: Objective III with regard to the power system in Figure 1.3.
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4.1 Overview
Power system control is deals with various stability problems that occur on vary-
ing timescales and have different spatial bearing. In the following, a general in-
troduction to various control aspects and its challenges are presented. Particular
focus is put on frequency control.
4.1.1 Power System Stability
Power system stability is the ability of a power system to regain a state of equi-
librium after being subjected to a disturbance under normal operation [5]. The
stability problem of electric power systems is generally divided into the following
aspects.
Rotor Angle Stability Frequency in a power system is determined by the
rotational speed of the interconnected synchronous machines, which need to re-
main in synchronism [96]. Active power P can only be transferred if the angle δ
between the rotor of the machine and electric grid is different from zero according
to the simplified model P = VGVMXT sin δ of a synchronous machine, where P is theactive power, VG and VM are the grid and internal motor voltages, respectively,
and XT is the machine reactance. ±90◦ mark therefore the point of maximum
power transfer; if the rotor leads or lags more (for instance after a disturbance),
power decreases again and the generator loses stability.
Voltage Stability Voltages at all buses need to remain at acceptable levels be-
tween upper and lower limits in order to operate devices according to their spec-
ifications. Voltage instability is a local phenomenon with potentially widespread
impact; its main cause is typically the inability of the system to meet reactive
power demands.
Frequency Stability Related to angular stability and therefore often put to-
gether, frequency instability occurs when then the power system is unable to
meet active power demands over longer periods of time relative to angular stabil-
ity timescales. Power supply and demand are in perfect balance at all times, but
this is not necessarily the case for electricity production and consumption. Im-
balances arising from a mismatch in the latter are covered by the kinetic energy
stored in rotating machines, such as synchronous generators and condensers.
The ongoing trend towards lower system inertias affects particularly angular
and frequency stability. Plant operators are mainly concerned with the former,
whereas the latter affects the grid on a system level and is therefore address in
the following.
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4.1.2 Frequency Control
The change of rotational energy in a synchronous machine is described by the
swing equation
Jδ¨ = Tm − Te, (4.1)
with the inertia of the synchronous machine J , the rotor angle δr, and the mechan-
ical and electrical torques Tm and Te, respectively. Active power is proportional
to the angular rotational speed δ˙r = ωr = 2pifr and the torque, resulting in
P = Tωr. The number of pole pairs p = ffr determines the transmission ratiobetween rotational speed and electrical frequency. The latter needs to be kept at
or around f0 depending on the time horizon of the respective control objective.
System stability and security of supply is traditionally the TSOs’ responsibility,
who accordingly carry out frequency control tasks in their respective areas or
blocks. Horizontal integration of RESs and DERs in the distribution system,
however, grants DSOs direct access to a multitude of flexibility resources. These
resources are intended to actively participate in grid operation, either directly or
via aggregator models, and frequency control is among the potential services [31],
[45]. As service providers cannot be market facilitators at the same time [72],
it is up to policy-makers whether or not DSOs will actively conduct frequency
control or only provide flexibility to the TSO. However, the TSO-DSO interface
described in Chapter 3 in conjunction with the situational awareness of DSOs offer
new approaches to frequency control. Control actions and reserves are organised
in hierarchical structures within synchronous areas: Market participants, control
areas, control blocks, and coordination centres [22], [97]. Each level is assigned
one of the control objectives depicted in Figure 4.2.
Primary Control Stabilisation of the frequency within a synchronous area
after disturbances is performed by the primary control. It matches generation
and consumption without restoring the system frequency or exchanged powers
with neighbouring areas.
Secondary Control Generation and consumption balance for each control area
or block as well as the system frequency in the synchronous area is maintained by
secondary control. It operates in parallel to primary control under consideration
of cross-border exchange programs over tie-lines. AGC is used for determination
of appropriate aggregated active power setpoints for generators and controllable
loads.
Tertiary Control Tertiary reserves are activated by tertiary control by TSOs
in case of major observed or expected activation of secondary control. Its objective
is to free secondary reserves in balanced system situations.
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Time Control Discrepancies between synchronous time and Universal Coordi-
nated Time (UTC) are limited by time control. This is the highest-level control
objective, taking place during uninterrupted operation.
UCTE OH – Policy 1: Load-Frequ ncy Control - Final Version (app oved by SC on 19 Marc  2009) P1–2 
 
 
 
Figure 2: Control scheme and actions starting with the system frequency 
 
 PRIMARY CONTROL (see section P1-A) starts within seconds as a joint action of all 
parties involved. 
 SECONDARY CONTROL (see section P1-B) replaces PRIMARY CONTROL over minutes and 
is put into action by the responsible parties / TSOs only. 
 TERTIARY CONTROL (see subsection P1-C) partially complements and finally replaces 
SECONDARY CONTROL by re-scheduling generation and is put into action by the 
responsible parties / TSOs. 
 TIME CONTROL (see subsection P1-D) corrects global TIME DEVIATIONS of the 
SYNCHRONOUS TIME in the long term as a joint action of all parties / TSOs. 
 
On the time axis, the different control reserves cover different time frames. Figure 3 
illustrates the principles, how in case of an incident with a large frequency drop (the dotted 
line beginning before activation of Primary Control shows the principle plot of the frequency 
deviation) the activation of PRIMARY CONTROL RESERVE (activated within seconds) is followed 
up by SECONDARY CONTROL RESERVE (activated within minutes) and SECONDARY CONTROL 
RESERVE is supported and followed up by TERTIARY CONTROL RESERVE. 
 
Figure 4.2: ENTSO-E secondary frequency control overview [22].
4.1.2.1 Automatic Generation Control
AGC is widely used in secondary control for its simplicity and well-understood
behaviour. Its input signal is the Area Control Error (ACE)
PACEi = ∆P tiei +Bi∆fi (4.2)
with the tieline error ∆P tiei = P tiei −P tiei,0 and the bias factor Bi [5]. The net power
interchange P tie between neighbouring areas is scheduled at P tie0 . The bias factor
is an estimation of the area’s droop gain (frequency-response characteristic) ki =
1
Ri
+Di, including the primary devices’ speed droop Ri and the da ping factor
Di of frequency dependent loads. AGCs are typically realized as PI-controllers
P seci = V Pi PACEi +
1
T Ii
∫ t
t0
PACEi (τ) dτ (4.3)
using the proportional gain V Pi and the integral time constant T Ii . The deter-
mination of these parameters is done by observing the area response to major
grid events (such as a tripping prime mover), with further adjustments during
normal operation. The resulting secondary power setpoint P seci gets subsequently
dispatched to the units participating in secondary control.
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4.1.2.2 Challenges
Electric power grids face massive changes with the crumbling top-down generation
scheme, where a few generators inject power into the transmission grid towards
consumers deep down in the distribution grid [11]. Inverter-coupled DERs de-
ployed throughout the low and medium voltage levels are gradually replacing
synchronous generators, reducing the inertia of the system. This is being further
promoted by the expansion of HVDC infrastructure that decouples the inertial
response between interconnected areas [4]. Consequently, the system’s ability to
withstand frequency changes by compensating transient load events with the en-
ergy stored in rotating masses is significantly reduced. The highly volatile nature
of renewable energy sources, such as wind and solar energy, additionally increases
the uncertainty in the planning, and contributes to stability problems [98].
Established LFC schemes, notably AGC [5], have difficulty coping with the
entailed changing dynamics because of their rigid tuning requirements [99], [100].
A direct consequence is the rising number of frequency violations as reported by
the ENTSO-E [12]. However, the blurring line between TSOs and DSOs [101], the
expanding monitoring infrastructure [102], and the availability of new flexibility
resources [103], [104] opens new possibilities for LFC.
4.2 Distributed Load Frequency Control
Present-day LFC as described in Section 4.1.2 uses operating principles from ear-
lier times when grid state awareness was very limited. Measurement devices would
typically be found on tie-lines crossing control area boundaries, which led to the
formulation of the ACE in (4.2). While the ACE can perfectly determine imbal-
ances in steady-state, its dynamic behaviour is limited by the system dynamics
and the AGC tuning (4.3). Modern power grids see a significant decrease of in-
ertia and stronger fluctuations of power production, resulting in rising numbers
of frequency violations because AGC is inept to cope with changing system dy-
namics for its rigid tuning. Harnessing directly the DSOs’ situational awareness,
however, provides new solutions to LFC.
The LFC approach called Direct Load Frequency Control (DLFC) as presented
in Paper P5 is tuning-free and adaptive to the capabilities of its controlled area,
rendering it suitable for dynamically changing power grids. The DLFC is simple,
consisting only of two algebraic equations and first-order low-pass filters describ-
ing two concurrent processes. First, area imbalances are obtained through direct
observation of production and consumption, which enables the fast activation of
secondary resources. Second, primary resources are actively involved in frequency
restoration by systematically adjusting their frequency references. The frequency
is effectively treated as a local quantity in the method, as it is inferred over the
primary resources’ output state with regard to their nominal setpoints. The re-
sulting control loop is largely decoupled from the non-linearities of the actuators;
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secondary power is only activated in response to local events; and no integrators
are required to mitigate steady-state errors if the primary droop capabilities are
well-known. Active state data exchange between neighbouring areas enables load
sharing, and the only free parameter is the control interval.
4.2.1 DLFC Overview
The DLFC is based on a set of assumptions regarding ICT and monitoring as
described in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3, which transcends the capabilities of tra-
ditional control areas. Therefore, they are referred to as Cells to provide a clear
distinction. More information on the Cells concept can be found in [88] and [105].
(i) A high degree of observability using direct measurements, SE, and/or
lumped information from aggregators, which are combined in an Electrical Data
Observer (EDO); (ii) The primary resources used for secondary control allow
changing their reference frequency setpoints remotely; (iii) The droop gains of
the primary resources under control are well known; (iv) Neighbouring Cells
exchange state information. Quality-of-Service of the communications is not in-
vestigated in this paper; however, the corresponding demands of the DLFC are
low, as this is only needed for load sharing but not frequency control. A study of
the influence of networking uncertainties on LFC was conducted in [106].
The signal flows of the DLFC and the AGC are shown side-by-side in Fig-
ure 4.3. On the DLFC side, the EDO acquires state information from the Cell,
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Figure 4.3: Structural overview of AGC versus DLFC signal flows.
and the auxiliary block allows for incorporating additional corrective powers. The
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primary devices perform Frequency Containment Control (FCC) and actively par-
ticipate in secondary control as part of the method. The FCCs report their droop
gains and output powers to the EDO, which forwards the aggregate values to the
DLFC, and takes the reference frequency signal in return. Neighbouring Cells ap-
pear as atomic devices with droop capabilities, and as such they exchange state
information, similarly to the FCCs. Both LFCs feed their power regulation signal
into a dispatcher that evaluates the participation factors for all plants bidding
into secondary control. Economic dispatch strategies for liberalized grids can be
found in [67]. The mathematical description of the DLFC is presented in the
following section.
4.2.2 Comparative Study
Studies on LFC for interconnected power systems primarily focus on two cate-
gories: adaptive approaches and Multi-objective Optimization Problems (MOPs).
The PI controllers used by AGC require tuning to achieve the desired perfor-
mance while ensuring stable operation. Adaptive tuning aims to automatize this
process with minimal model knowledge. The adaptive controller used in [107]
observes the ACE of all involved control areas to calculate a global gain correc-
tion factor. Mathematical optimization is performed in [100] using an event-trig-
gered, adaptive dynamic programming approach, whereas [108] relies on sequen-
tial quadratic programming taking into consideration the governor limits. The
approach in [109] uses a special observer for the chaotic behavior of intercon-
nected controllers as an input to the optimization problem. Machine learning is
another take on adaptive control, which operates by observing solely performance
metrics without models. Examples are the fuzzy control approach in [110] and
the Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS) approach in [112].
MOPs aim to find optimal setpoints based on the observed states and under-
lying physical models. Model Predictive Control (MPC) incorporates the current
and future constraints on a system to solve the MOP. A centralized approach suit-
able for smaller synchronous areas, like the Nordic grid, is investigated in [113].
The distributed MPC (DMPC) presented in [114] decomposes large problems into
smaller ones, which are then solved independently and reassembled using active
data exchange. Parameter uncertainties are explicitly accounted for by the robust
DMPC approach in [116].
In-depth reviews of the mentioned control strategies and many more are pre-
sented in [117], [118]. Compared to the proposed DLFC, however, most ap-
proaches have drawbacks regarding their practical realization. The stability of
adaptive controllers in interconnected systems is difficult to prove, particularly in
the presence of the time delays inherent in ICT-based systems [121]. On the other
hand, approaches requiring accurate state-space representations are strongly de-
pendent on the accuracy of the model. The complexity of large-scale grids in
the presence of the rising number of DERs, faster system dynamics, as well as
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the necessity of deploying distributed versions of the algorithms across utilities,
render the implementation of approaches like MOP very challenging.
4.2.3 Methodology
The DLFC formulation uses the definitions of variables in Section 4.1.2.1 and
Figure 4.3, and the constants are positive where applicable.
4.2.3.1 Cell Modelling
Within a synchronous area A, a neighbourhood is defined as NHi = {i,ACi} ⊆ A
to describe its dynamic behaviour using (4.1) and Tmωr−Teωr != Pimb. The Cell
under consideration is denoted by i, and j ∈ ACi are the adjacent Cells coupled
over tie-lines with the breaker state δij(n). The neighbourhood is described by
J = Jpri,c + Juc = Ji +
∑
j∈ACi
δijJj , (4.4)
P imb = P pri,c + P pri,uc + P c + P uc + P tie + P uo
= P imbi +
∑
j∈ACi
δijP
imb
j . (4.5)
Jc is the combined inertia of the controllable synchronous machines, whereas
Juc includes uncontrollable generators and other resources like synchronous con-
densers. P pri,c and P pri,uc are the active power contributions of the controllable
and uncontrollable primary resources (including synchronous machines, inverter-
based devices and frequency-dependent loads), P c is that of the directly control-
lable devices and aggregated flexibility resources, P uc is that of the uncontrollable
resources, and P tie is the net interchange over tielines. P uo represents the un-
observed generation and consumption that lacks direct feedback into the control
loop. The power output of the primary resources is
P pri = P pri0 − k∆f, (4.6)
with the resources’ power being P pri0 at f0, their total droop gain k, and the
frequency deviation ∆f = f − fr. The reference frequency fr can be remotely
adjusted on the controllable primary resources and is f0 otherwise.
4.2.3.2 Proposed Secondary Control
The DLFC consists of two concurrently operating control stages that together
enable frequency control without the need for an integrator. Secondary control
executes at intervals of T secc ; the integer n indexes the discrete-time sequence
t = nT secc .
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Direct Power Balancing The ACE infers the area imbalance over the mea-
sured frequency and the tielines’ active power flows. Both quantities are dynam-
ically coupled to the primary response of the whole synchronous area, against
which the AGC’ PI-parameters need to be tuned. The DLFC circumvents this is-
sue by using the aggregate power balances from within the area instead of the area
boundaries. Determination of secondary power setpoints is therefore decoupled
from the external grid.
The total observable power of one Cell is
P obsi (n) = P
pri,uc
i (n) + P roti (n) + P uci (n)
+ P pri,c0,i (n) + P tiei,0 (n),
(4.7)
with the sum of all closed tieline schedules,
P tie0,i (n) =
∑
j∈ACi
δijP
tie
0,ij(n), (4.8)
featuring all powers of (4.4) directly captured by the metering system. One
notable difference is the use of setpoint values instead of actual measured states
for primary resources, whose setpoint deviations are needed for frequency control
in Section 4.2.3.2, and tielines, where avoidance of the measured state decouples
the power balancing response from the other Cells. The optimal secondary power
setpoint therefore becomes
P sec,∗i (n+ 1) = −P obsi (n) + P auxi (n), (4.9)
with the auxiliary power term P auxi .
Primary Frequency Control Primary resources adjust their power output
based on the locally measured frequency, as described in (4.6). The frequency can
therefore be found indirectly, by means of the deviation of the resources’ output
from their operating points at f0, according to ∆P pri,c = P pri,c−P pri,c0 = −kc∆f .
This effectively expresses the frequency as a local instead of a global quantity,
which the DLFC then uses for systematically adjusting the primary reference
frequency fr within the Cell. Hence, a Cell’s secondary control reacts as quickly
as allowed by its primary and secondary resources together, irrespectively of the
dynamics of the rest of the synchronous system.
The steady state balance neighbourhood NHi is
0 = ∆P pri,c +∆P pri,uc +∆P tie + P uo, (4.10)
with the primary resources covering ∆P tie + P uo, which is not compensated by
the power balancing stage in Section 4.2.3.2. Applying ∆P pri,c = −kc (f − fr)
to (4.10) and rearranging for fr results in fr = f − 1kc (∆P pri,uc +∆P tie + P uo),
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which is equivalent to fr = f+∆P
pri,c
kc . Setting f = f0 yields the optimal reference
frequency
f∗r,i(n+ 1) = f0 +
∆Ppri,c
i
(n)+
∑
j∈ACi
δj(n)∆Ppri,cj (n)
kˇc
i
(n)+
∑
j∈ACi
δj(n)kˇcj(n)
(4.11)
for any given steady-state deviation ∆P pri,c in NHi.
Assuming that the effective droop gain kc is not precisely known, the adjusted
value kˇc = kˆc (1 + ϵ) is used in (4.11) to prove stability in Section 4.2.3.3. Here,
the best estimate of kc is kˆc, which gets slightly increased by the relaxation term
ϵ. Choosing ϵ = 2σ, σ being the variance of kˆc, yields a 95% probability that
kˇc ≥ kc.
Low-pass Filtering Low-pass filtering of the optimal balancing power P sec,∗i
and reference frequency f∗r,i serves several purposes in the DLFC: it suppresses
measurement noise as well as aliasing effects from the discrete-time sampling,
it smooths the secondary response, and it increases the stability margin. The
filtered signals
P seci (n+ 1) = P seci (n) + TcωLP2pi
(
P sec,∗i (n+ 1)− P seci (n)
)
, (4.12)
fr,i(n+ 1) = fr,i(n) + TcωLP2pi
(
f∗r,i(n+ 1)− fr,i(n)
)
, (4.13)
are acquired using the filter cutoff ωLP and are sent to the secondary dispatcher
and the primary devices, respectively. The filter cutoff is the only free parameter
in the controller and must respect the control interval’s Nyquist frequency
ωLP < piTc . (4.14)
It can otherwise be chosen as fast as the quality of the input signals allows, which
renders the DLFC tuning-free.
4.2.3.3 Stability Proof
The stability of the closed control loop is assessed on the continuous system using
Lyapunov’s second method [5], [122]. A Lyapunov candidate V (x) : Rm → R is
any function that fulfils the property V (0) = 0 for the equilibrium xSS = 0. The
system is stable if ∀x : V (x) ≥ 0 and ∀x \ {0} : V˙ (x) ≤ 0, and V (x) is then
called the Lyapunov function.
Continuous System Representation The discrete-time controllers are trans-
formed using the forward Euler method y(n+ 1) = y(n) + T secc f(y(n)) and rear-
range f(y(n)) to the left side to obtain a continuous representation of the system1.
1Applying the bilinear transform would require the incorporation of fast system dynam-
ics and slow controller intervals in an intricate multi-rate model. Transforming the discrete
controller into a continuous state space simplifies analytical stability studies while retaining im-
portant properties (e.g., only inertial response at the time of transient load steps, steady-state
values).
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Using Eqs. (4.1)–(4.9) and (4.11)–(4.13) results in
z˙ = fz(z) =

−kc(f−fr)−kuc(f−f0)+P e+P sec
Jf
−ωLP
(
P eγobs + P sec
)
f0−fr−γc(f−fr)
Tc
ωLP (f∗r − fr)
 , (4.15)
with the state vector z = [f, P sec, f∗r , fr]⊤, the exogenous input P e, the ratio
γobs = |P obsP e | representing how much of P e is observed, and the droop gain dis-
tortion γc = kˆckc .
The proof requires f(0) = 0, hence a coordinate transformation of (4.15) is
necessary. Solving fz(zSS) = 0 for the steady state solution zSS and introducing
x = z − zSS = [x1, x2, x3, x4]⊤ yields
x˙ = fx(x) = fz(x+ zSS). (4.16)
Lyapunov Function The chosen Lyapunov candidate is
V (x) = Jx21
(γϵ+γϵγuc−γuc)
(
2
3x1+f0
)
kc+P e(1−γobs)(1−γϵ)
2(kc)2((γuc+1)γϵ−γuc)
+ Jf0
x22+k
c(βx23γϵ+x24)
2αβ(kc)2(γuc+1) .
(4.17)
with the droop gain overestimation factor γϵ = γc (1 + ϵ) ≥ 1, the ratio of uncon-
trolled to controlled primary resources γuc = kuckc ≥ 0, as well as the placeholders
α = Jf0Tck > 0 and β = Tcfc ∈ (0, 1).
The total time derivative of (4.17) is
V˙ (x) =− (1 + γuc)x21 − x22 − γϵx23 − x24
+ x1 (x2 − x3 + x4) + 2x3x4.
(4.18)
For γuc ≥ 0 and γϵ ≥ 1, (4.18) fulfils
V˙ (x) ≤ −x22+(x1+x3−x4)2+(x1−x2)2+(x4−x3)22 ≤ 0. (4.19)
Stability Assessment An investigation of (4.17) reveals that either for perfect
knowledge of the droop gain of controllable resources (γϵ = 1) or total observabil-
ity (γobs = 1), the Lyapunov function is decoupled from the power disturbance
P e and stable for ∀x1 ≥ − 32f0, which is always fulfilled. Otherwise, the minimal
stability range for arbitrary power disturbances is∣∣P e (1− γobs) (1− γϵ)∣∣ ≤ |kc (γϵ − γuc (1− γϵ)) f0| (4.20)
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for |x1| ≪ f0. Because the droop of typical power systems ranges from 1% to
10%, kf0 is much larger than the total installed power and |P e| is therefore always
within the stability range during normal operation.
A closer examination of the proof reveals an advantageous property of the
DLFC regarding nonlinearities: Ramp limitations of the primary devices partic-
ipating in the secondary control result in temporarily decreased effective droop
gains. Since it was shown before that overestimation of the gains increases the
stability margin, ramp limitations contribute to the stability of the DLFC, unlike
the case of the AGC, where the integrator winds up.
4.2.4 Verification
Verification of the DLFC is conducted both in simulations as well as in a real
experiment in SYSLAB using three distributed Cell controllers.
4.2.4.1 Experimental Setup
The system configuration used in Figure 4.4 is made up of three Cells in meshed
topology. Connected parts are marked in red and emphasized in the correspond-
ing single-line diagram underneath, followed by the location of the Cell controllers
as well as the communication links between them and the devices. Devices provid-
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Figure 4.4: Single line diagram based on Figure 2.3 together with the commu-
nication infrastructure of the experiments in Section 2.1.3.
ing the primary response are marked with I, and II indicates participation in the
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secondary control. The diesel operates at a fixed droop of 5% as the grid-forming
unit in island mode, and is the only component with a rotating mass. It cov-
ers, together with the four-quadrant inverter of the vanadium redox battery, the
reactive power flows caused by cables and thyristors. The corresponding device
parameters used both for simulations and experiments are listed in Table P5.1.
Further implementation details are described in Section P5.4.2.
4.2.4.2 Simulation
The simulation model of SYSLAB in Section 4.2.4.1 was developed in MAT-
LAB/Simulink. Each Cell is modelled using one swing equation (4.1) and the
physical resources in Section 4.2.3.1, incorporating the following constraints: Out-
put saturations, ramping rate Pramp limiting the change of primary and secondary
power, and the reaction time T secdelay of secondary resources. Tielines are modelled
as serial admittances as described in Paper P1 without the parallel susceptances.
The DLFC is compared with the AGC for a range of Cell inertias, ramp rates,
and control delays. Table 4.1 lists the parameters for two scenarios: (i) The high
inertia scenario Jhi with long delay times and comparatively low ramp rates of
primary and secondary resources, representing mechanical fuel-driven generators;
and (ii) the low inertia scenario Jlo resembling SYSLAB setup with fast, inverter-
based devices. Cell 3 offers in both scenarios only secondary power control, as
it lacks primary resources. Despite Cells 2 and 3 having only inverter-coupled
devices in the laboratory, a small inertia value is necessary for simulations. The
Table 4.1: Cell properties for the considered simulation scenarios
Scenario Jhi Jlo
Cell 1 2 3 1 2 3
Inertia constant H (s) @ Sbase =
60 kVA
4.112 4.112 0.411 0.411 0.411 0.041
Ramp limit Pramp (kW s−1) 2 5 10 20 50 10
Secondary delay T secdelay (s) 5 2.5 1 0.5 0.25 0.1
Primary regulating capacity (kW) 48 30 0 48 30 0
Primary droop gain kc (kWHz−1) 19.2 9.6 0.0 19.2 9.6 0.0
Primary droop (%) 5.00 6.25 0.0 5.00 6.25 0.0
AGC proportional gain V P (1) 0.065 0.09 0.1 0.065 0.09 0.1
AGC integral time constant T I (s) 12.5 9.091 7.691 12.5 9.091 7.691
Secondary control interval T secc (s) 1
DLFC low-pass filter cutoff ωLP
(rad s−1)
0.333 (see Section P5.4.2)
frequency deviation ∆f5% = 120 |P step| (
∑
A k)
−1, which is 5% of the primary
system response to P step0 in steady state, serves as a threshold to assess the
settling time Tset for the controllers. Tset is the interval between a load step and
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the point when |∆f | = |f − f0| remains smaller than ∆f5% for all times, formally
Tset = {Tset ∈ R | ∀t ≥ Tset : |∆f | ≤ ∆f5%}. Overshooting is measured by the
deviation of the relative frequency ∆frel = |fmax−f0||fmin−f0| , where fmax is the maximum
and fmin is the minimum frequency after the load event. This ratio indicates
by how much the system frequency rises above its nominal value in relation to
the minimum detected value, which is predominantly determined by the primary
response.
Event Response Evaluation The series of events listed in Table 4.2 is applied
in each scenario to the system for a simulation period of 300 s: Observed load
steps; load steps unobserved by the DLFC; and breaking the meshed topology
into a radial configuration by opening tieline 1-2. All load steps are ±5 kW, to
which the parameters of the AGC’s PI-controller are tuned in the Jhi scenario so
as to deliver a fast and smooth response under the nonlinearities.
Table 4.2: Simulation events
Event Time (s) Parameter Parameter change Description
1 10 ∆P obs1 (kW) 0 → −5 Load in Cell 1 increased
2 50 ∆P obs1 (kW) −5 → 0 Load in Cell 1 decreased
3 90 ∆P obs3 (kW) 0 → 5 Load in Cell 3 decreased
4 130 ∆Puo2 (kW) 0 → 5 Load in Cell 2 decreased,
unobs. by DLFC
5 170 ∆Puo2 (kW) 5 → 0 Load in Cell 2 increased,
unobs. by DLFC
6 210
δ12 1 → 0 Tieline 1-2 opens, tieline
setpoint sums for Cells
adjust according to (4.8)
P tie0,1 (kW) −8.08 → −4.04
P tie0,2 (kW) 8 → 4
7 250 ∆P obs3 (kW) 5 → 0 Load in Cell 3 increased
Figure 4.5a shows the system frequency response for both scenarios and con-
trollers. In scenario Jhi, the frequency approaches 50 ± 0.1Hz after the initial
inertia response due to the large secondary control delays. As the AGC was tuned
for ±5 kW steps for optimal performance and no overshooting, its performance
is similar for all events, with a settling time of around 20.02 s. The DLFC with
a 26.08 s settling time is about 25% slower in comparison, and exhibits around
40% overshooting due to the two concurrent control actions for the observed load
events 1 to 4. Both controllers’ responses are bounded by exponentially decay-
ing functions (“trumpet-curves”) defined by H(t) = f0 ± Ae−t/T in [22]. For the
case of the slowest DLFC responses (events 1 and 2), the trumpet parameters
are A = 0.21Hz and T = 14.5 s. This results in a decay time of 34 s to cross the
±20mHz margin around the nominal frequency f0 after the event, which is well
under the 900 s restoration time demanded by the ENTSO-E.
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Figure 4.5: Resulting frequencies for AGC and DLFC in (a) and DLFC reference
frequencies in (b) for the two simulated scenarios.
The primary reference frequencies fr, necessary for frequency control under
partial observability, are depicted in Figure 4.5b. Changes in the reference signals
follow the primary responses immediately after the load events. As the secondary
balancing resources start acting, fr returns to f0 as the primary powers approach
their nominal operating points P pri0 . No overshooting occurs for unobserved events
5 and 6 because no direct power balancing takes place, and fr differs from f0 as
long as the unobserved power persists. The overall reaction time is decreased in
this case. Opening the tieline at event 7 makes Cell 3, which does not participate
in primary control, the only physical neighbour of Cells 1 and 2. Hence, the
reference frequencies start to diverge because of the different local ramp rates.
Load sharing between the Cells is no longer proportional, but stable frequency
control is maintained.
The situation between the controllers turns in the Jlo scenario where the
DLFC only needs 16.2 s to settle, approaching the 95% settling time of 9 s for a
first-order low-pass filter with a cutoff of ωLP = 3 rad s−1. Overshooting drops to
around 14%. The AGC does not benefit from the faster system response and its
performance gets even worse, causing even longer frequency excursions.
The powers in Figure 4.6 reveal the fundamentally different behaviour of AGC
and DLFC. Figure 4.6a shows the active involvement of the primary resources
in frequency control, as opposed to the normal droop response with AGC. In
the case of the secondary power response in Figure 4.6b, AGC responds to all
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Figure 4.6: Resulting primary (a), secondary (b) and tieline (c) powers for AGC
and DLFC in the simulated scenarios. The legend applies to all graphs.
deviations in frequency or tieline during transients, causing secondary resource
activations in Cells 1 and 2 (but not Cell 3, which lacks frequency dependent
resources) regardless of the location of the event. The DLFC, on the other hand,
only activates secondary resources if the event happened in its corresponding Cell,
with the primary resources catching unobserved events. Consequently, the tieline
power deviations caused by observed events and topological changes are mitigated
faster than by the AGC. Events not directly captured by the system, however,
cause deviations in the primary devices and tielines that need to be addressed
with dedicated observers over the auxiliary hook in (4.7).
Sensitivity Analysis That the DLFC is tuningless, unlike the AGC, is quan-
tified by analysing the system response to a single load step in Cell 1 for pa-
rameter variations between the two extremal cases of Table P5.2. The multiplier
µstep scales the step’s magnitude by P step = µstepP step0 . In Cells 1 and 2 the
multiplier µspeed scales the Cells’ inertias and ramp rates by J = µ−1speedJ and
Pramp = µspeedPramp,hi, respectively. The secondary response times vary with
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Figure 4.7: Settling time of AGC versus DLFC for variations of the disturbance
step size and Cell response speed.
Figure 4.7 shows the settling times for variations of µstep and µspeed. The
AGC naturally exhibits good performance around the operating point for which
they were tuned. However, moving away from that point reveals peculiarities of
applying PI-controllers to nonlinear systems. Firstly, the AGC’s settling time
does not necessarily decrease with smaller load steps, and secondly, neither does
it benefit from faster systems. Instead, its performance gets even worse because
of the fundamentally changing system response. The DLFC on the other hand
has a slightly worse performance than the AGC in the considered high inertia sce-
nario but responds much more predictably to changing environmental conditions.
Smaller load steps and/or faster system responses lead to short settling times in
virtually all considered cases, without the need for tuning.
The overshooting characteristic of the DLFC for variations of µstep and µspeed
is depicted in Figure P5.6. As discussed in detail in Paper P5, the maximum
peak recedes with faster system parameters just like in Figure 4.5.
4.2.4.3 Small-signal Analysis
A small-signal analysis has been conducted on the three-area system to study the
frequency response of the two simulation scenarios described in Section 4.2.4.2.
The system is analytically linearised around f0 in steady state and includes sec-
ondary response delays, which are a degrading performance factor particularly in
the high inertia case. The input to the system is the load disturbance in Cell 1,
and the output is the system frequency. The magnitude of the frequency response
is normalized to the combined droop gain of the three Cells.
Figure 4.8 shows the response for the AGC and DLFC on the high and low
inertia cases. The performance gain of the DLFC over the AGC is apparent for
lower frequencies. Where the AGC shows a −20 dB falloff towards lower frequen-
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cies due to its integrator, the DLFC has −40 dB because of the concurrent power
matching and reference frequency control mechanisms. Additionally, the DLFC
takes advantage from the faster system dynamics in the low inertia case, confirm-
ing the findings of Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.7. The DLFC’s speed manifests in a
higher initial phase compared to the AGC, but both controllers remain between
−90° to 180° and operate stably. Further discussions about the mid and upper
frequency range are given in Paper P5.
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Figure 4.8: Small-signal assessment of AGC and DLFC for the two scenarios.
Input is the load disturbance in Cell 1, output is the system frequency. The
magnitude is normalized to the combined droop gain of all Cells.
4.2.4.4 Experiment
Experimental verification of the DLFC’s practical applicability was conducted
on the setup described in Figure 4.4 and Table P5.1. In contrast to the simula-
tions, the SYSLAB environment exhibits parameter uncertainties and unmodeled
dynamics such voltage dependencies. The DLFC was implemented in Java and
executed on SYSLAB’s headless computer nodes, which provide access to the
devices via Java RMI calls. Inter-Cell communication was realized with JeroMQ,
an open-source library of the ZeroMQ (ØMQ) protocol stack.
The events listed in Table 4.3 resulted in the system and reference frequencies
in Figure 4.9. A running mean filter with a width of ±10 s was used to obtain
f¯ from the measured frequency f . Wind turbines, solar panels, and the EV were
randomly plugged in and out of the charging station, creating additional distur-
bances on the islanded system. Cloudy and gusty weather during the experiment
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Table 4.3: Experiment events.
Event Time (s) Parameter Parameter change Description
1 60 Puo2 (kW) 0 → −10 Unobserved load in Cell 2 on
2 148 Controllers on
3 210 Communication on
4 296 Puo2 (kW) −10 → 0 Unobserved load in Cell 2 off
5 450
δ12 1 → 0 Tieline 1-2 opens, tieline
setpoint sums for Cells
adjust according to (4.8)
P tie0,1 (kW) −8 → −4
P tie0,2 (kW) 8 → 4
6 632
δ12 1 → 0 Tieline 1-2 closes, tieline
setpoint sums for Cells
adjust according to (4.8)
P tie0,1 (kW) −4 → −8
P tie0,2 (kW) 4 → 8
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Figure 4.9: Resulting frequencies of the DLFC laboratory experiment.
caused low PV output and highly fluctuating power production on the part of the
wind turbines.
Starting with primary control only, imbalances caused deviations from f0 =
50Hz that are particularly clear after event 1, when Mobile Load 1 in Cell 2
was turned on. Following the activation of the secondary control at event 2,
the system frequency immediately moved towards f0, with the primary resources
covering the unobserved Mobile Load 1 and the missing balancing power of Cell 2
(discussed later). Commencing state publishing of P pri,c and kˇc between the Cells
at event 3 enabled load sharing due to the alignment of the reference frequency
setpoints, which returned towards f0 after turning off Mobile Load 1 at event
4. As in the simulations, opening the tieline 1-2 at event 5 appears like turning
off state publishing because Cell 3 does have primary resources. The frequency
references diverge based on the resources’ response speeds and only realign again
after closing the line at event 6. Averaging the frequency between 215 s to 750 s
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yields exactly f¯ = 50.0Hz.
Noise and the intermittency particularly of the wind sources taken aside, the
resulting powers in Figure P5.9 exhibit the same characteristics as in the simula-
tions. A detailed view on recorded power measurements and related discussions
are featured in Paper P5.
4.3 Online Power Interchange
LFC is traditionally the domain of TSOs. However, with the empowerment of
DSOs and their potential role as active system operators (see Chapter 1 and
Section 4.1), control area balancing schemes account for the fact that smaller
areas, or areas with a significant amount of renewables, are not necessarily self-
sufficient. Poor prediction of volatile generation or other unforeseen events may
cause areas to run out of balancing reserves, making them unable to follow the
setpoints and causing tieline deviations throughout the synchronous area. This
is already taken into account by market mechanisms within power pools, for
instance in the European market [123], [124], where area imbalances are covered
by adjusting tieline setpoints. The intermittency of renewables like wind energy,
on the other hand, manifests on much faster timescales than market mechanisms.
It is therefore desirable to confine power deficits or surpluses to the immediate
vicinity of the area by interchanging required power setpoints in real-time.
4.3.1 Methodology
Using active state data exchange like in the DLFC approach, the desired bal-
ancing power can be requested from neighbouring Cells with sufficient reserves.
They respond by factoring the requested power into their balancing equations,
which locally violates tieline schedules but minimises deviations in the rest of
the grid. Communication of powers setpoints is done with the same rate of the
secondary control. Modelling is based on the definitions and assumption of the
DLFC approach in Section 4.2 and only new quantities will be introduced in the
following.
Available Reserves Available maximum and minimum reserves of a Cell i are
defined as the margin to the respective upper and lower balancing limits and
calculate to
P res
+
i (n) = P secmax,i(n)− P seci (n),
P res
−
i (n) = P secmin,i(n)− P seci (n).
(4.21)
These two numbers are communicated to the neighbours j of Cell i in every
secondary control step.
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Power Demand The deficit of secondary power missing from the total balance
of Cell i is defined as
P defi (n) =

P obsi (n)− P secmax,i(n), if P obsi (n) ≥ P secmax,i(n),
P obsi (n)− P secmin,i(n), if P obsi (n) ≤ P secmin,i(n),
0, otherwise,
(4.22)
with P secmax,i(n) and P secmax,i(n) as the upper and lower limits of the balancing re-
sources. The total maximum and minimum reserves of the neighbourhood ACi(n)
is the sum of available reserves of physically connected Cells according to
P res
+
ACi (n) =
∑
j∈ACi
δij(n)P res
+
j (n− 1),
P res
−
ACi (n) =
∑
j∈ACi
δij(n)P res
−
j (n− 1),
(4.23)
where δij(n) is the state of the tielines between Cells i and j and ∀j ∈ ACi|δij(n) ̸=
0. P res±j (n − 1) are the communicated reserves of the adjacent Cells j ∈ ACi at
timestep n.
The powers Cell i can request from an arbitrary number of neighbours j in
the next control timestep n+ 1 is given by the function
preqi (n+ 1) = freq
(
P defi (n),pres
+
ACi (n),p
res−
ACi (n)
)
(4.24)
that takes (4.22) and (4.23) as arguments and returns a vector for each Cell. The
actual form of (4.24) is implementation specific.
Requesting Power In the frame of this work, power is requested proportionally
to the available flexibilities of each physically connected neighbour. Equation
(4.24) is therefore defined as
P reqij (n+ 1) =

P res
+
j (n), if P defi (n) ≥ P res
+
ACi (n),
P res
−
j (n), if P defi (n) ≤ P res
−
ACi (n),
P res
+
j (n)
P res+ACi
(n)
, if 0 ≤ P defi (n) ≤ P res
+
ACi (n),
P res
−
j (n)
P res−ACi
(n)
, if 0 ≥ P defi (n) ≥ P res
−
ACi (n).
(4.25)
This approach is optimal with regard to the utilisation of available flexibilities,
as the deficit from one Cell is evenly distributed across the neighbourhood. Al-
ternative implementations are possible as well, for instance minimising tieline
deviations, which would require solving a local power flow problem. This could
be extended to incorporate the whole grid by applying the topology reduction
approach of Section 2.3.
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Supporting Power The final step is simply to sum up incoming power requests
according to
P supi (n) =
∑
j∈ACi
δijP
req
ji (n). (4.26)
The supporting term P supi (n) is hooked into the secondary control balancing law
(4.9) via the auxiliary term P auxi .
4.3.2 Implementation
A Believe-Desire-Intention (BDI) software model is used for realising the method-
ology presented in Section 4.3.1. The BDI system architecture asserts mental
attitudes representing the information, motivational, and deliberative states of an
agent [125]. It was conceived as a formalised way of designing systems that are
able to perform high-level management tasks in complex dynamic environments
that are non-deterministic, offer multiple ways of achieving the same goal, and ex-
pose only partial or local knowledge to the agent. Believes are the agent’s pieces
of information about its environment; desires are its objectives and goals; and
intentions are states related to the currently chosen course of action, which is a
compromise between the multitude of possible actions and fast decision making
necessary in real-time applications.
Implementation of the goal-directed behaviours interrelated with agent plan-
ning are conducted using JASON [126], a Java-based interpreter for an extended
version of AgentSpeak, which in turn is based on the BDI architecture. The
application of CArTAgO [127] bridges JASON and with so-called environmental
artefacts. BDI reasoning is achieved through JASON’s engine, while CArtAgO’s
artefacts are designed to act over JAVA objects, which in turn can read and act
over monitoring and controlling devices through the SYSLAB communication
infrastructure.
4.3.3 Experiments
The SYSLAB configuration as shown in Figure 4.10 was used to demonstrate
the online power interchange functionality in a two-Cell setup connected to the
external distribution grid. The main objective is to match all powers produced
and consumed power within the two Cells under consideration of tieline setpoints;
i.e., ideally no power is imported or exported from or to the external power system
while trying to maintain a certain tieline power flow. For that purpose, the battery
and dumpload are the flexibility resources utilised by the individual Cells used
for matching against the PV productions. Each Cell is locally controlled by a
Cell agent, whereas an auxiliary agent representing the DMS determines the Cell
balances. Control is invoked every 6 s. Device specifications are according to
Table P5.1 apart from PV117, which was clamped to 1 kW on the day of the
experiment due to a faulty inverter controller.
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Figure 4.10: Single line diagram based on Figure 2.3 of the experiments con-
ducted in Section 4.3.3.
Figure 4.11 shows the injected active powers in the used components. The
corresponding events in the course of the experiment are listed in Table 4.4.
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Figure 4.11: Injected powers in each Cell.
At the start of recordings the external grid interconnection provided roughly
4 kW, with −1 kW measured on the tieline from Cell 1 to 2 corresponding to
the production of PV117. The agent system is activated at event 1, where the
auxiliary agent starts working towards the objectives of null power flow to the
external grid and 2 kW flowing from Cell 2 to Cell 1 by instructing the Cell agents
to update their BDI plans. Consequently, the available flexibility resources in
both Cells are directed to the appropriate setpoints that implement the desired
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Table 4.4: Online power interchange experiment events.
Event Time (s) Parameter Parameter change Description
1 341 0→ 1 Controller on
P tie0 (kW) −1→ −2 Tieline setpoint changed
2 634 P tie0 (kW) −2→ 2 Tieline setpoint changed
3 933 P tie0 (kW) 2→ −2 Tieline setpoint changed
4 1053 Battery fails, output drops to 0
5 1077 Cell 1 covers requested power
Pdef2 (n) from Cell 2
6 1294 Battery restored
Cell balances. This repeats in every control cycle without the intervention of the
auxiliary agent. During normal operation, the auxiliary agent only gets active
when objectives change as in the events 2 and 3, where new tieline setpoints are
implemented. Deviations from zero of the external grid power exchange primarily
arise from the nonlinear characteristic of the dumpload, which can only change
in coarse steps contrary to the battery.
At event 4, the battery output drops to zero after a simulated battery fault,
causing tieline imbalances and unscheduled power imports from the external grid
in the following period. Cell agent 2 repeatedly observes a mismatch between the
expected and actual power output of the battery together with wrong tieline flows,
and identifies after 3 control cycles an abnormal operation state that is reported
to the auxiliary agent. Concomitantly, Cell agent 1 observes incorrect tieline flows
while all its resources operate normally, and hence generates a believe that the
problem must stem from another Cell. The auxiliary agent then starts evaluating
alternative plans that meet the main objective of nullifying the power exchange
with the external grid. With Cell 1 offering the flexibility required to restore
global balance, it updates the agents’ plans accordingly and Cell 1 starts to cover
for the PV117 production at event 5. Finally, the battery’s fault is resolved and
it is again available to the control system. The system to return to its normal
operation mode at event 6 where all objectives are met.
4.4 Conclusions
The growing monitoring infrastructure in distribution grids described in Chap-
ter 2, as well as the joint efforts of DSOs, TSOs, and third parties regarding data
exchange standardisation and harmonisation described in Chapter 3, significantly
increase the live situational awareness on the distribution level. While Chapter 3
demonstrated concepts for the aggregation and visualisation of distributed data,
this chapter presented control approaches that harness the increased observability
and possibilities provided by the ICT infrastructure.
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The DLFC approach in Section 4.2 proved its applicability for highly dynamic
power systems in analytical and experimental assessments. Its main characteris-
tic, the absence of power system-dependent parameters that would require tuning,
is rendered possible through high observability in the distribution grid. As only
power balances are considered, hierarchical structures involving TSOs, DSOs, and
aggregators (whose resources may be obfuscated for regulatory or privacy rea-
sons) can be maintained. Given the inexorable advancements in monitoring and
communication infrastructure, using primary resources for secondary control is
both feasible and reasonable for managing low-inertia systems. Direct secondary
power regulation allows for harnessing the benefits of fast-acting flexibility re-
sources while reducing the number of activations. Consideration of the resources’
capabilities in real-time promotes the notion of “plug-and-play”, while scalability
is ensured by the neighbourhood interaction scheme that is independent of the
network’s total extent.
Considering the possibility of DSOs participating in secondary control, power
balancing control schemes need to account for the fact that these smaller areas
are not necessarily self-sufficient. In this case, the online power interchange ap-
proach presented in Section 4.3 distributes the load across the neighbourhood.
Global active power balance is thereby maintained as demonstrated in the lab-
oratory experiment, where the net power exchange with the external grid was
maintained around zero. The power setpoints transmitted between the areas are
added to their respective imbalance setpoints, rendering the method compatible
with traditional AGC. This mechanism could also be adapted for TSOs to deal
with unforeseen outages of bulk generators or related events.
Harnessing increased situational awareness arising from Objective I and Objec-
tive II enables collaborative control concepts that meet the challenges of modern
power systems, hence tackling the final Objective III.
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CHAPTER 5
Conclusions
Today’s electric power system operates by the same principles ever since Alternat-
ing Current (AC) became widely accepted in generation and transmission. For
well over a century, infrastructure was built, international standards established,
and technology developed that cemented AC systems deep within modern so-
cieties. Technology progresses and alternative operation principles are emerging,
such as High Voltage Direct Current (HVDC). However, the volume of historically-
grown infrastructure (transmission and distribution systems, industries, home ap-
pliances, etc.) is enormous and fundamental changes are accordingly expensive.
Current AC-systems are here to stay for a while longer.
One reason for the reliability of today’s grids is their decentralised control
I II III
Transmission – GenerationDistribution – SubtransmissionDistribution
Transmission System OperatorDistribution System Operators
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0001349
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Figure 5.1: The three research objectives of Section 1.3.1 with regard to modern
power systems.
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based on simple laws. Primary and secondary control “communicate” over the
same medium they act on, while distributed voltage controllers locally maintain
the desired operating points. But coping with faster system dynamics due to
the volatility of renewables and the reduction in inertia requires faster and more
detailed insights in the state of the grid. Modern means of Information and
Communication Technology (ICT) provide new ways for observing the power
system and acting on it.
This thesis presented applications for Distribution System Operators (DSOs)
with the premise of increased observability in electric distribution grids. The
aim is to prepare DSOs, and in the process all System Operators (SOs), for the
challenges described in Chapter 1. A number of novel contributions related to
the three research objectives in Section 1.3.1 were developed and experimentally
verified: Improving distribution grid models in Chapter 2, allowing for better
grid planning and State Estimation (SE); enhancing live situational awareness
in Chapter 3 for real-time supervision and control; and control of electric power
grids in Chapter 4 using the increased observability within the distribution grid.
A graphical summary of the interdependency of the objectives is depicted in
Figure 5.1.
5.1 Presented Works
The line parameter estimation approach in Section 2.2 focuses on enhancing ex-
isting distribution grid models that are incomplete, inaccurate or corrupted, for
improving the quality of important grid management tools like SE and Optimal
Power Flow (OPF). Compared to the parameter accuracy found in commonly
used grid models, the methodology achieves significant improvements for distri-
bution grid models using only RMS measurements of the voltage and powers
deteriorated by various errors. Of the two investigated numerical methods for
solving the estimation problem, the modified Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) de-
livers better results than the Least-Squares Filter (LSQ) when noise properties
are known. It particularly provides more accurate estimates of the parallel sus-
ceptance, which is typically about four to five magnitudes lower than the series
admittance. The EKF should be considered for line parameter estimation if a)
the input data is very noisy, b) good accuracy of the parallel susceptance estimate
is desired, or c) the estimation is performed on live data. Otherwise, the LSQ is
sufficient if the noise properties are unknown.
SOs usually operate with grid models that represent external networks (other
control areas) as equivalent impedances and loads. Topological knowledge of
the external grid is therefore lost, and the equivalent elements need to be up-
dated manually by observing the tieline states. The binary connectivity reduction
methodology in Section 2.3 uses instead decentralised processing and sharing of
topological information between area operators. Local grid models are augmented
with reduced representations of external areas, yielding a considerably reduced
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size of the complete network while retaining topological features like loops. In
the investigated scenario, the number of nodes in the local representation of the
complete network is around three magnitudes smaller than the total number of
buses. The approach can be extended with other electrical reduction techniques
(e.g., Ward Equivalents), but may also prove useful for concentrating ICT-related
networking information. Furthermore, numerical investigations of the algorithm
performance illustrate the dependency of the numbers of areas with respect to the
total number of buses, and could be used for determining optimal partitioning of
control areas.
The rising number of Distributed Energy Resources (DERs) and other data
sources throughout the distribution grid raises the need for flexible data handling
mechanisms, which are also required for the realisation of the proposed model en-
hancements in Chapter 2. Distributed data acquisition, processing, and exchange
was identified a necessity for supporting further grid automation as well as human
operators in control rooms. The Multi Agent System (MAS)-based Observability
Framework in Section 3.2 was especially designed to aid the prototyping process
of such distributed concepts. Experience values obtained through repeated usage
of the framework revealed, that sound information models together with flexi-
ble low-level data access facilities are the key enablers both in development and
laboratory integration. Abstracted views on the grid and ICT states, providing
context while hiding implementation details, make the seamless integration of
the framework’s various data sources possible. This highlights the importance
of the ongoing international efforts in data standardisation as described in Sec-
tion 3.1.2, and marks an example for the paradigm shift away from monolithic
platforms towards open and standardised data interfaces.
The data management and grid visualisation concepts in Section 3.3 were re-
alised with the Observability Platform and highlight the advantages of distributed
data handling. Decentralised access of information in conjunction with capable
ICT infrastructures reduces data roundtrip times, necessary for real-time control,
and fosters grid automation by reducing static, manually configured communica-
tion links. In the presented visualisation cases it was demonstrated how one Cell
operator could access information from other Cells on demand. The methodology
allows for easy extension with additional data of interest, such as Geographic In-
formation System (GIS)-data of the installed topological elements or substation
specifications [93]. It furthermore resolve the problem of control centres being
single-points-of-failure, as other system operators may be temporarily granted
the necessary role in case of current or imminent problems.
The growing monitoring infrastructure in distribution grids described in Chap-
ter 2, as well as the joint efforts of DSOs, Transmission System Operators (TSOs),
and third parties regarding data exchange standardisation and harmonisation de-
scribed in Chapter 3, vastly increase the live situational awareness on the distri-
bution level. This enables new grid control concepts suitable for the challenges
of low-inertia power grids with a multitude of resources actively participating in
grid control. The tuningless Direct Load Frequency Control (DLFC) approach
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in Section 4.2 proved its viability in analytical and experimental assessments. As
only power balances aggregated over the whole area are considered, hierarchical
structures involving TSOs, DSOs, and aggregators (whose resources may be ob-
fuscated for regulatory or privacy reasons) can be maintained. The approach
harnesses the benefits of fast-acting flexibility resources while reducing the num-
ber of secondary power activations. Consideration of the resources’ capabilities
in real-time promotes the notion of “plug-and-play”, while scalability is ensured
by the neighbourhood interaction scheme that is independent of the network’s
total extent.
Load Frequency Control (LFC) is traditionally the domain of TSOs, but the
empowerment of DSOs as described in Chapter 1 could potentially lead to their in-
volvement in secondary control. Power balancing control schemes therefore need
to account for the fact that these smaller areas are not necessarily self-sufficient.
In this case, the online power interchange approach presented in Section 4.3
distributes the load across the neighbourhood. Global active power balance is
thereby maintained as demonstrated in the laboratory experiment, where the net
power exchange with the external grid was maintained around zero. The power
setpoints transmitted between the areas are added to their respective imbalance
setpoints, rendering the method compatible with traditional Automatic Gener-
ation Control (AGC). This mechanism could also be adapted for TSOs to deal
with unforeseen outages of bulk generators or related events.
5.2 Perspectives & Future Research
The contributions in the frame of this thesis are based on a set of assumptions
listed in Section 1.3.3 that provide room for improvements. Particularly the
limitation to balanced power flows for all presented works needs to be addressed,
because phase imbalances can be very pronounced in distribution grids due to the
single-phased nature of small-scale DERs and domestic loads. The line parame-
ter estimation approach of Section 2.2 should therefore incorporate the mutual
coupling between the individual phases to achieve even more accurate physical
models. Phase imbalances also affect the available flexibility in DSO-controlled
areas and need to be explicitly considered.
Regulations and policies have a significant impact on the viability and shape
of technological solutions. Privacy and data access rights are essential aspects
for practical implementation of the distributed data exchange concepts covered
in Chapter 3, but are disregarded in the frame of this work. Role-based access
using certificates and virtual overlay networks are suitable instruments for pro-
tecting data from ineligible third parties to address these shortcomings [94], [95].
With regard to the DLFC approach in Section 4.2, the hierarchical placement of
third-parties (such as aggregators) between the various SOs and their capabili-
ties determine how primary resources can be activated. An aggregator’s portfolio
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may cross different DSO boundaries, entailing a potential conflict if clear control
hierarchies are required.
Finally, the findings in this thesis illustrate that the prospect of a mostly
automated power system is within reach, with further evidence provided by the
related research published almost on a daily basis. A logical continuation of
the conducted work is therefore a holistic study comprised of all the presented
solutions. Investigating their interplay will identify strengths and shortcomings,
and narrow down the perspectives towards a fully integrated grid automation
system.
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Abstract
State estimation and control approaches in electric dis-
tribution grids rely on precise electric models that may
be inaccurate. This work presents a novel method of
estimating distribution line parameters using only root
mean square voltage and power measurements under
consideration of measurement tolerances, noise, and
asynchronous timestamps. A measurement tolerance
compensation model and an alternative representation
of the power flow equations without voltage phase an-
gles are introduced. The line parameters are obtained
using numeric methods. The simulation demonstrates
in case of the series conductance that the absolute com-
pensated error is −1.05% and −1.07% for both repre-
sentations, as opposed to the expected uncompensated
error of −79.68%. Identification of a laboratory dis-
tribution line using real measurement data grid yields
a deviation of 6.75% and 4.00%, respectively, from
an calculation based on the manufacturer’s cable spec-
ifications and estimated line length. The transformed
power flow equations deliver similar results despite the
reduced problem complexity.
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P1.1 Introduction
Electric power grids were established as vertically integrated systems which opened
up due to deregulation as well as the proliferation of distributed energy resources
(DER) [1]. DER encompasses producers of electric energy, such as biomass gen-
erators, wind and solar, but also includes other active grid components such as
controllable loads, storage systems and smart meters [2]. This increased complex-
ity requires increased automation along with new grid services, which contribute
to what is generally referred to as smart grids (SGs) [3]. Typical aims of SGs are
enhanced power quality by advanced voltage control methods, optimal asset uti-
lization and efficiency, outage management, wide area monitoring, fault detection,
among others [4].
Many SG services require accurate information about the grid state which is
commonly provided by state estimation (SE) techniques due to the lack of full
observability in distribution grids [5]. The reliability of these estimates depends
strongly on the accuracy of the grid model and its parameters [6]. Incorrect
parameters may arise from poor line length estimation or incoherent database
entries (e.g., legacy data or entry mistakes after grid updates), aging or environ-
mental conditions [7]. New methods for estimating the topological properties of
electric distribution grids are therefore required.
The main contribution of this work is a novel approach for distribution line
parameter estimation under consideration of measurement tolerances and noise.
As opposed to other estimation approaches that require phasor measurement unit
(PMU) data, only RMS voltage, RMS power measurements, and quadrant infor-
mation are necessary. A compensation model is introduced that significantly
mitigates the influence of measurement errors. Furthermore, an alternative rep-
resentation of the line power flow equations is derived that does not contain the
unknown voltage angles and therefore reduces the problem complexity. The ap-
plicability of the estimation approach using least-squares (LSQ) minimization is
demonstrated on simulated and experimental data.
The work is structured as follows: Section P1.2 provides an overview of appli-
cations of line parameter estimation under consideration of typical system limita-
tions, as well as the state of the art of parameter estimation. Section P1.3 derives
the proposed line parameters estimation approach, followed by practical imple-
mentation considerations in Section P1.4. The experimental setup for validation
is discussed in Section P1.5. Simulation and experimental results and their in-
terpretation are provided in Section P1.6. Section P1.7 contains the conclusions
and an outlook on future work.
P1.2 Description
The proposed line parameter estimation approach is based on several assumptions
on technological limitations that are discussed in this section. The state-of-the-
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art is presented afterwards, and the differences between existing approaches and
the presented approach are highlighted.
P1.2.1 Available Measurements in Real-World Systems
Transmission grids today are designed with a measurement density which guaran-
tees full observability under all operating conditions. Conventional second-resolu-
tion Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition Systems (SCADA) measurements
are increasingly supplemented by advanced types of data such as synchronized
sub-second measurements from phasor measurement units (PMUs) [8], which al-
low very fast and precise determination of the system state.
In distribution grids, however, the situation is different: While the higher
voltage levels of a typical medium voltage (MV) grid are still covered by dedicated
SCADA measurements, these measurements would be very sparse at lower MV
levels. For many of these, only current readings are available, often without a sign
to indicate flow direction. The typical time resolution is on the order of several
minutes to an hour.
At the low voltage (LV) level, SCADA coverage is typically at or near zero.
Despite technological advances and decreasing cost of communication and em-
bedded systems, this situation is not expected to change quickly; in part due to
the very high number of LV substations and long amortization periods. But as
smart meters are currently being rolled out in many distribution networks [9], and
through automated meter reading (AMR) systems [10], new information sources
are available. Due to AMR infrastructure limitations, this data is usually not
available in real time, and the time resolution is limited to one or few measure-
ments per hour. However, due to complete spatial coverage, the data can be very
useful for offline determination and validation of the system state.
P1.2.2 Related Work
Line parameter estimation techniques are mainly found in transmission grids,
which traditionally feature a high degree of observability using sophisticated me-
tering infrastructure base on PMUs and where accurate line parameter models
are necessary to incorporate the effects of traveling waves. Optimal estimation
of the direct sequence line parameters for a single line based on a distributed
parameter model and using PMUs is performed in [11]. Similar objectives are
targeted in [12], where only a pi-line model is considered. The approach in [13]
presents a recursive estimation algorithm for different line models, designed to
estimate whole grid sections online using voltage phasors. Methods for improving
the parameter quality in conjunction with SEs are discussed in [14], however, they
only consider the lines’ series impedances.
Much less works on line parameter estimation exist for distribution grids. The
approach for an unbalanced three phase distribution system presented in [15] as-
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sumes a linear line model with a voltage drop proportional to the line impedance,
which is insufficient in MV grids where the shunt impedances gain significance.
A powerful method of identifying the topological structure along with the admit-
tance matrix of any distribution grid is proposed in [16]. However, apart from
high computational effort it only yields the sum of the shunt admittances of the
lines connected to one bus, hence estimating only the series admittances of the
lines.
Several works consider the influence of grid model errors, in particular of
line and cable parameters, together with PMU measurement uncertainties on SE
results [17]. A more specific question is investigated in [18], which deals with
the impact of the temperature on transmission line conductor impedance and
SE results. SE approaches incorporating model and measurement uncertainties
are presented in [19], [20], where the SE results are augmented with uncertainty
ranges. The common quintessence of all findings is that accurate line parameters
are imperative for a number of applications such as SE, control, and grid stability
assessments.
Regardless of the domain, all these approaches require PMU data and only
consider measurement errors due to noise with an assumed Gaussian distribu-
tion. The approach presented in this work addresses these issues in distribution
grids by using the more commonly available RMS measurements as described
in Section P1.2.1, and by incorporating systematic measurement errors due to
manufacturing tolerances.
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Figure P1.1: Graphical abstract featuring the signal chain (a) and the main
contribution of this paper (b), estimation of the line parameters x based on the
filtered measurement signal z using two different sets of equations fN, fT.
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P1.3 Proposed Approach
In this section a mathematical description of the considered system model and
measurement errors is derived and their influence on line parameter estimation
is discussed. The main contribution of this work, the line parameter estimation
approach based on a measurement error compensation model that mitigates the
systematic errors, is presented subsequently.
An overview of the process is given in Figure P1.1. The data acquisition and
communication chain, incorporating systematic errors and disturbances (noise,
quantization, timing jitter) that deteriorate the physical line measurements, is
depicted in Figure P1.1a. The framed part in Figure P1.1b shows the main
contribution of this work. Three filtering steps that are conducted: Steady-state
filtering to tackle timing jitter, quantization and noise suppression, and random
subsampling to reduce the problem space. The actual line parameter estimation
happens in the last step using two different power flow representations.
P1.3.1 Line Modeling
Bus i Bus k
GSik,BSik,BPik
Pik,Qik Pki,Qki
Vi, φi Vk, φk
Y c,Sik
Y c,P
ik
2
Y c,P
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2
V ci V
c
k
Icik I
c
ki
(a) (b)
Figure P1.2: A general distribution line with the available measurements is
shown in (a). The corresponding pi-line model is shown in (b).
Starting point of the subsequent considerations is the lumped pi-model com-
monly used for distribution grids [7], [21]. Figure P1.2 shows a general single-line
diagram of a distribution line (a) with the observable voltage and power measure-
ments, and the equivalent model (b) used for deriving the power flow equations.
Here, V ci , V ck , Icik and Icki denote the complex voltages and currents on both ends
i, k, while Y c,Sik and Y c,Pik are the complex series and parallel admittances of the
line.
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P1.3.1.1 Regular Power Flow Equations
Using Scik = V ci I
c
ik and Scki = V ck I
c
ki on the pi-model, the apparent power flows
into the nodes are
Scik = V ci
(
− (V ci − V ck )Y c,Sik −
1
2V
c
i Y
c,P
ik
)∗
,
Scki = V ck
(
(V ci − V ck )Y c,Sik −
1
2V
c
k Y
c,P
ik
)∗
. (P1.1)
In order to acquire the desired signed real-valued power flow equations, the iden-
tities for the voltages V ci = Vi exp (ȷφi) and V ck = Vk exp (ȷφk), the voltage phase
angle difference φik = φi − φk, the series admittance Y c,Sik = GSik + ȷBSik, and the
parallel admittance Y c,Pik = ȷBPik, are applied on (P1.1). Here, Vi, Vk and φi, φk
are the absolute values and the angles of the complex voltages, ȷ is the imaginary
number, GSik is the series conductance, and BSik, BPik are the series and parallel
susceptances. The real-imaginary parts of the mixed polar-rectangular equations
are split, which yields:
Pik =−V 2i GSik+ViVk
(
GSik cosφik+BSik sinφik
)
,
Qik =V 2i
(
BSik +
BPik
2
)
+ViVk
(
GSik sinφik−BSik cosφik
)
,
Pki =− V 2k GSik+ViVk
(
GSik cosφik−BSik sinφik
)
,
Qki =V 2k
(
BSik +
BPik
2
)
−ViVk
(
GSik sinφik+BSik cosφik
)
. (P1.2)
The next section will introduce an error model that accommodates measurement
tolerances of real-world metering systems.
P1.3.1.2 Error Model
Measurement device tolerances as depicted in Figure P1.1 result in an unknown
but constant scaling error of the measured signals compared to their true values,
which can be expressed as
V zi = αiVi , P zik = βiPik , Qzik = βiQik,
V zk = αkVk , P zki = βkPki , Qzki = βkQki. (P1.3)
Here, z denotes the measured signals, αi, αk are the voltage scaling factors, and
βi, βk are the power scaling factors. The scaling factors β of P ,Q are assumed
to be identical because they originate from the same source3. Rearranging the
3Powers are commonly derived from voltage and current measurements, both subject to
manufacturing tolerances and processed by the same DSP. Let V c,z = αV c and Ic,z = γIc be
the complex representations of the measurements, consisting of the true values V c, Ic and their
respective scaling factors α, γ. The complex apparent power is Sc,z = αγV cIc = βSc, resulting
in P z = Re (βSc) = βP and Qz = Im (βSc) = βQ.
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error model (P1.3) to represent true instead of measured values and substituting
it into the power flow equations (P1.2) yields
0 = f ’N (P zik, P zki, Qzik, Qzki, V zi , V zk ,perr,pY , φik) , (P1.4)
in which f ’N represents the power flow equations after subtracting the left hand
side from the right hand side, perr = [αiαk βi βk]⊤ is the scaling error vector, and
pY = [GSik BSik BPik]⊤ is the line parameter vector.
P1.3.2 Line Parameter Sensitivity to Measurement Error
The influence of the measurement error is investigated by inspecting the behavior
of (P1.4).
P1.3.2.1 Algebraic Solution of the Line Parameters
Equation (P1.4) can be solved directly for the desired line parameters GSik, BSik,
and BPik, along with the voltage angle difference φik, which results in two solutions
due to trigonometry. The correct solution can easily be identified using simple
numerical tests, allowing to formulate the surjection
falg : (P zik, P zki, Qzik, Qzki, V zi , V zk ,perr)→ (pY , φik) , (P1.5)
which, under ideal conditions (unity scaling), yields the desired line parameters
along with the voltage angle difference.
Case αk βi βk
1 1.00 1.00 1.00
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Figure P1.3: Errors of the calculated series conductance GS using (P1.5).
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Table P1.1: Mean absolute errors of Figure P1.3 in %.
Case 1 2 3 4 5
Uncompensated 40.392 71.083 - 55.143 39.639
Compensated 1.106 1.811 0.826 1.963 2.170
P1.3.2.2 Sensitivity Analysis
The errors for variations of the scaling factors are exemplified on αi and the series
conductance GSik with (P1.5). Using the simulation in Section P1.6.1 to obtain a
valid solution to the system, the operating point was chosen as P zik = −18.067 kW,
P zki = 17.711 kW, Qzik = 17.507 kVAr, Qzki = −17.7 kVAr, V zi = 397.33V, and
V zk = 395.71V. Figure P1.3 shows the errors of GSik for variations of ±2% of αi,
with mean absolute errors in Table P1.1.
Compared to the errors of the measured voltages and powers, the figure illus-
trates that the resulting errors on the line parameters can be more than fourty
times higher when using the algebraic calculation. They also exhibit nonlinear
characteristics that cause further difficulties for evaluation, which is especially ap-
parent in the uncompensated case 3. However, in the corresponding compensated
case the observed singularity is entirely removed.
The general appearance of the error plots for the other factors is comparable
in magnitude and shape, apart from αk and βk whose plots are inverted, and are
therefore omitted.
P1.3.3 Error Compensation And Problem Transformation
Accurate estimation of the desired line parameters is generally not possible in
the presence of measurement errors as demonstrated in Section P1.3.2.2. The fol-
lowing approach reduces the errors by introducing compensation factors that are
estimated alongside the line parameters, and additionally eliminates the unknown
voltage angle difference φik.
P1.3.3.1 Measurement Error Compensation
A straightforward approach would be to estimate the parameters αi, αk, βi and
βk as given by the error model in Section P1.3.1.2. However, this renders the
problem virtually indeterminable because an infinite number of solutions exists,
which reflects itself in rank-deficient Jacobian matrices in the solution to the
estimation problem in the later sections. To overcome this issue two compensation
factors are introduced with the aim of providing a best fit of the true signal values
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based on their measurements:
Vi =
1
α
V zi , Pik =
1
β
P zik , Qik =
1
β
Qzik,
Vk = αV zk , Pki = βP zki , Qki = βQzki. (P1.6)
The optimal solution α∗, β∗ for α and β is determined by substituting (P1.6) into
(P1.3) and performing least squares fitting:
min
α∈R
1
2 (α− αi)
2 + 12
(
α− 1
αk
)2
,
min
β∈R
1
2 (β − βi)
2 + 12
(
β − 1
βk
)2
. (P1.7)
The equations (P1.7) can be algebraically solved, which yields:
α∗ = αiαk + 12αk
, β∗ = βiβk + 12βk
. (P1.8)
Because the measurement errors are assumed to be constant, the compensation
factors can be estimated along with the line parameters. While the factors are
not the actual measurement errors, they represent a boundary for the errors in
the form of
αi − αk ≤ 2 (α− 1) , βi − βk ≤ 2 (β − 1) . (P1.9)
Obviously, α∗ and β∗ cannot be calculated directly if the actual measurement
tolerances are unknown. Their performance, however, can be assessed by applying
the optimal solutions (P1.8) to the compensation model (P1.6) and substituting
them into (P1.5). The dashed lines in Figure P1.3 represent the resulting errors
for variations of the compensated scaling factors for the series conductance GSik.
The graph shows a clear improvement of the errors which is also confirmed by the
mean absolute errors given in Table P1.1.
In order to introduce the compensation factors into the regular power flow
equations, (P1.6) is substituted into (P1.4),
0 = fN (P zik, P zki, Qzik, Qzki, V zi , V zk ,perr,pY ,pcomp) , (P1.10)
which gives a complete description of the line whose parameters can be estimated
using numeric approaches.
P1.3.3.2 Transformed Line Power Flow Equations
Performing line parameter estimation using the regular power flow equations
(P1.2) requires the estimation of the voltage phase angle φik. This increases
the problem complexity and also introduces more degrees of freedom to fit the
variables to the measured data, for which reason it is desirable to eliminate φik.
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First, four new quantities, the transformed powers, are introduced that repre-
sent the sums and differences of the active and reactive powers:
Pik,Σ = Pik + Pki , Pik,∆ = Pik − Pki,
Qik,Σ = Qik +Qki , Qik,∆ = Qik −Qki. (P1.11)
Substituting the regular power flow equations (P1.2) into the transformed powers
(P1.11) eliminates one of the two trigonometric functions present in all four equa-
tions. The next and more complex step to eliminate the remaining trigonometric
functions makes use of the trigonometric identity sin2 a+ cos2 a = 1, with a ∈ R,
by extending and rewriting the equations accordingly. As the individual steps
are trivial, only the transformed equations are given in the following:
0 =
(
V 2i − V 2k
)(1
2B
S
ikB
P
ik +BS
2
ik +GS
2
ik
)
+GSikPik,∆
−BSikQik,∆,
0 =12
(
V 2i + V 2k
)
BPikG
S
ik −BSikPik,Σ −GSikQik,Σ,
0 =
(
V 2i − V 2k
)2(1
4B
P2
ik +BPikBSik +BS
2
ik
)
+ P 2ik,Σ
+Qik,∆
(
V 2i − V 2k
) (
BPik − 2BSik
)
+
(
V 2i + V 2k
)2
GS
2
ik
+ 2Pik,Σ
(
V 2i + V 2k
)
GSik −
(
2ViVkGSik
)2 +Q2ik,∆,
0 =
(
V 2i + V 2k
)2(1
4B
P2
ik +BPikBSik +BS
2
ik
)
+ P 2ik,∆
−Qik,Σ
(
V 2i + V 2k
) (
BPik + 2BSik
)
+
(
V 2i − V 2k
)2
GS
2
ik
+ 2Pik,∆
(
V 2i − V 2k
)
GSik −
(
2ViVkBSik
)2 +Q2ik,Σ. (P1.12)
This set of equations represents the original power flow equations in an implicit
way, from which the desired line parameters can be numerically derived using
available measurements while reducing the number of unknowns. Analogous to
(P1.4), the compensation model (P1.6) is substituted into (P1.12), which yields
0 = fT (P zik, P zki, Qzik, Qzki, V zi , V zk ,pY ,pcomp) . (P1.13)
Here, fT is the representation of the transformed equations, and pcomp = [α β]⊤
is the vector of compensation factors.
P1.4 Implementation Measures
The proposed approach in Section P1.3 requires numerical methods to find the
line parameters and measurement error compensation factors. This is achieved
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by formulating a minimization problem for both the regular and the transformed
power flow equations, which can be solved using well-established LSQ solving
algorithms. Practical considerations on real-world measured signals in terms of
signal filtering are elaborated subsequently.
P1.4.1 Minimization Problem Formulation
The proposed approach to estimate the line parameters along with the measure-
ment tolerance compensation factors is solved by formulating it as a LSQ mini-
mization problem. By choosing the constrained problem as
min
x
h⊤ (z,x)h (z,x)
subject to: xlb ≤ x ≤ xub, (P1.14)
the square of the l2-norm of the measurement function vector h ∈ R6n×1, which
represents the deviations of the model from the measurements, is minimized.
Here, z ∈ R6n×1 are the augmented power and voltage measurements, and
x ∈ Rm×1 is the state vector along with the corresponding lower and upper
boundaries xlb,xub ∈ Rm×1 of the states. Common to both of the following
LSQ-approaches are the constant states xp = [pY pcomp] = [GSik BSik BPik α β]⊤,
the measurements vectors for the powers zS = [z(1)S . . . z
(l)
S . . . z
(n)
S ]⊤ and
voltages zV = [z(1)V . . . z
(l)
V . . . z
(n)
V ]⊤, with z
(l)
S = [P
z,(l)
ik P
z,(l)
ki Q
z,(l)
ik Q
z,(l)
ki ]⊤,
z
(l)
V = [V
z,(l)
i V
z,(l)
k ]⊤, and l = 1 . . . n as the index of the n independent samples.
Besides the objective function, the Jacobian matrix H (x, z) ∈ R6n×m, which
contains the first-order derivatives of h and is defined as H = ∂h∂x , is also used
for two reasons. The Jacobian provides additional information to certain LSQ
solvers such as the trust-region-reflective algorithm that is later used to solve the
problem. Furthermore, a rank test of H reveals if the minimization problem is ill
conditioned [22].
P1.4.1.1 Regular Power Flow Equations
The number of states for the problem based on the regular power flow equations
is m = mp + mφ because the n voltage angle differences xφ = [φ(1)ik . . . φ
(n)
ik ]⊤
for each sample must be calculated along with the constant states xp. The state
vector therefore is x = [x⊤p x⊤φ ]⊤, from which the measurement function
h(l)
(
z(l),xp, x
(l)
φ
)
= fN
(
z
(l)
V , z
(l)
S ,xp, x
(l)
φ
)
(P1.15)
is constructed by using (P1.10) as the element h(l). Based on (P1.15), the corre-
sponding Jacobian matrix row
H(l)
(
z(l),x(l)
)
=
[
∂h(l)
∂xp
∂h(l)
∂xφ
]
(P1.16)
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can be derived.
P1.4.1.2 Transformed Power Flow Equations
As opposed to the previous case, the number of states for the problem based on
the transformed power flow equations is m = mp. The state vector therefore is
x = xp, and the measurement function
h(l)
(
z(l),xp
)
= fT
(
z
(l)
S , z
(l)
V ,xp
)
(P1.17)
can be written down directly, because the elements h(l) are equal to the set of
the transformed power flow equations (P1.13). Using (P1.15), the corresponding
Jacobian matrix row is
H(l)
(
z(l),x(l)
)
=
[
∂h(l)
∂xp
]
. (P1.18)
Augmenting the elements h(l) and H(l) of (P1.15), (P1.16) and (P1.17), (P1.18)
for all sample points l results in the complete measurement vectors and Jacobians
h (z,x) = 0 =
[
h(1)⊤ . . . h(l)⊤ . . . h(n)⊤
]⊤
,
H (z,x) =
[
H(1)⊤ . . . H(l)⊤ . . . H(n)⊤
]⊤
(P1.19)
necessary to solve the LSQ-problem (P1.14).
P1.4.2 Signal Filtering
P1.4.2.1 Steady-State Detection
Describing the state of a system at a given point in time requires synchronous
sampling of all signals. If this condition is not met in the presence of timing jitter,
the impact of time differences can be mitigated by detecting if the system is in
steady-state (SS), i.e. no fast changes in the signals occur. The following SS filter
fSS (·) detects changes based on the ratio between standard deviation std(·, nfilt)
and the mean value mean(·, nfilt) of a discrete time series X in a moving window
of length nfilt,
dpSS =
std (X,nfilt)
mean (X,nfilt))
≤ thSS, (P1.20)
and gives the SS data points as the boolean sequence dpSS.
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P1.4.2.2 Quantization Suppression
Quantization of measured signals has lower impact on the relative accuracy the
higher the amplitude of the signal is with respect to the signal resolution. The
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) can be kept high by defining a filter fSNR (·) that finds
samples whose absolute values abs(·) are above a threshold value,
dpSNR = abs (X) ≥ thSNR, (P1.21)
and marks them in the boolean sequence dpSNR.
P1.4.2.3 Filtered Signal
The output of both filter stages
Xfilt = X (dpSS & dpSNR) (P1.22)
consists of the valid data points obtained from (P1.20) and (P1.21). It should
be emphasized that Xfilt is not a complete time series representing a continuous
signal any longer. The filtering process is combined in the function ffilt (·) in the
following.
P1.4.2.4 Random Subsampling
The number of acquired samples depends on the sampling rate and the considered
time frame. In order to keep the number of samples at a defined level regardless
of the input signal, a uniformly distributed subsample of size n is drawn randomly
from the filtered signal ffilt.
P1.5 Validation Setup
The algorithms have been tested against simulated and measurement data ob-
tained from the experimental facility.
P1.5.1 Solving the LSQ Problem
The constrained nonlinear LSQ problem (P1.14) and (P1.19) was solved using
a trust region reflective solver [23] as implemented in Matlab. It is supplied
with the measurement functions (P1.15), (P1.17), the corresponding Jacobians
(P1.16), (P1.18), and the lower and upper boundaries xlb, xub on the states.
The chosen termination tolerance is 10−9, the lower and upper boundaries are
xp,lb = [0−∞00.980.98]⊤, xp,ub = [∞0∞1.021.02]⊤ for the constant parameters
and x(l)φ,lb = −pi2 , x(l)φ,ub = pi2 for the 1 . . . l . . . n voltage angles. Initial conditions
were xp,0 = [1.0 − 1.0 10−3 1.0 1.0]⊤ and x(l)φ,0 = rand(−10−3 . . . 10−3). Providing
small random values for xφ,0 instead of 0 keeps the Jacobian well-defined.
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P1.5.2 Experimental Setup
SYSLAB is an experimental facility at DTU Risø campus, designed as a testbed
for advanced control and communication concepts for power grids. The facility
has been extended multiple times since its inception in 2005, and the current
setup is spread across an area of about 1 km in diameter. A 400V, 3-phase
grid with a total of 16 busbars and 119 automated coupling points serves as
the electrical backbone of the facility and allows a large variety of different grid
topologies. When all lines are in use, a maximum continuous feeder length of
3 km can be obtained. SYSLAB can be operated as one or multiple island grids
or connected to the public distribution grid through one of five coupling points. A
variety of DERs can be connected to the SYSLAB grid, including generation, load
and storage. The whole system is fully remote controllable through a software
interface.
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Figure P1.4: Configuration of the laboratory grid for the experiment; black dots
are closed breakers. Below: Effective single line diagram of the configuration.
To obtain test data, the electrical system is configured as a single long feeder
about 2 km in length, according to Figure P1.4. Starting from the grid connection
(marked), six cables are combined in sequence. To minimize the influence of
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Table P1.2: Datasheet line specifications of SYSLAB cable C1.
Length l Direct resistance R1 Dir. reactance X1 Dir. susceptance B1
0.7 km 0.0889 0.0539 74.770µS
measurement errors, one of the two longest cables (C1, marked) is selected, with
power and voltage measurements obtained at both ends. Measuring across the
whole length of the feeder has been considered but rejected due to additional
uncertainties being introduced by the impedances of circuit breakers, busbars and
connection terminals. The parameters of C1 listed in Table P1.2 are based on
the datasheet specifications by the manufacturer and the line length. Because the
true length of the line is unknown in addition to the aforesaid uncertainties, the
line parameter values are only estimates as well. The direct susceptance B1 must
be doubled in order to comply with Y
c,P
ik
2 used in the line model in Section P1.3.1.
During the experiment, the power flow through C1 is determined by the com-
bined production and consumption of all DER units on the open end of the
feeder, which are connected to the grid through C1. These are three PV systems
(27 kWp), an electrically heated building (10 kWp), a controllable load (80 kWp)
and a battery storage system (±15 kW, ±12 kVAr).
P1.5.3 Measurement system
The primary measurement system in SYSLAB consists of approximately 60 stan-
dalone DSP-based multi-function instruments of types DEIF MIC 4002 and MIC-
2, one at each busbar connection point. The instrument provides class 0.2 volt-
age measurements and class 0.5 power measurements at a 3Hz update rate. The
power measurement error is further influenced by the accuracy of the current
transformers (class 0.5) through which the instrument is connected. The instru-
ments exhibit quantization errors of ±0.05V, ±10W and ±10VAr as well as a
small dead-band hysteresis near the zero value; this is most likely attributed to
internal filtering.
The measurements are not synchronized due to lack of such capability in the
instruments. All instruments provide timestamps at one second resolution and are
polled continuously by the SYSLAB SCADA system through a Modbus interface.
Incoming data is timestamped by the SCADA system with millisecond accuracy;
however, due to the nondeterministic nature of the Modbus interface and aliasing
effects between measurement cycle and polling cycle, the exact timestamp of
the measurement is uncertain to about 500ms in addition to the instruments’
known internal delay which is of the order of the update rate (approx. 300ms).
While the processing delay is identical for all instruments, the timestamping error
causes additional desynchronization. This must be taken into account during post-
processing, either by low-pass filtering or by removal of measurement periods
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which exhibit strong dynamic changes (see Section P1.3. The data is recorded in
the SCADA system at one-second intervals.
P1.6 Validation Results & Analysis
The simulated and experimental scenarios along with the corresponding validation
results are discussed in this section. In both cases, the line in Section P1.5.2 is
considered.
P1.6.1 Validation Using Simulated Data
A model of the pi-line in Figure P1.2b was constructed in Simulink using SimPow-
erSystems [24]. The model consists of a variable voltage source on the i-termi-
nal and variable PQ-load on the k-terminal. The chosen line parameters are the
datasheet values of line C1 (Table P1.2). Likewise, the measurement resolution for
the voltages are Vres = 0.1V and for the powers Pres = 20W and Qres = 20VAr,
respectively. The scaling error factors on the simulated voltage and power sig-
nals are chosen according to Case 4 in Figure P1.3 with αi = 0.99. The SS
and SNR filtering thresholds are thSS,V
i
= thSS,V
k
= 7 · 10−4 and thSS,P
ik
=
thSS,P
ki
= thSS,Q
ik
= thSS,Q
ki
= 1 · 10−2, and thSNR,V
i
= thSNR,V
k
= 10V,
thSNR,P
ik
= thSNR,P
ki
= 800W, and thSNR,Q
ik
= thSNR,Q
ki
= 800VAr, respec-
tively. Table P1.3 shows the results for a simulated run using 1600 samples.
Both estimation methods give a close approximation of the true line parameters
with the expected deviations. In case of the parallel susceptance the figures are
slightly worse. Compared to the series admittances, the datasheet value of BPik
is around five orders of magnitude lower and furthermore only appears in two of
the four original equations (P1.2). Therefore, it has less influence on the observed
measurements and is more subjected to disturbances. It is also closer to the LSQ
solver termination tolerance of 10−9, which may introduce numerical inaccura-
cies. However, the results are very stable for different runs in the presence of
quantization noise, demonstrating the validity of the approach.
Table P1.3: Estimation results for the line parameters and comp. factors in
comparison to the datasheet values using simulated data.
Datasheet Regular Transformed
Parameter Value Value Error [%] Value Error [%]
Ser. conductance GSik [S] 8.2250 8.1386 −1.05 8.1373 −1.07
Ser. susceptance BSik [S] −4.9870 −4.9327 −1.09 −4.9315 −1.11
Par. susceptance BPik [mS] 0.1495 0.1451 −2.98 0.1451 −2.99
Volt. comp. factor α [1] 0.9900 0.9900 0.00 0.9900 0.00
Power comp. factor β [1] 1.0000 1.0000 0.00 1.0000 0.00
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P1.6.2 Estimation on a Real Line
Estimation of the parameters of line C1 (Section P1.5.2) is conducted on a set
of measurement data covering a 24 h period in 1 s intervals using the same filter-
ing thresholds as in the simulations. A 12 h excerpt of the signals measured on
terminal i (busbar X.B in Figure P1.4) is shown in Figure P1.5. The voltage V zi
has a correlation coefficient of 0.91 for P zik and −0.11 for Qzik, indicating that the
combined line and grid impedance is predominantly resistive.
Steady state detection is demonstrated for the same 12 h period on the signal
Qzik in Figure P1.6, in which the upper graph contains the measured signal, with
the filter output shown below. Here, the red line marks the cutoff level for valid
data points. The selected steady state periods (green background) show that
noise and transient events are successfully rejected.
Estimation results for the five states GSik, BSik, BPik, α, and β, are given in
Table P1.4. The random sample size is 1600, the results are the mean values of
11 independent random sampling runs. With regard to the determination of the
datasheet line parameters as explained in Section P1.5.2, the table only states
the deviations to the datasheet values and not actual estimation errors as in
Table P1.3.
In case of the series admittances GSik and BSik, the deviations obtained with
both methods are within a few percent from their respective datasheet values. The
relative deviations are slightly worse compared to ideal conditions as investigated
in Section P1.3.2.2, but this is expected due to measurement noise and timing
jitter. For both methods, the estimated voltage and power compensation factors
α and β are close to 1, which indicates that the metering devices are within their
specified measurement tolerances according to (P1.9). In case of the parallel
susceptance BPik the relative deviations are significantly higher. As explained in
Section P1.6.1, BPik is more sensitive to measurement disturbances. The results
also indicate that the true value of BPik deviates more than the other parameters
from their datasheet values. This arises from the fact that especially earth cables’
shunt capacitances are more subjected to environmental influences due to their
close proximity to the surrounding soil and therefore tend to vary.
Table P1.4: Estimation results for the line parameters and comp. factors in
comparison to their datasheet values using measured data.
Datasheet Regular Transformed
Parameter Value Value Dev. [%] Value Dev. [%]
Ser. conductance GSik [S] 8.2250 8.7800 6.75 8.5542 4.00
Ser. susceptance BSik [S] −4.9870 −5.0758 1.78 −5.0902 2.07
Par. susceptance BPik [mS] 0.1495 0.2036 36.21 0.2668 78.49
Volt. comp. factor α [1] - 1.0003 - 1.0003 -
Power comp. factor β [1] - 0.9994 - 0.9993 -
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Figure P1.5: Measured voltage and powers for bus i of the distribution line.
The influence of the sample size on estimation performance is shown in Fig-
ure P1.7, Figure P1.8 and Figure P1.9. Figure P1.7 compares the two approaches
for different sample sizes. Here, the median is marked by the horizontal line, the
lower and upper edges of the boxes show the 25th and 75th percentiles and the
remaining 50% are indicated by the whiskers. The dashed green line shows the
datasheet value according to Table P1.4. An increasing number of samples clearly
reduces the scattering of the results due to the decreasing influence of noise and
quantization. Another comparison of the estimation performance of the two meth-
ods is shown in Figure P1.8 for GSik and αi. The normalized standard deviations
are very similar in magnitude, indicating that the transformed problem shows as
little variance as the regular problem despite the reduced number of states.
The advantage of the regular problem to the transformed problem is the con-
stant number of states. Figure P1.9 shows the normalized average computation
time for both approaches versus number of random samples. While the regular
problem has 4n equations and 5 + n states, the transformed problem performs
faster due its constant number of 5 states.
P1.6.3 Comparative Study
The estimation approach presented in this work uses RMS measurements of the
voltages and powers exclusively, which are and will be much more commonly
available in distribution grids than PMU measurements. An additional novelty
is the explicit incorporation of systematic measurement errors.
Other parameter estimation approaches described in literature (Section P1.2.2)
generally use PMU data and are therefore not directly comparable. Due to the
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Figure P1.6: Steady-state detection demonstrated on the reactive power Qzik.
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Figure P1.7: Boxplot of the estimated GSik for different sample sizes.
lack of competitive approaches, this section compares the results with the param-
eter uncertainties that are deemed to be representative for many grid models.
The assessment of the influence on network parameter and measurement un-
certainties on SE results in [17] uses up to 1% for measurement tolerances and
normalized standard deviations of up to 0.25 for the parameters in repeated ex-
periments. Translated to percent, about 68.2% of the parameters deviate as far
as ±25% from their true values for normal distributions. An approach for deter-
mining the optimal allocation of measurement devices depending on parameter
and measurement uncertainty is described in [6]. Here, ±20% variations of the
network parameters and ±3% of the measurement tolerances are considered. The
SE approach in [20] assumes up to ±10% for the parameters and standard devi-
ations of 0.004 and 0.008 for the voltage and current measurements, i.e., 68.2%
of the parameters deviate up to ±0.4% and ±0.8% from their true values. The
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approach in [19] uses ±3% for both.
In the approach presented in this work the line parameter estimation uncer-
tainty amounts to about ±3% for a measurement tolerance range of ±1%, as
shown in Figure P1.3 and confirmed by the simulation in Section P1.6.1. The
proposed method is capable of significantly improving the line parameter accuracy
in comparison with models that have up to 25% uncertainty, and yields a degree
of accuracy exhibited only by better model assumptions with 3% uncertainty.
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Figure P1.8: Normalized standard deviations of the estimated GSik and αi.
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P1.7 Conclusions & Future Research
The proposed line parameter estimation approach features satisfying performance
on real world measurement data impaired by scaling errors due to device toler-
ances, transient and quantization noise, and asynchronous timestamps. It could
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be therefore shown that line parameter estimation is possible without advanced
and expensive metering infrastructure based on PMUs. The presented method
based on the regular power flow equations yields good results that are close to the
datasheet values in both the simulation and the experiment with the expected
deviations. Compared against the parameter accuracy found in commonly used
grid models, this approach is capable of providing significant improvements for
distribution grid models if only RMS measurements of the voltage and powers
are available. Transforming the power flow equations into a voltage angle free
representation provides very similar results with significantly reduced problem
complexity that could be formulated recursively.
Future work will focus on a more formalized approach to steady state detec-
tion incorporating more sophisticated techniques (e.g., [25]), consider communi-
cation error detection and bad data rejection, and extension for unbalanced three
phase systems. Employing a Weighted-Least-Squares algorithm for solving the
minimization problem might help to obtain more numerically stable results partic-
ularly for the parallel susceptance. Furthermore, implementing the transformed
problem in a recursive way could foster its utilization in online monitoring and
diagnosis in distributed systems.
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Abstract
Electrical models of power distribution grids are used
in applications such as state estimation and Optimal
Power Flow (OPF), the reliability of which depends
on the accuracy of the model. This work presents
an approach for estimating distribution line parame-
ters from Remote Terminal Unit (RTU) measurements
which are subject to measurement device tolerances
and random noise. Building upon an earlier work
which introduced a measurement tolerance compensa-
tion model, aim is to improve a) the robustness to-
wards noisy data and b) the estimate of the parallel
susceptance. For this purpose, an Extended Kalman
Filter (EKF) is employed whose measurement noise
covariance matrix is modified in order to account for
all noisy variables in the overdetermined system. Sim-
ulations confirm the advantages of the EKF over the
previously used Least-Squares (LSQ) estimator. In the
low random noise cases considered in this paper, the
EKF yields a four-fold improvement over the LSQ for
the parallel susceptance across all quantization ranges.
For the highest levels of random and quantization
noise, the EKF performs about 1.5 to 3 times better
than the LSQ for all line parameters. Furthermore,
the EKF shows more consistent behavior when applied
to data obtained from a laboratory distribution grid,
which exhibits uncertainties that are not accounted for
in the models.
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P2.1 Introduction
The electrical energy sector is responding to old and new challenges like grid
renewal and innovation, security of supply, environmental issues, and the inte-
gration of Distributed Energy Resources (DERs) as well as renewable generation
[1]. Smart Grid (SG) is an umbrella term used to summarize a number of ef-
forts to modernize the electrical and information technology aspects of electric
power grids [2]. Among others, SG-related research includes issues of power qual-
ity, optimal asset utilization, fault detection and outage management. Due to
the increasing number of DERs (e.g., wind, solar, and biomass generators, and
other active grid components like storages and controllable loads) connected to
the lower voltage levels of the distribution grid, new methods for grid monitoring
and control are required as established vertical integration schemes are becoming
less and less adequate [3].
The accuracy of grid models is critical for the precision of state estimators
[4] and OPF [5], [6], among other operational tools [7]. However, the quality of
these models and their underlying parameters, may vary due to poor knowledge of
line lengths and specifications, aging and environmental influences, or incoherent
database entries (e.g., after merging databases or entry mistakes following grid
updates) [8].
Part of this issue is addressed in [9], where we presented a novel approach
for estimating pi-line parameters from RTU measurements under consideration
of measurement device tolerances and noise. Unlike Phasor Measurement Units
(PMUs) which are able to provide voltage and current readings on a per-cycle
basis, current RTUs typically provide Root Mean Square (RMS)-measurements
of voltages as well as active/reactive power readings along with quadrant infor-
mation at a much slower rate. Virtually all existing line parameter estimation
approaches employ PMU measurements which are rarely available in power dis-
tribution networks. Most works therefore focus on power transmission grids that
feature advanced metering infrastructures based on PMUs, such as [10], [11], with
only a few other approaches targeting distribution grids [12], [13].
The main contribution of this work is to improve the numerical performance
of the approach presented in [9], in order to a) achieve higher robustness towards
quantization and random noise, as well as to b) improve the estimation of the
parallel susceptance, which is several magnitudes smaller than the series admit-
tance. Instead of the non-linear Least-Squares Filter (LSQ) estimator used in the
original work, an Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) is now employed to extract addi-
tional stochastic information from noisy measurements. Kalman Filters and their
non-linear variants like the EKF are widely used numerical estimators across en-
gineering domains [14]. In electric power engineering, common application areas
are state estimation [15] and parameter estimation [16].
The proposed approach exploits the absence of the time-variant voltage angle
in the transformed set of power flow equations from [9], as the remaining unknown
parameters to be estimated are all constants. This converts the estimation into
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a pure parameter identification problem which is overdetermined with respect to
the number of measurements. The measurement noise covariance matrix of the
EKF is modified consequently in order to properly account for all noisy quantities.
An overview of the signal chain is shown in Figure P2.1, with a representation of
the physical system model, data acquisition system and disturbances in a), and
the proposed parameter estimation method in b).
The paper is structured as follows. Section P2.2 introduces the line model
and the measurement error under consideration. Section P2.3 proposes a new
approach to estimating the line parameters using an EKF. Section P2.4 discusses
implementation considerations and the experimental setup. Section P2.5 presents
simulated and experimental results. Finally, Section P2.6 draws conclusions from
the experiments.
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Figure P2.1: Overview of the signal chain of the presented work with the phys-
ical system in a), and the signal processing part in b) (adapted from [9]).
P2.2 Line Modeling
Starting point for all further investigations is the pi-line model in Figure P2.2.
Figure P2.2a shows the quantities measured by the RTU devices and the line
parameters. Pik, Pki and Qik, Qki are the active and reactive powers on both
line terminals, and Vi, Vk and φi, φk are the respective voltages and phase angles.
The parameters are the series conductance GSik, the series susceptance BSik, as well
as the parallel susceptance BPik. The corresponding line model in Figure P2.2b
uses the complex voltages V ci , V ck and currents Icik, Icki, the series admittance
Y c,Sik = GSik + ȷBSik, and the parallel admittance Y c,Pik = ȷBPik.
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Figure P2.2: The distribution line model as used in [9], with the measurements
and line parameters in a), and the corresponding pi-line model in b).
P2.2.1 Power Flow Equations
In [9], based on Figure P2.2, we derived a representation of the line power flows
which does not contain the unknown voltage angles φi, φk. Starting from Scik =
V ci I
c
ik and Scki = V ck I
c
ki and using the definitions in Section P2.2 and the identities
Pik,Σ = Pik + Pki , Pik,∆ = Pik − Pki,
Qik,Σ = Qik +Qki , Qik,∆ = Qik −Qki, (P2.1)
the power flows can be written implicitly as
0 =
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V 2i − V 2k
)(1
2B
S
ikB
P
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2
ik +GS
2
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+GSikPik,∆ −BSikQik,∆,
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BPikG
S
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(P2.2)
The resulting equations (P2.2) contain only the directly measured powers and
voltages as well as the line parameters.
P2.2.2 Error Model
Systematic measurement errors present in RTU devices can lead to significant
parameter estimation errors. Measurement device tolerances as shown in Fig-
ure P2.1 lead to an unknown but constant scaling error of the measured signals
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compared to their true values, which can be expressed as
V zi = αiVi , P zik = βiPik , Qzik = βiQik,
V zk = αkVk , P zki = βkPki , Qzki = βkQki. (P2.3)
Here, z denotes the measured signals, αi, αk are the voltage scaling factors, and
βi, βk are the power scaling factors.
In order to account for the influence of these disturbances, the error model
Vi =
1
α
V zi , Pik =
1
β
P zik , Qik =
1
β
Qzik,
Vk = αV zk , Pki = βP zki , Qki = βQzki (P2.4)
was introduced in [9] with the compensation factors α for voltage errors and β
for power errors. Substituting Eq. (P2.3) into Eq. (P2.4) yields the optimal fit:
α∗ = αiαk + 12αk
, β∗ = βiβk + 12βk
. (P2.5)
Applying Eq. (P2.4) on Eq. (P2.2) results in the representation
0 = f
(
P zik, P
z
ki, Q
z
ik, Q
z
ki, V
z
i , V
z
k , G
S
ik, B
S
ik, B
P
ik, α, β
)
(P2.6)
including the error compensation model.
P2.3 Parameter Identification Approach
The Kalman filter is a linear state estimator that uses a mathematical system
model and stochastic information on process and measurement noise to propagate
the mean and covariance of the state through time [14]. Its non-linear extension,
the EKF, operates by first linearizing the system around the current operating
point and then performing state and covariance updates. This inevitably intro-
duces linearization errors which can lead to sub-optimal results; however, the
EKF has proven to be very robust in practice numerous times. In the following,
we derive the system model and discuss modifications of the filter to adapt it to
the line parameter estimation problem.
P2.3.1 Modeling
The representation of the line power flows without voltage angles in Eq. (P2.2) en-
tails a linear dependency of the complete set of equations, with only three linearly
independent functions in Eq. (P2.6) available for further investigations. Thus,
Eq. (P2.6) is solved for the measurements output vector y = [P zik, P zki, Qzik]⊤, with
the measurements input vector u = [Qzki, V zi , V zk ]⊤ and x =
[
GSik, B
S
ik, B
P
ik, α, β
]⊤
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as the constant parameter vector. The resulting measurement equations h that
are being investigated in the following are
yˆn = h
(
Q
z,(n)
ki , V
z,(n)
i , V
z,(n)
k , G
S
ik, B
S
ik, B
P
ik, α, β
)
= h (un,x) , (P2.7)
with yˆn as the observed measurements at sampling point n.
P2.3.2 Input Noise Handling
Besides the constant parameters x, the measurement equations (P2.7) also con-
tain the input signals u which are measurements as well and therefore subject to
noise. In the following, we will derive a systematic approach to handle this noise
as part of the measurement noise covariance matrix R.
P2.3.2.1 Linear Time-Invariant Case
As starting point we are considering a Linear Time-Invariant (LTI) system
yˆn = Cx+Dun + vn , vn ∼ (0, R) . (P2.8)
Here, yˆn is the vector of observed measurements, C is the output matrix, D is
the feed-through matrix, and vn is the Gaussian measurement noise vector with
R as the corresponding covariance matrix. The input vector
un = u∗n + vu,n (P2.9)
consists of the optimal vector u∗n and the input noise vector vu,n ∼ (0, Ru). The
output vector hence becomes
yn = Cx+D (u∗n + vu,n) + vn = Cx+Du∗n + v˜n, (P2.10)
with v˜n = Dvu,n + vn as the combined measurement and input noise vector.
Because both the original measurement noise vn and the input noise vu,n follow
a Gaussian distribution, the resulting signal v˜n ∼ (0, R˜) is Gaussian as well. The
covariance matrix of v˜n calculates to
R˜ = cov (v˜n) = cov (Dvu,n) + cov (vn) = DRuD⊤ +R. (P2.11)
P2.3.2.2 Non-Linear Case
The EKF performs a linearisation of the nonlinear system (P2.14) around the
operating point at each iteration n. Analogous to Section P2.3.2.1, the input noise
contribution to the overall measurement noise is evaluated at the operating point.
We perform a first-order Taylor approximation of the measurement equations
(P2.7) using (P2.9) and ∆un = un − u∗n = vu,n:
h (un,xn) ≃ h (u∗n,xn) + Hu (u∗n,xn)vu,n, (P2.12)
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with the input Jacobian Hu (u∗n,xn) = ∂h(x,z)∂u
∣∣∣
u∗n,xn
.
Under the Gaussian assumption of the noise variables, the expected value of
un is its optimal value, i.e. E [un] = E [u∗n] = u∗n. The covariance matrix of v˜n
therefore becomes the time-variant
R˜n = cov (v˜n) = Hu,nRuH⊤u,n +R (P2.13)
in the non-linear case, with Hu,n = Hu (un,xn).
P2.3.3 Extended Kalman Filter
To solve the parameter estimation problem, a discrete-time EKF as described in
[14] is employed. The complete discrete-time system model based on the previous
findings is
xn = xn−1 +wn , wn ∼ (0, Q)
yn = h (un,xn) + v˜n , v˜n ∼
(
0, R˜n
)
, (P2.14)
with wn as the Gaussian process noise vector and Q as the corresponding covari-
ance matrix. While the states x are constant system parameters and not subject
to noise, the Kalman filter requires Q to be positive definite in order to update
the estimate in each iteration. The process noise must therefore be chosen in
such a way that the estimator achieves a good compromise between accuracy and
convergence speed.
Due to the constant nature of x, the prediction step of the EKF simplifies to
xˆ−n = xˆ+n−1
P−n = P+n−1 +Q. (P2.15)
Here, xˆ−n , P−n are the a-priori estimates of the state x and the estimation error
covariance matrix P at the current timestep n, and xˆ+n−1, P+n−1 are the a-posteriori
estimates of x, P at the previous timestep n− 1. The update step is
Kn = P−n H⊤x,n
(
Hx,nP−n H⊤x,n + R˜n
)−1
xˆ+n = xˆ−n +Kn
(
yn − h
(
un, xˆ
−
n
))
P+n = (I −KnHx,n)P−n , (P2.16)
with Kn as the Kalman gain matrix, Hx,n = Hx (un, xˆn) = ∂h(x,z)∂x
∣∣∣
un,xˆn
as the
state Jacobian of the measurement vector, and xˆ+n , P+n as a-posteriori estimates
of x, P at timestep n.
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P2.4 Validation Environment
This section discusses the conditions under which the proposed approach has been
validated. This includes the laboratory setup which provided a reference for the
line and simulation model, as well as the algorithm parameters used for data
pre-filtering and line parameter estimation.
P2.4.1 Experimental Setup
The experimental facility SYSLAB which has been used to validate the proposed
approach (see Figure P2.3) is located at the Risø Campus of the Technical Univer-
sity of Denmark. It is a 400V, 3-phase power grid designed for testing advanced
control and communication concepts. The SYSLAB grid has 119 automated cou-
pling points on 16 busbars which allows for a multitude of possible grid topologies,
including the simulation of long feeders with a cable length of nearly 3 km. A va-
riety of DERs connected to the grid, including renewable generation, storage and
controllable load, can be monitored and remotely operated through a software
interface.
The experimental setup differs slightly from the one previously used in [9].
The cables C1, E1, and F1 are now connected in series between the external grid
and the DER units (see Figure P2.3). Line C1 is again the subject of interest, its
datasheet specifications are listed in Table P2.1. These values are calculated by
multiplying the specific admittance with a coarse estimate of line length, with-
out taking environmental influences and other uncertainties into account. For
complying with the convention Y
c,P
ik
2 of Section P2.2, B1 must be doubled.
Table P2.1: Datasheet line specifications of SYSLAB cable C1 [9].
Length l Direct resistance R1 Dir. reactance X1 Dir. susceptance B1
0.7 km 0.0889 0.0539 74.770µS
P2.4.2 Estimator and Filter Parameters
The various parameters used for the following simulation and experimental sce-
narios used for validating the proposed approach are stated in this section. All
values are normalized using the base apparent power Sb = 1MW and the base
voltage Vb = 400V . The initial state estimate is x0 = [1.28 − 0.8 0 1 1].
P2.4.2.1 Filter & LSQ
The pre-estimation signal filtering as depicted in Figure P2.1 as well as the LSQ
filter parameters have been taken from [9]. Random subsampling of the filtered
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Figure P2.3: Configuration of the laboratory grid for the experiment, where
closed breakers are depicted as black dots (below: effective single line diagram of
the configuration) [9].
signals was performed in order to generate variations of the base data sets. The
number of random samples is 1600, and 11 variations have been generated in all
considered scenarios.
P2.4.2.2 EKF
The following parameters have been found to yield stable results on simulated as
well as experimental data, while retaining a sufficiently fast convergence speed at
1600 sample points: Q = diag([25 56.25 100 1 25] · 10−6), P0 =
diag([25 56.25 100 1 25] · 102), R = diag([4 4 4] · 10−4), Ru = diag([4 62.5 62.5] ·
10−4).
A running mean filter with a length of 100 sample points is applied to xˆ+n
for mitigating the assumed process noise wn, which is necessary for proper EKF
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operation.
P2.5 Achieved Results
In the following, we will first investigate how the input noise travels through
the system in order to verify the assumptions made for the system model. The
performance of the estimators is then evaluated against several simulation and
experimental validation cases.
P2.5.1 Input Noise Behaviour
In Section P2.3.2 we derived the time-variant operator Hu,n which maps the
input noise covariance matrix Ru onto the measurement covariance R. The first-
order Taylor approximation of h (x, z) to the inputs u generally introduces a
linearization error which distorts the distribution of the considered input noise
vu,n. This distortion is evaluated for two different Standard Deviations (SDs) of
the noise on both the voltage and the power inputs at the operating point under
consideration Qki ∼ (−17.7 kVAr, cPPres), V ci ∼ (397.33V, cV Vres), and V ck ∼
(395.71V, cV Vres), with the measurement resolutions Pres = 20W, Vres = 0.1V
and the two variable scaling factors cP , cV .
Figure P2.4 shows the Quantile-Quantile (QQ) plots of the output distribu-
tions of the results against quantiles from an ideal Gaussian distribution with the
same standard deviation and the theoretical mean.
For the four cases, the noise on the three system inputs travels mostly unal-
tered to the outputs. Only the QQ plot of Qik shows slight distortions outside the
±1σ region for the three cases with the higher scaling factors cP , cV . The modifi-
cations to the EKF in Section P2.3.2 are therefore suitable, as is the choice of the
EKF for this kind of problem under the assumption of Gaussian measurement
noise.
P2.5.2 Simulation
Estimations are performed on unique variations of a base case described in [9]
with the nominal parameters of line C1 given in Section P2.4.1. The scaling
factors are varied according to αi, αk, βi, βk ∈ {0.99, 1, 1.01}. For the power
and voltage meters the quantization ranges qu ∈ {qu1, qu2, qu3} = {212, 216, 220}
are considered, which divide the assumed measurement ranges of ±100kW and
0 . . . 500V in qu equal steps. The scaling factors are varied independently, whereas
the power and voltage quantizations are changed together, making a total of
35 = 243 scenarios.
Figure P2.5 (top diagram) shows the normalized standard deviations over the
mean errors for each estimation for GSik, with the different quantization ranges qu
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Figure P2.4: Quantile-quantile plots of the measurement equations outputs for
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marked by colors. As expected, the standard deviations increase with decreasing
measurement resolution, but stay fairly consistent for all permutations of the
scaling parameters, with the EKF performing a little worse in some scenarios. The
graph in Figure P2.5 (bottom diagram) also shows the median error over the mean
error for GSik. It exhibits a very linear characteristic and crosses the zero point,
thus indicating that the estimations are unbiased. The observed clustering in
about 0.5% steps of the mean error marks the theoretical accuracy limit associated
with the error compensation model described in Section P2.2.2.
The corresponding estimator performances are investigated in Table P2.2,
where the mean errors (mean) and SDs of all scenarios are taken into account.
The results for each line parameter are calculated for each estimator and the
three different quantization steps. Band-limited white noise was added to the
measurement quantities prior to quantization with the noise levels 1 · 10−2V 2s
for active and reactive power and 1 · 10−6V 2s for voltages. The best results for
each quantization range are highlighted in bold.
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Table P2.2: Mean errors of the two estimators and the different quantization
steps for simulation cases with low noise.
Mean errors in 10−4
Q1 Q2 Q3
LSQ EKF LSQ EKF LSQ EKF
GSik
mean −12.912 −4.751 1.238 2.370 1.246 2.409
SD 5.3032 5.419 0.344 0.591 0.141 0.461
BSik
mean −34.007 −32.01 0.978 −12.842 0.986 −12.995
SD 14.205 14.276 0.829 1.344 0.337 0.946
BPik
mean 305.940 70.581 255.440 61.200 252.930 57.218
SD 248.840 317.100 33.620 23.268 27.307 6.770
In a second scenario, the noise levels are increased to 5 · 101V 2s and 2 · 10−3V 2s,
respectively. Evaluation of the results in Table P2.3 was conducted as before.
Both result tables demonstrate the improved performance of the EKF for
estimating the parallel susceptance BPik in all cases considered. The EKF also
outperforms the LSQ for low measurement resolutions and in the presence of
high measurement noise. However, in the absence of these noise sources, the LSQ
delivers better results for GSik and BSik.
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Figure P2.5: Simulation error plots for the series conductance GSik for the two
estimators and three different quantization levels.
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Table P2.3: Mean errors of the two estimators and the different quantization
steps for simulation cases with high noise.
Mean errors in 10−4
Q1 Q2 Q3
LSQ EKF LSQ EKF LSQ EKF
GSik
mean −34.668 −11.437 −15.876 −3.807 −16.014 −3.952
SD 9.000 7.732 6.520 5.221 6.385 5.054
BSik
mean −90.124 −54.191 −40.814 −32.078 −41.409 −33.060
SD 23.257 19.183 16.224 10.865 16.775 11.156
BPik
mean 302.950 162.70 316.490 125.960 321.950 132.220
SD 307.260 364.320 171.510 190.25 166.840 191.74
P2.5.3 Experiment
The experimental data has been acquired from SYSLAB as described in Sec-
tion P2.4.1. Because there are no precise measurements of the line parameters
available, we compare two independent sets of data against each other: one al-
ready used in [9] (called day 1 henceforth), and a new recorded set (day 2). The
latter has about 2 to 3 times lower peak active and reactive power magnitudes
|Pik|, |Pki|, |Qik|, |Qki| and a 25% lower peak voltage difference |Vi − Vk| after
applying the pre-filtering steps of Section P2.4.2.1. This poses a bigger challenge
to the estimators, because the signal-to-noise ratios are lower accordingly.
Figure P2.6 shows the box plot of the estimated GSik of all runs for the two
days. Both estimators converge towards similar values, with LSQ showing lower
deviations across all random subsampling runs than EKF. However, on day 2
the LSQ fails to repeat the results from day one, whereas the EKF reaches very
similar values. Similar observations can be made by looking at the remaining
two line parameters BSik and BPik. Table P2.4 shows the means and standard
deviations for all parameters for both estimators and data sets. On day 1 the
EKF shows good performance on estimating the small parallel susceptance BPik,
which is closer to the data sheet value and therefore more reasonable than the
result from the LSQ. The EKF also performs reasonably consistent on BSik over
both days and only fails on BPik on day 2 together with the LSQ.
P2.6 Conclusions
Simulations and experiments show the desired performance improvement of the
EKF over the LSQ when estimating distribution line parameters. Especially for
data degraded by noise and/or low measurement resolution, the EKF delivers bet-
ter results than the LSQ, as confirmed by two independent sets of experimental
data. Additional uncertainties and noise sources which are not modeled in the sim-
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Table P2.4: Estimation results on real measured line power flows and bus volt-
ages obtained in SYSLAB on two different days.
Day 1 Day 2
Parameter Unit Measure LSQ EKF LSQ EKF
GSik S
mean 8.532 8.612 7.327 8.634
SD 0.046 0.123 0.074 0.080
BSik S
mean −5.114 −4.609 −3.159 −4.355
SD 0.029 0.109 0.059 0.082
BPik mS
mean 0.274 0.142 0.000 0.027
SD 0.156 0.027 0.000 0.031
ulations but are presumably present in the experimental setup, are accounted for
by the noise covariance propagation of the Kalman filter. Additionally, the EKF
provides more accurate estimates of the parallel susceptance, which is typically
about four to five magnitudes lower than the series admittance. The absolute
accuracy limits when estimating these parameters with the proposed error and
compensation model were described in [9] and are empirically confirmed in the
simulations.
In summary, the line parameter estimation approach using the modified EKF
should be considered if a) the input data is very noisy, b) good accuracy of the
parallel susceptance estimate is desired, or c) the line parameter estimation is per-
formed on live data. Otherwise, the original approach [9] is sufficient. Together,
both estimators provide a toolbox for estimating pi-line parameters which can be
used with different qualities of input data, different accuracy requirements for the
estimated parallel susceptance, and in offline or online measurement situations.
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Abstract
Electric power distribution grids increasingly use
higher levels of monitoring and automation, both de-
pendent on grid topology. However, the total amount
of information to adequately describe power grids is
vast and needs to be reduced when used locally. This
work presents an approach for reducing and assem-
bling power grid topologies in a decentralized way,
such that full details of the local grid neighborhood
are preserved, while remote areas get reduced in de-
tail. Full connectivity information is retained. Practi-
cal evaluation is performed on a modified version of the
906-bus IEEE European low-voltage test feeder, aug-
mented with additional lines which introduce loops.
The resulting size is 0.067% of the full matrix for a
subarea size of 66 buses.
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P3.1 Introduction
A variety of factors are driving the transformation of electricity grids towards
decentralization of production, increased levels of renewable generation and the
inclusion of controllable demand side resources into the operation of the grid.
This creates an increasingly complex power system together with the need to
coordinate a large number of energy resources; raising the level of automation in
the grid is seen as key to meeting this challenge. Various concepts for a more
decentralized approach to grid control have been proposed, e.g. [1]–[4], deviating
from the traditional concept of centralized energy management by delegating some
control tasks to embedded controllers in the field. One of the technical challenges
common to these approaches is the need to provide the decentralized controllers
with relevant grid state information, including information about the current grid
topology and connectivity.
However, the total amount of information required to represent the detailed
topology of an entire power system is vast; significant bandwidth and processing
capacity would be required to replicate and synchronize the complete information
for each decentralized controller in real time. It would be desirable for a practical
implementation to reduce the information such that certain features of interest
are retained in full detail while the rest of the topology is being simplified.
Reduction techniques are generally employed whenever the complexity of a
model is either too high for its intended purpose, or would render the targeted
problem infeasible. In [5], the dynamic model of power system components is
reduced while retaining the dynamic response and number of inputs and outputs.
Topological reduction for printed ciruit boards is performed in [6], where only
the low frequency response is of interest. Common approaches for reducing topo-
logical complexity in the field of power engineering are Kron reduction, Ward
external equivalents, Dimo’s method, and Zhukov’s method [7]–[9]. They are
widely applied for various types of power system analyses of large, interconnected
areas. While each of these methods serves a different purpose, they all focus on
the electrical aspects of grids but do not take logical grouping into account.
In this work we present an approach for reducing and assembling topology
and binary connectivity information for a power grid. The reduction algorithm
retains the logical grouping of buses into pre-defined areas and preserves infor-
mation about the overall hierarchy of the grid, such that the reduced topology
of each area contains complete information of the grid layout inside the area but
progressively decreases the level of detail of grid sections at other levels of the
hierarchy. Physical connectivity information between areas remains intact. By
using a global naming scheme, the computation of reduced area representations
as well as the assembly of the reduced global topology can be performed in a
decentralized manner.
This work is structured as follows: Section P3.2 elaborates on the applications
which motivate the presented approach. Section P3.3 describes the grid model
and the topology reduction and assembly algorithm. In Section P3.4 numerical
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performance evaluations of the algorithm are performed. Section P3.5 tests the
algorithm against the IEEE European low-voltage feeder. Section P3.6 discusses
the question of information modelling, and finally, Section P3.7 concludes the
findings and gives an outlook on future developments.
P3.2 New uses of topology data
Topological data is extensively used in modern power grid operation and man-
agement systems, for example for monitoring, planning, and decision support
[10]. However, these current use cases all assume a single point at which topol-
ogy data is collected and consumed, such as the central topology database of a
SCADA/EMS system. This architecture works well if all operational and manage-
ment functions which require topology data are centralized as well and physically
colocated with the database. In recent years, many types of control architectures
have been proposed which deviate from the classical, centralized model in order
to enable a higher level of automation in the grid and in order to handle the result-
ing increase in complexity. These approaches include hierarchical systems - for
example for coordinating ancillary service provision from DERs between voltage
levels [2] or between individual DER units [1] - as well as control systems based
on a peer-to-peer architecture, for example for voltage stabilization [3] or loss
minimization [4]. Common to all of these approaches is that they require topol-
ogy and connectivity information across the whole architecture, i.e. at multiple
points of the system, in order to maintain coordinated operation of the distributed
resources: If topology changes, be it due to a fault or due to system optimization,
connects two DER units to the same electrical feeder, the coordination of their
actions must reflect this fact. As an example, it must be known whether a PV
inverter, whose reactive power injection is used to provide voltage stabilization
in a distribution feeder, is actually connected to the feeder in question at the
time of service delivery, instead of to a neighbouring one. On the other hand,
many local controllers would primarily require the detailed topology of the grid
in their immediate vicinity; details in remote parts of the grid could be lumped
together by an adequate reduction algorithm such as the method proposed in this
paper. This would drastically reduce the amount of data to be exchanged and
the processing time required locally.
P3.2.1 ELECTRA Web-of-Cells
In the ELECTRA project, innovative control schemes are being investigated in
order to assess whether conventional frequency and voltage control approaches are
suitable, or which aspects need to be revised for scenarios with massive amounts of
small-scale DER [11]. The ELECTRA approach is based on a web of subsystems
called cells which are operated autonomously and similarly to present control
areas. A cell can be defined as a group of interconnected generation, load and
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storage, all within well-defined grid boundaries corresponding to a physical section
of the grid. Neighboring cells are connected via tie-lines [12].
The proposed method can be used to detect undesired loop flows between cells
due to differences between commercial schedules and physical power flows. Power
flows along unexpected paths could occur due to open links within certain cells.
Utilizing reduced topology data enables local reasoning over all flows in the grid
to detect undesired loop flows.
P3.3 Method
This section provides the mathematical background for the proposed approach.
Starting from a general grid model which introduces the topological elements,
the reduction process and assembly of the reduced topology are elaborated sub-
sequently.
P3.3.1 Grid Modeling
We consider a generic distribution grid topology as shown in Figure P3.1a with
buses, lines/cables, breakers/switches, areas, and a unique naming scheme for
all topological elements. This model holds the complete static physical structure.
The effective topology is shown in Figure P3.1b, which considers dynamic breaker
states and is described in a graph structure [8].
Starting point for all further considerations is the oriented graph G = (V,E),
with V being vertices/nodes and E edges, and n = ℵ (V ), m = ℵ (E) as their
respective cardinalities. The incidence matrix of G is an n×m matrix defined as
Ii,j =

−1 : vi is the source of ej
1 : vi is the sink of ej
0 : vi, ej are not incident,
(P3.1)
with vi ∈ V and ej ∈ E.
The graph Tfull = (Bfull, Lfull) represents our global distribution grid topology,
where Bfull is the set of vertices representing buses, Lfull is the set of edges repre-
senting closed lines between buses, and nfull = ℵ (Bfull), mfull = ℵ (Lfull) are the
respective element numbers. The dimension of the incidence matrix calculates to:
Dim (Ifull) = nfull ×mfull. (P3.2)
While an undirected graph would be sufficient to describe the connectivity state
of an electric power system, we need the orientation of lines in order to properly
attribute RDF information to the two terminals (see Section P3.6).
In order to give a reference frame in which the topology reduction and assembly
process is conducted, a hierarchical ordering of the grid topology into defined areas
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a) b)
LineBusbar Bus node
Area No reduction Reduction level 1 Reduction level 2
Tie-line Breaker
closed/open
A1,2
A
A1
A2
1
2 3 4
5
6 7 89
10 11
12
13 14 15
16
A1,1
A1,3
Figure P3.1: Considered grid model and its components in an exemplary topol-
ogy. The node/breaker model in (a) shows the complete physical model. The
bus/branch model in (b) features the effective electric topology as a set of nodes
and edges. Buses are hierarchically grouped into areas (colored), and the desired
reduction levels are marked for area Ai,j (shades of gray).
A is assumed. The hierarchical level l is determined by the number of subindices.
For example, A is the set of areas on the topmost level l = 0, Ai is the set of
areas on the first level l = 1 for one area i, and so on. We call Ai a subarea of
A = {A1, A2, . . .}, Ai,j a subarea of Ai = {Ai,1, Ai,2, . . .}, i.e. A ⊇ Ai ⊇ Ai,j . For
the sake of simplicity, we focus only on two levels and assume that each of the
r = ℵ (A) areas Ai has ri = ℵ (Ai) areas Ai,j , and ri,j = ℵ (Ai,j) = ∅.
To the hierarchy level of Ai,j belongs the subset Bi,j of the complete set of
buses Bfull, and the smallest possible area corresponds to a single bus node. Each
bus b ∈ Bfull belongs to one and only one area Ai,j , hence Bi,j ∩ Bi,k = ∅ and∪
i,j Bi,j = Bfull for ∀i ∈ {1 . . . r} and ∀j, k ∈ {1 . . . ri}, j ̸= k. The hierarchy
level of Ai,j also contains domestic lines Li,j , which connect the buses Bi,j , and
the tie-lines Ltie,i,j each belonging to just one bus in Bi,j because their respective
other ends cross the area boundaries. Concordantly, Ai has the domestic lines
Li connecting the areas Ai,j and the tie-lines Ltie,i, and A features the domestic
lines L and tie-lines Ltie. The last set contains all tie-lines that leave the observed
grid and is empty for a closed topology. The corresponding graphs of each area
on all levels contains the according buses/subareas and domestic lines, e.g., Ti,j =
(Bi,j , Li,j).
P3.3.2 Topology Reduction
Using the grid model given in the previous section, the reduction is performed
locally and entirely decentralized by all areas. The reduction process starts at the
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lowest level, where the set of connected topology segments Ci,j of area Ai,j , ∀i, j is
determined. Each connected segment c ∈ Ci,j is disjoint with the other segments
within the area, i.e. there are no connecting lines between them, hence ca∩cb = {},
∀a, b ∈ {1 . . . rci,j}, a ̸= b, and rci,j = ℵ (Ci,j). The reduced area Aredi,j is formed by
a new set of equivalent buses Bequi,j each corresponding to one c ∈ Ci,j , and the
tie-lines Ltie,i,j . Thus, Aredi,j maintains the full connectivity information between
its tie-lines Ltie,i,j without exposing its inner structure. The reduced topologies
of all areas ∪j Aredi,j are subsequently propagated upwards in the hierarchy to Ai,
which are then reduced to Aredi with Bequi and Ltie,i accordingly. The process
finishes on the topmost level after reducing ∪iAredi into Ared with Bequ and Ltie.
P3.3.3 Reduced Topology Assembly
The reduced global graph T redi,j =
(
Bredi,j , L
red
i,j
)
as viewed from on area Ai,j is then
obtained by collecting and assembling all the topological information from the
different levels across the hierarchy levels:
1. The complete local topology;
2. The reduced topology of the areas Ai,k, ∀k ̸= j within hierarchy level 2;
3. The reduced topology of the areas Ak, ∀k ̸= i within hierarchy level 1.
The resulting reduced global topology Aglobi,j for area Ai,j consists therefore of
Bredi,j = Bi,j ∪
∪
k ̸=j
Bequi,k
 ∪
∪
k ̸=i
Bequk
 ,
Lredi,j = Li,j ∪ Ltie,i,j ∪
∪
k ̸=i
(Lk ∪ Ltie,k)
 ∪ L,
(P3.3)
with the cardinalities nredi,j = ℵ
(
Bredi,j
)
, ni,j = ℵ (Bi,j), mredi,j = ℵ
(
Lredi,j
)
, and
mi,j = ℵ (Li,j). The total number of equivalent buses and lines is therefore
nequi,j = nredi,j − ni,j and mequi,j = mredi,j − mi,j . These numbers are finally used
to calculate the dimensions of the incidence matrix Ired,i,j of the reduced global
topology for area Ai,j :
Dim (Ired,i,j) =
(
ni,j + nequi,j
)× (mi,j +mequi,j ) . (P3.4)
For numerical investigations of the matrix in the following section, rows and
columns are split into original and equivalent buses and lines. Assuming ni,j , nequi,j
≪ n and mi,j ,mequi,j ≪ m for typical power grids, the reduction gain is apparent.
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P3.3.4 Example
Here we demonstrate the application of the algorithm on the exemplary bus/branch
model in Figure P3.1b. It consists of 16 buses, 15 lines, the top level area A, two
areas A1, A2 on the first hierarchy level, and three areas A1,1, A1,2, A1,3 on
the second hierarchy level within A1. The incidence matrix size of the complete
topology is 16 · 15 = 240 according to (P3.2).
Table P3.1 shows both the full and the reduced incidence matrices for all areas
that hold buses. Three of these areas only contain one equivalent bus (labeled
with eq) which all tie-lines connect to. Area A1,3, however, has two electrically
disjoint grid segments and just as many equivalent buses.
Using these matrices, the reduced global topology can be constructed for any
area as demonstrated on Ared1,1 in Table P3.2a. The size of the reduced incidence
matrix is only 8·7 = 56, which is 23% of the full matrix. Table P3.2b demonstrates
the construction of the reduced incidence matrix Ared1 from its subareas. The
process is completely decentralized, as the reduced topologies are communicated
upwards in the hierarchy where they are assembled and reduced.
Table P3.1: Full and reduced topologies of the example grid in Figure P3.1.
A1,1 1-
5
5-
6
5-
7
5-
8
5-
9
5-
12
5 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1
6 0 1 0 0 0 0
7 0 0 1 0 0 0
8 0 0 0 1 0 0
⇒ A
red
1,1 1-
5
5-
9
5-
12
111eq 1 -1 -1
A1,2 5-
9
9-
10
9-
11
11
-1
3
9 1 -1 -1 -1
10 0 1 0 0
11 0 0 1 0
⇒ A
red
1,2 5-
9
11
-1
3
121eq 1 -1
A1,3 5-
12
11
-1
3
12
-1
4
12
-1
5
14
-1
6
12 1 0 -1 -1 0
13 0 1 0 0 0
14 0 0 1 0 -1
15 0 0 0 1 0
16 0 0 0 0 1
⇒
Ared1,3 5-
12
11
-1
3
131eq 1 0
132eq 0 1
A2 1-
2
1-
3
1-
4
1-
5
1 -1 -1 -1 -1
2 1 0 0 0
3 0 1 0 0
4 0 0 1 0
⇒ A
red
2 1-
5
21eq -1
P3.4 Numerical Performance Evaluation
Numerical evaluations with reasonable assumptions for the number of buses, lines,
areas and connected sub-areas from the perspective of one area Ai,j are performed
in the following.
We introduce the function fmesh that linearly interpolates between a radial
graph with n− 1 edges and a fully meshed graph with 12n (n− 1) edges using the
mesh factor x ∈ [0, 1], resulting in the total number of edges in a graph with n
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Table P3.2: Topology assembly using Table P3.1. (a) reduced global topology
for A1,1. (b) reduced local topology for A1.
Aglob1,1 1-
5
5-
6
5-
7
5-
8
5-
9
5-
12
11
-1
3
5 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 0
6 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
7 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
8 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
121eq 0 0 0 0 1 0 -1
131eq 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
132eq 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
21eq -1 0 0 0 0 0 0
A1,1 1-
5
5-
9
5-
12
11
-1
3
111eq 1 -1 -1 0
121eq 0 1 0 -1
131eq 0 0 1 0
132eq 0 0 0 1
⇓
Ared1 1-
5
11eq 1
a) b)
nodes:
fmesh (n, x) = (n− 1)
((n
2 − 1
)
x+ 1
)
. (P3.5)
The next step is to define the variables in (P3.4) based on the arbitrarily chosen
total number of buses n, the number of areas rl in each area level l ∈ {1, 2}, and
the average number of connected grid segments in each area rc:
ni,j = n
l∏
k=1
r−1k ,
nequi,j = rc
l∑
k=1
(rk − 1) ,
mi,j = fmesh (ni,j , x) ,
mequi,j = fmesh
(
nequi,j , x
)
.
(P3.6)
Here, the number of buses ni,j in the area is the total number of buses divided
by the total number areas on the lowest level. For the evaluation of the number
of equivalent buses nequi,j one area less needs to be taken into account on each
hierarchical level (e.g., if an area level has three subareas, only two need to be
replaced by equivalent buses because our considerations are performed from the
perspective of the third subarea). The number of lines mi,j and mequi,j is calculated
from (P3.5).
Figure P3.2 shows the numerical evaluation results of the incidence matrix
dimension Dim (I) depending on the total number of buses n for variations of the
number of areas r and the mesh factor x. Two hierarchy levels l are considered for
all areas. The number of connected grid segments per area is uniformly chosen
as rc = 1, as its influence on the figures is small compared to the other quantities.
Only results fulfilling the condition ni,j ≥ 1 of (P3.6) are plotted.
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Figure P3.2: Numerical performance evaluation of the reduction algorithm dif-
ferent numbers of areas and mesh factors. The vertical and horizontal dash-dot-
ted lines mark the average reduced incidence matrix size per subarea for the total
number of buses in the test case discussed in Section P3.5.2.
In the case of the full incidence matrix without reduction and x = 0, we
observe the expected n2 growth using (P3.2). Applying a mesh factor of only 1%
increases the size remarkably. For n = 104 the number of matrix entries based
on (P3.4) changes from about 108 to about 5 · 109, indicating that increased
computational demands of potential future meshed grid configurations can be
expected.
Dividing the grid into two areas and two subareas each yields a significant size
reduction of a factor of around 10 across the range. By increasing the number of
areas and subareas in the last case, the gain in size becomes more pronounced and
accounts for more than 4 orders of magnitude and 104 buses. The dependency
between the total and the reduced number of buses is non-linear, because for small
n and high r the total amount of areas dominates the result. In the opposite case
of high n and low r, however, the incidence matrix size is mostly proportional to
the square of the number of buses per subarea ni,j . For the case of 5 areas and 3
subareas, the average reduced incidence matrix size per subarea is marked by the
vertical and horizontal dash-dotted lines as a reference for the test case discussed
in the next section. Here, the evaluation predicts an average incidence matrix size
of 4436 entries, which is 0.05% of the full incidence matrix with 819930 entries.
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P3.5 Practical Assessment
In this section we apply the algorithm on a modified version of the IEEE European
low-voltage (LV) test feeder. Starting from the area partitioning process, the
topology reduction and assembly process is then exemplified step by step.
P3.5.1 Random Partitioning
Areas are assigned automatically by applying Algorithm 1 which randomly splits
the input topology into an arbitrary number of areas r, where ConnectedAreas (T )
determines the sets of connected buses forming these areas. The algorithm ter-
minates when the number of desired areas r is reached. A radial topology must
be provided to the algorithm; meshed topologies can be processed by adding the
remaining lines after performing the random partitioning on a spanning tree.
Algorithm 1 Random partitioning algorithm.
Require: Radial topology graph T = (B,L)
Require: Desired number of areas 1 < r < floor
(
n
2
)
function CreateRandomAreas(T, r)
n← ℵ (B)
nmin ← ceil
(
n
2r
)
Lsel ← L
Ltie ← ∅
A← ∅
repeat
repeat
lcut ← rand (Lsel)
Ltemp ← Lsel \ lcut
Ttemp ← (B,Ltemp)
C ← ConnectedAreas(Ttemp)
until ℵ (c) ≥ nmin,∀c ∈ C
Lsel ← Ltemp
Ltie ← Ltie ∪ lcut
until ℵ (C) = r
for all c ∈ C do
A← A ∪ (c, L)
end for
return A
end function
The algorithm creates areas with a certain minimal number of buses nmin de-
pending on the total number of buses n and areas r in order to achieve balanced
area sizes. The choice of nmin = ceil
(
n
2r
)
ensures that the algorithm will always
terminate for 1 < r < floor
(
n
2
)
. Here, ceil (·) and floor (·) return the next higher
respectively lower integers of the real-valued input arguments. Recursive appli-
cation on the resulting areas allows for hierarchical splitting of the topology into
the desired number of hierarchy levels.
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P3.5.2 IEEE LV grid
The IEEE European Low-Voltage Test Feeder is a 906 bus radial distribution grid
which connects to the medium-voltage system through a substation transformer
[13]. For studying the behavior of the reduction algorithm in meshed grids, new
lines were added to the original topology. Also, some existing lines were removed
in order to break areas into disconnected grid segments. The list of modifications
is given in Table P3.3.
Table P3.3: Line modifications to the IEEE European LV test feeder.
Bus 1 Bus 2 Added Removed
1 70 ✓
196 290 ✓
327 562 ✓
337 406 ✓
469 731 ✓
778 861 ✓
151 158 ✓
686 691 ✓
c)a)
  Substation
Bus nodes Grid lines Tie lines Base level Reduction level 1 Reduction level 2
b)
  Substation
Area 1 Area 1, Subarea 1 Area 1, Subarea 2 Area 1, Subarea 3 Area 2 Area 3 Area 4 Area 5
(a) (b) (c)
Figure P3.3: Exemplary reduction of the modified IEEE European low voltage
test feeder. The topology with its pre-defined areas and subareas is shown in
(a). The desired reduction levels for subarea 1 of area 1 are marked in (b). The
reduced global topology as seen from the subarea is shown in (c).
Figure P3.3a shows the grid layout and the randomly created areas as de-
scribed in Section P3.5.1. Two hierarchy levels are generated, with the second
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level (subarea) only marked in area 1. The reduction levels from the local per-
spective of subarea 1 are shown in Figure P3.3b. The dark gray zone marks the
area of full topological resolution. Mid gray indicates the first reduction level
which comprises all other subareas within area 1. The light gray zone includes
the reduced topologies of all other areas but not subareas.
To generate the reduced global topology for subarea 1, all subareas perform
the topology reduction as described in Section P3.3.2. The parent level of each
subarea assembles the reduced topologies according to Section P3.3.3 (only con-
sidering step 2) and performs another reduction. Subarea 1 then collects the
reduced topologies of the subareas in area 1 as well as all other reduced topolo-
gies and merges them. As tie-lines between areas are kept, the resulting topology
features the complete mesh information with gradually decreasing resolution for
the areas.
Considering only the top-level areas in Figure P3.3a, one could assume that
area 1 and 4 form a loop, and areas 1, 3 and 5 form another. The reduced
topology in Figure P3.3c, however, shows that area 3 and 4 are internally split
into separate grid segments. The assumption about area 4 is therefore wrong,
and the assumption about the second loop is only true because it closes via
area 2. Assembling the incidence matrices as described preserves the internal
topology characteristics while keeping the total incidence matrix complexity low.
Table P3.4 compares the number of buses and lines along with the resulting
matrix size before and after topology reduction for subarea 1 of area 1. The
Table P3.4: Comparison of the modified IEEE European LV test feeder before
and after performing topology reduction for subarea 1 of area 1 in Figure P3.3a.
Quantity Full Reduced
# nodes n 906 74
# lines m 909 75
# Incidence matrix size size (I) 823554 5550
# nodes in area ni,j - 66
# lines in area mi,j - 65
reduced matrix is 0.067% the size of the full matrix for a subarea size of 66 buses,
which is the expected order of magnitude with respect to Section P3.4.
P3.6 Information modelling
One of the steps towards a practical implementation of the proposed method is
the choice of an information model suitable to represent the data to be exchanged
between grid areas or nodes. The Common Information Model (CIM) as defined
by the IEC 61970 and IEC 61968 series of standards, has been established as the
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technical standard for the exchange of grid data between various utility systems.
It provides a semantically and syntactically sound format for data exchange be-
tween SCADA, EMS, DMS, OTS and asset management systems. CIM is one of
the most established standards worldwide in the energy domain, as its acceptance
in the energy sector and the active standardization work is very high. CIM is an
EMS-API standard containing a large data and information model for the energy
domain which provides an integration framework including several technology
mappings, interface specifications, as well as the data model [14].
CIM standardizes the exchange of messages among different stakeholders and
provides the basis for modeling topologies of the power grid for both transmission
and distribution grids. These topologies can then be serialized in the Resource
Description Format (RDF) in order to facilitate data exchange.
The use of RDF as a serialization format for CIM is of interest to the proposed
method, since it allows the representation of arbitrary topology graphs, including
cyclic graphs. This enables CIM/RDF to represent the reduced topologies within
the same framework as the full topology.
An additional question concerns the representation of reduced topologies by
CIM classes, ideally without having to extend the existing class hierarchy. One
interesting possibility is to use the equivalentLoad class which can be used to
represent the reduced grids. Based on the CIM UUID mechanism, complete
global topologies could be resolved as well.
P3.7 Conclusions & Outlook
The approach presented in this work enables significant reduction of the binary
connectivity information of electric distribution grid topologies. The reduction
is sufficient for the targeted applications in the ELECTRA project, where global
topology representations are desirable but not feasible to implement without re-
duction. Numerical investigations of the algorithm performance show that opti-
mal reduction is achieved by the right choice of numbers of areas with respect to
the total number of buses. This knowledge may provide a starting point for grid
partitioning.
Future work will focus on decreasing the communication overhead of the re-
duced incidence matrices in order to facilitate practical applicability, possibly
using difference/delta updates. Secondly, the algorithm will be extended by aug-
menting the binary connectivity with equivalent electrical impedances. Using ex-
isting electric reduction approaches such as Kron’s Reduction or Dimo’s Method,
the combined approach will allow for the deduction of a reduced global electrical
topology that is generated and assembled in a decentralized way.
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Abstract
Development and testing of distributed monitoring, vi-
sualisation, and decision support concepts for future
power systems require appropriate modelling tools
that represent both the electrical side of the grid, as
well as the communication and logical relations be-
tween the acting entities. This work presents an Ob-
servability Framework for distributed data acquisition
and knowledge inference that aims to facilitate the de-
velopment of these distributed concepts. They are re-
alised as applications that run within the framework
and are able to access the information on the grid
topology and states via an abstract information model.
Data is acquired dynamically over low-level data inter-
faces that allow for easy integration within heteroge-
neous environments. A Multi-Agent System platform
was chosen for implementation, where agents represent
the different electrical and logical grid elements and
perform data acquisition, processing, and exchange.
The basic capabilities of the framework together with
a simple visualisation concept are demonstrated using
a simulation of the Power Networks Demonstration
Centre (PNDC) laboratory distribution grid.
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P4.1 Introduction
The introduction of distributed energy resources (DER) in the European electric-
ity grids confronts transmission and distribution system operators with consider-
able challenges [1]. Because the number of DER is growing rapidly [2], radically
new concepts for the real-time voltage and frequency control are needed soon [3].
These concepts need to accommodate the distributed character of future energy
systems, where DER are active participants in the grid and bi-directional power
and information flows have to be managed [4]. This entails new requirements on
the underlying communication systems for two-way data transmission not only
between substations and DER but across the whole grid [5].
Various national and international projects are or have been conducted to ad-
dress these challenges [6]. Among the larger activities on an international scale is
the European Liaison on Electricity Committed Towards long-term Research Ac-
tivity Integrated Research Programme (ELECTRA IRP) [7], a European research
programme with 21 partners. It aims to align national research efforts towards
developing new approaches for distributed regional and pan-European voltage
and frequency control [3]. Central to ELECTRA is the Web-of-Cells (WoC) con-
cept, in which cells are autonomous balancing and control areas within the grid
to which distributed data acquisition and aggregation approaches are applied.
Development of these distributed control concepts requires modelling tools that
represent not only the electrical grid but also the communication and logical
relations between the acting entities.
This work presents an Observability Framework for distributed data acqui-
sition and knowledge inference in Smart Grids based on the ELECTRA WoC
design. The purpose of the framework is to facilitate the development of new ob-
servability, visualisation, and decision support concepts by providing high-level
application interfaces and flexible low-level data acquisition mechanisms.
The paper is structured as follows. Section P4.2 introduces the ELECTRA
project and WoC, followed by a state-of-the-art review. Section P4.3 derives the
objectives and requirements of the framework.Section P4.4 describes the frame-
work’s general design and architecture, its functional layers, and the tools used
to implement the framework. Section P4.5 demonstrates the framework’s capa-
bilities on a test case conducted on a model of a real medium-voltage distribution
grid. Finally, Section P4.6 discusses the current state and provides an outlook
on future developments.
P4.2 Background
This section provides information on the ELECTRA WoC concept that triggered
the development of the framework, the derived objectives and requirements, and
an overview on similar projects.
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P4.2.1 The ELECTRA Web-of-Cells Concept
In consideration of the distributed and highly dynamic character of Smart Grids
the WoC concept is introduced by the ELECTRA IRP [3], which was created
in order to facilitate the future decentralised control and management of the
distribution grid. Cells are arbitrary data aggregation and control areas of the
grid that are managed by a cell operator. The cells communicate with each other
in order to enable distributed collaboration and information exchange. Unlike
today’s situation with rigid zones belonging to their respective distribution system
operators (DSOs), cell boundaries can change dynamically based on the grid
state (e.g., for resource relocation in order to minimise the impact of faults).
Figure P4.1 schematically illustrates the WoC architecture.
Figure P4.1: Schematic Web-of-Cells architecture illustration taken from [8].
Local observability and data aggregation are the key concepts in WoC, where
the local and granular data is collected within a cell and aggregated data is made
available to other cells. Multiple information streams from each of the cells will
feed data which can be taken into consideration leading to more interesting and
potentially intelligent decision support systems, aiding the operator as needed.
These systems will be capable of corroborating the information provided collec-
tively, garnering a more accurate and holistic picture of the current status of the
network allowing for better advice being offered to operators. They will also be
closely coupled with new visualisation approaches designed for the control room
of the future, where data processing of decision support system effectively acts as
a filter in order to display only relevant data.
Local optimality can be reached within cells under management of the cell
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operator, whereas the inter-cell coordination enables stable operation of the grid
on a global scale [8]. Inter-cell communication bi-directional and information
is exchanged on a ”need to know” basis, where control algorithms operate on
different time scales [9]. An example of a high level functional architecture for
frequency and voltage control for the future power system following the Web-of-
Cells design was proposed in [8].
P4.2.2 Objectives
In order to facilitate the WoC concept in an ICT infrastructure, the following
functional objectives need to be met.
P4.2.2.1 Grid and Interaction Modelling
A defining property of the WoC concept is a significantly more dynamic approach
to grid topology, control areas and control topology than what can be found in
current grid operation practice. In particular, dynamically changing cell bound-
aries and the transfer of assets between cells is difficult to represent in contem-
porary grid models. In order to support WoC, the proposed infrastructure needs
to be built around an electrical grid model which facilitates the aforementioned
dynamism. This model has to contain sufficient detail to allow all required ob-
servables to be extracted, while at the same time being as simple as possible in
order to avoid potential error sources, development and configuration overhead.
The power grid model needs to be augmented with a communication model to
reflect interaction between cells and cell components. At this point in time, the
communication model does not need to contain a detailed representation of the
physical communication infrastructure but can be limited to a representation of
information exchanges.
P4.2.2.2 Distributed Information Services
A key requirement for the implementation of the WoC concept is the availability
of accurate state information of the electrical grid in real time. Individual cell
controllers must be able to obtain subsets of the overall state pertaining to the
extent of the area they control. Traditional data flow architectures, in which all
data is collected in a central database in order to be processed by a central state
estimator, will be very inefficient for this purpose. The proposed infrastructure
must enable the collection and sharing of data close to the point where it is
obtained. It must accommodate the decentralised processing of state information
in order to support the control, visualisation and decision support concepts to be
developed by the ELECTRA project.
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P4.2.2.3 Physical Layer Abstraction
WoC implementation and testing work in the ELECTRA project is planned to be
conducted in a heterogenous environment and will involve both simulation and
laboratory testing. Several Smart Grid laboratories across Europe are involved
in the latter activity, each with a unique hardware and software setup. To avoid
duplication of work, the proposed infrastructure must include a common abstrac-
tion of the physical execution environment, in order to allow implementations of
controllers and algorithms to be reused efficiently.
P4.3 Framework Outline
The objectives presented in Section P4.2.2 define the targeted functionality and
application areas in the context of the ELECTRA WoC. They entail several re-
quirements that have to be addressed by the framework for realising its intended
purpose. In the context of the framework, observability is understood as a gen-
eral term for collecting information about the observed grid using various means
of grid state monitoring, knowledge inference, resource flexibility determination,
and others.
P4.3.1 Requirements
This section describes the technical requirements that the Observability Frame-
work has to meet based on the defined objectives in Section P4.2.2 in order to
model the spatial and temporal behaviours of future power systems and its inte-
gration in laboratory environments.
1. The framework should allow for arbitrary communication-based interactions
without imposing design decisions, hence different decentralised and dis-
tributed interaction approaches can be implemented and investigated (e.g.,
regarding scaling or performance aspects).
2. The framework should provide means to explore different ways of informa-
tion inference and leave it up to the developer to define where and how
information is collected, stored, processed, and with whom knowledge is
exchanged.
3. For facilitating the development of new distributed approaches for control
room visualisation and decision support, the framework should offer appli-
cation interfaces that provide access to the state of the system and inferred
knowledge.
4. Performing laboratory and simulation tests is imperative for validating dis-
tributed observability concepts. The framework should therefore integrate
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with these heterogeneous environments in order to allow for experiment
deployment and execution.
In the following, an overview of platforms and projects is presented that tackle
various aspects of these requirements.
P4.3.2 Related work
The current state of observability in distribution grids, and the shortcomings of
current SCADA/EMS systems in this respect are described in [10], [11] and [12].
A significant body of research work exists in relation to decentralised control
approaches for electrical power grids [13]. A particularly active sub-field has
been research into the control of microgrids [14], [15] which share some of the
characteristics and challenges with the Web-of-cells concept yet follow different
control objectives.
The use of software agents for power system control has been investigated by
a number of authors; a thorough discussion of different applications and existing
challenges is given in [16] and [17]. Virtually all published research into MAS
in a Smart Grid context targets either geographically limited subsystems such
as intra-substation control or microgrids, or addresses high-level or supervisory
control on a larger scale [18], [6], [19], [20].
Large-scale distributed control systems exist in other application areas, and
innovative solutions distributing control authority away from the central entity
have been developed [21], however, these systems do not require the geographical
extent and reconfigurability of electrical grids.
The use of standardisation and abstraction for exchanging control software
between different laboratory environments has been demonstrated in several Eu-
ropean research projects [18], [22]. However, these efforts did not aim at inte-
grating laboratory and simulation work through a single interface. The latter has
been achieved in e.g. [23], but only for a centralised control solution.
P4.4 Framework Architecture
This section explains the concepts behind the various aspects of the Observability
Framework, and how they help to realise the requirements of Section P4.3.
An earlier version of the framework has successfully been used in several ex-
periments [24], [25]. Despite its more simplified set of functionality targeted
particularly for control tasks, the architecture proved to be flexible enough to
allow for easy deployment in various laboratories.
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P4.4.1 Overview
The organisation of the individual parts of the presented Observability Framework
architecture covered in this section is shown in Figure P4.2. The framework’s
Grid Layer
Figure P4.2: Observability Framework architecture consisting of five layers, of
which three (marked in blue) comprise the framework core.
operation purpose is to aid the development and testing of distributed monitoring,
visualisation, and decision support algorithms in laboratory environments. Five
layers are featured, of which the following three mark the core of the framework:
1. Central to the architecture, the Information Layer holds an abstract Infor-
mation Model of the grid, its elements, and logical dependencies between
them.
2. The Functional Layer contains software representations of the grid elements
and cells, which are able to store and process acquired data and interact
with each other using high-level messaging. Information about themselves
and their observed grid environment is stored in instances of the elements
from the Information Model in their internal knowledge base.
3. The Data Acquisition Layer observes the grid state by acquiring measure-
ment data and mapping it into the corresponding instances of the Informa-
tion Model.
The other two layers necessary for the intended purpose of the framework are
linked by the framework core:
1. Higher-level applications in the Applications Layer, like knowledge infer-
ence algorithms or visualisations, can access the Functional Layer’s internal
knowledge bases and modify them as needed.
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2. The Grid Layer is the actual environment on which the Observability Frame-
work operates, be it either a simulation or a real physical environment.
A Multi-Agent System (MAS) was chosen as the underlying framework plat-
form because of its mechanisms for encapsulation, processing, and exchange of
data in a distributed way, hence relaxing the implementation efforts for the tar-
geted functionality. The various aspects of the framework layers are discussed in
the following.
P4.4.2 Information Model
Structured message exchange and operating on the available information requires
a meaningful representation of the considered environment. The Information
Model, as implemented in the Information Layer and used by both the Functional
and Data Acquisition Layer, needs to be designed to supply the applications on
top with the required level of information, while keeping the complexity at reason-
able levels to avoid overhead. The Common Information Model (CIM) establishes
a standardised representation of electrical resources and enable the exchange of
topological data [26]. However, CIM’s complexity exceeds the demands for the
framework [27], hence a simplified modelling approach has been chosen that may
be extended for full compatibility in the future.
Here, the electrical grid topology model is represented as an undirected graph
that consists of three topological elements:
• Buses can have 1 . . . n branches or devices attached and can be treated as
atomic units, such as single busbars up to substations;
• Branches always run between two buses and represent electric lines/cables
and transformers;
• Devices that are connected to nodes, such as loads, generators, etc..
Each elements features one or more terminals over which physical connections
can be established. A terminal may have a breaker and a number of different
measurements (e.g., voltage, current, power) depending on the properties of the
actual device component represents. This elementary division offers flexibility
to choose the granularity of the considered grid model while maintaining a clear
and simple structure. For instance, a substation may be either considered as a
single busbar, or be represented as a collection of individual busbars depending
on the substation layout. Complex bus arrangements (like multiple breakers for
one feeder) are not covered by the Information Model, because this information
is not relevant on a system-wide scale. Figure P4.3 illustrates the topological
components of the electric grid model. Besides the three components of the
electrical grid topology model, also WoC cells are cover that can be arbitrarily
defined depending on the context.
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Figure P4.3: Topological components used for modelling the electric grid:
Nodes or buses (a), branches like lines or transformers (b), generic DER (c).
The presented meta-model, containing concepts and relationships, is stored
as ontological objects within the Observability Framework. An Ontology is a
vocabulary of concepts, their relations, and constraints, and are widely used as
a semantic description of knowledge [28]. Here, ontologies are used to represent
the power system domain knowledge, in particular the power grid topology.
An outline of the information model is given in Figure P4.4 as an UML repre-
sentation. Here, the abstract SystemComponent is the parent concept from which
Figure P4.4: UML description of the information model of the Observability
Framework.
Cells and TopologyComponents are derived, where the children inherit the prop-
erties of the parent and define additional properties. Terminals are represented
by the Terminal class and are properties of the other classes along with their
associated cardinality as defined in Figure P4.4.
P4.4.3 Agent Types and Interactions
A MAS approach has been chosen for realising the Observability Framework.
In software engineering, agents are defined as autonomous software units that
observe their environment and have the ability to act on it based on predefined
behaviours [29]. This facilitates the encapsulation and distribution of data and
functionality, allowing for simple implementation of the information model of
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Section P4.4.2. A MAS is a population of of agents that commonly operate in the
same runtime environment, which provides ancillary services like message queues,
interaction protocols, task schedulers, etc., therefore reducing the implementation
efforts for developers [30].
Four main agent types are defined in the framework:
• Bus Agent (BA): Represents buses and aggregates data of its connected
lines and devices such as injected powers and power flexibility;
• Line Agent (LNA): Represents branches between two buses like electric lines
and cables, and transformers;
• Device Agent (DA): Represents and monitors grid devices such as loads,
generators, batteries, etc.;
• Cell Agent (CA): Represents cells as defined in the ELECTRA WoC context
that aggregate data of their observed grid segments.
By means of the exemplary topology and cell division in Figure P4.5a, the map-
ping of the agent types to their designated grid devices is illustrated in Fig-
ure P4.5b.
CA1
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LNA2
BA3
LNA1
DA1 DA2 DA3
CA2
(a) (b)
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Line 2
DER 1 DER2
Bus 2
Bus 3
DER 3
Figure P4.5: Exemplary grid topology and cell configuration that illustrates the agent assign-
ment.
Information subscriptions define between which agents messages are transmit-
ted in case of events (e.g., significant changes of measurements). Default sub-
scriptions are defined in the agents’ configuration files that are read on startup,
whereas optional subscriptions can be established during runtime in order to allow
for dynamic changes of agent interactions. Figure P4.6 shows possible subscrip-
tions for the grid example.
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Figure P4.6: Exemplary information subscriptions between the agents.
P4.4.4 Intra-Agent Architecture
The internal architecture of the agents is schematically illustrated in Figure P4.7
by means of functional blocks that encapsulate particular functionality.
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Figure P4.7: Internal agent architecture.
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P4.4.4.1 Core Layer
Core functionality that is shared across all agent types, like task scheduling, agent
interactions, and information processing, is featured in this layer.
Basic Behaviours Basic Behaviours are responsible for handling common tasks,
such as setting up the agent at startup, registering the agent and its characteris-
tic properties in the platform, establishing communication links to other agents,
and triggering actions based on sent and received information from other agents
and the physical layer. Furthermore, this block also registers behaviours from the
application layer in the agent’s task scheduler.
Knowledge Base The Knowledge Base holds all information about the agent
itself and its environment. An ontology based on the information model of Sec-
tion P4.4.2 forms the backbone of the agent’s world model, in which environmen-
tal objects are represented as ontological object instanctes. These instances are
updated every time the agent receives corresponding data from the physical layer,
other agents, or as calculation results from the application layer.
Inter-Agent Communication High-level message transfer enables the imple-
mentation of agent interactions according to Section P4.4.3. There are two differ-
ent interaction types: Protocol-based for complex interactions, and event-based
data exchange. Complex interactions are bi-directional communicative acts to
reach a certain result (for instance, accepting or refusing requests to perform
certain actions), whereas the data exchange usually requires only one-directional
communication. The Inter-Agent Communication block provides the Basic and
Application Behaviours with the according access functions for performing com-
municative acts.
P4.4.4.2 Application Layer
The data exchanged and stored by the Core Layer, as well as provided by the
physical layer, lacks semantics and therefore does not have any meaning by itself.
The application layer provides access to available data and facilitate prototyping
of applications based on the objectives defined in Section P4.2:
• Knowledge inference: Derivation of the system state and observables based
on available and a-priori data.
• Visualisation: Visualising the system state and developing new user inter-
face concepts for future power systems.
• Decision support: Informing the operator on the potential impacts of control
actions.
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P4.4.4.3 Low-level Layer
The Low-level Layer handles everything related to physical data exchange.
Data Access Agents need to interact not only among themselves using high
level messaging, but also with their physical environment they are operating on.
The Physical Access block provides the necessary functionality for the core and ap-
plication layer for receiving measurement data by providing Generic Data Objects
(GDOs). The GDOs feature input/output methods to their corresponding data
sources, change listeners that trigger events on data value changes that exceed
predefined thresholds, and handle type conversions.
XML Reader To each agent belongs a configuration file that is read at startup
by the XML Parser and its contents are stored in the agent’s Knowledge Base.
The XML file specifies the agent type, which tells the platform the about the
agent class to load, as well as configuration data:
• Terminals setup: Identifiers, agents connected to the terminals, breakers,
external grid connections, etc.;
• Zone assignment: A list of bus and/or zone agents to which the agent
belongs and reports its status to;
• Data sources: A list of interfaces to data sources over which the agent inter-
acts with its physical environment. They are described in Section P4.4.5;
• Data points: A list of configuration data for GDOs, such as the data source,
datatype, initial value, thresholds, etc..
• Other agent-specific data fields.
P4.4.5 Data Access
Data source interfaces enable the agent to establish event-based links with exter-
nal data sources. They provide generic access methods for the GDOs that hide
the actual implementation underneath, and offer sufficiently quick response time
to comply with ELECTRA’s primary level control time scale (time resolution:
1 s). The following data sources are implemented so far:
• OPC-UA: Reads data from OPC-UA nodes defined in the namespace of
OPC-UA servers. Subscriptions for data change events are supported.
• CSV file reader: Reads comma separated files with timestamped rows of
data. When a timestamp matches or exceeds the system time, the interface
reads the corresponding row of data points and issues data change notifica-
tions on demand.
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• Parameter loop-back: Used for constant parameters defined at startup time
of the agent. The interface simply returns the initial parameter value each
time a GDO accesses it.
The GDOs and data source signatures used by the agent instances are part of
the agent configuration file read by the XML Reader. Each instance can therefore
be supplied with its individual set of input data.
P4.4.6 Implementation
Several MAS platforms exist that allow the realisation of the framework and
agent architecture. The Java Agent Development Framework (JADE) was chosen
as a development platform because of its extensive set of features and paradigm-
neutral architecture. JADE has a large user base and is well-documented, making
it a safe choice for future developments.
P4.5 Proof of Concept
Development of the Observability Framework commenced with regard to a par-
ticular test case based on recorded data acquired from a laboratory simulation
model. Both the laboratory and the used model as well as the test case are
presented in the following.
P4.5.1 PNDC
The Power Network Demonstration Centre (PNDC) is a purpose-built facility at
the University of Strathclyde, Glasgow, for showcasing state of the art electrical
distribution, generation, storage and demand side innovation; a rapid technology
pipeline accelerating the proving and deployment of integrated smart grid algo-
rithms and solutions with research and industrial partners; and a realistic and
controllable test bed from primary plant to state-of-the-art control room for the
development of emerging smart grid technologies. The demonstration network
is composed of an 11 kV and low voltage network (operated either as a grid con-
nected or as an islanded system), integrated with state-of-the-art communications
and monitoring equipment, as well as other bespoke integrated functionality. The
network is monitored and control using a commercial SCADA system, which is
presently utilised by most of the DNOs in the United Kingdom. The PNDC has
also the facility to run real time simulation using RTDS. This is normally used in
two different ways: For hardware in the loop simulation prior to the connection
of protection and control IEDs to the network, and for duplicating or extending
the real network of the PNDC in real time simulation. The data utilised for the
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work presented in this paper has been generated using RTDS, where the real net-
work has been simulated and a time series of measurement points from current
transformers have been generated.
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Figure P4.8: Partial PNDC network model implemented as implemented in RTDS and the
corresponding agents for the fault throwing test case.
P4.5.2 Test Case
The primary objective of the test case is the application of the framework on
the PNDC network model and verify its intended behaviour, i.e., if measurement
and a-priori data is acquired, processed and forwarded according to the chosen
interaction model. The secondary objective is to reconstruct the topology based
on local device data and visualise it in two different topological views that show
the online grid state.
In this test case, the fault thrower induces a series of one-phase faults while
being in grid connected mode. Four three-phase current measurements from cur-
rent transformers (CTs) located on line breakers are available for monitoring the
states of the lines. The network model, the corresponding cell division, and the
agent population are shown in Figure P4.8.
In the configuration for this test case, the LNAs gather the measurement
data from the breaker CTs and report value changes to their assigned CAs and
BAs, which update their internal knowledge base accordingly upon notification.
The measurement data is provided in a text file containing the RTDS simulation
results of the root-mean-square currents in 20ms resolution. Here, the observables
of interest are the line loadings, which link the measured currents with the rated
currents Irated of the lines. The rated currents have been given the arbitrarily
chosen value of Irated = 200A in order to obtain visual feedback on the line
loading in case of a fault. Warning levels on the loading are > 80% and >
100%. The thresholds for releasing data change events are Ith = 2A for all
measurements.
Cell Agent MV2_CA was chosen to demonstrate the visualisation developed
for this test case, which features a topology view of the observed cell 2 and its in-
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ternal state. The topology is solely reconstructed by the Cell Agent by combining
the local knowledge that is distributed among the agents in the cell. A snapshot
of its visualisation output during a fault occurrence is given in Figure P4.9, with
the corresponding reported measurement and observable values in Table P4.1 as
reported by the Cell Agent. Figure P4.9a shows the reduced inter-cell view that
(a)
(b)
Figure P4.9: Screenshot of the implemented grid visualisation concept of the
fault throwing test case, detailed view on cell 2. Bold lines denote interconnecting
tie-lines between cells.
Table P4.1: Measurements corresponding to Figure P4.9
Agent I1 in A I2 in A I3 in A Loading in %
MV1_MV2_LNA0 132 -31 -99 252
MV2_LNA1 132 -31 -99 252
MV2_LNA2 132 -39 -93 249
MV2_LNA3 43 -39 -3 87
only contains cells and interconnecting tie-lines. Here, line MV1_MV2_LNA0 is
coloured red because the line loading exceeds 100%, indicating that the majority
of the fault current is supplied by the external grid. A more detailed view on
the events within the cell is given in Figure P4.9b. As expected, the other lines
upstream in regard to the external grid report rated current violations. Current
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is also drawn from the downstream direction, which triggers Line Agent MV2_-
LNA3 to issue a warning that is marked in yellow within the intra-cell view.
A closer examination of Table P4.1 reveals that the MV2_LNA2 measure-
ments differ slightly from the other upstream lines when they actually should
be the same. This results from the event-based, asynchronous data exchange
of the framework. Simultaneous events get picked up, processed, and forwarded
at slightly different times depending on the agents’ computational loadings and
positions in the platform’s message queues.
P4.6 Conclusions and Outlook
The Observability Platform presented in this paper aims to aid the prototyping
of distributed observability concepts in the frame of the ELECTRA IRP. This
was successfully demonstrated in Section P4.5. The requirements identified in
Section P4.3.1 are met as the framework was configured for the PNDC grid, per-
formed data acquisition from the available sources, aggregated and transmitted
data according to the ELECTRA WoC interaction schemes, and ran an applica-
tion that dynamically visualised the grid topology and state.
Future works will focus on two main aspects. First, the framework’s per-
formance will be improved by optimising agent interactions and low-level data
acquisition. New approaches for monitoring, visualisation, and decision support
will be tested and already implemented applications like the grid visualisation
used in Section P4.5 will be extended. Furthermore, an Aggregator element will
be added to the Information Model in order to enhance compliance with the WoC
approach.
The second aspect is to implement bi-directional interaction features in order
to realise a laboratory testing platform. Utilising the flexible and easily exten-
sible low-level interface, the platform will act as an intermediate layer between
the physical system (including simulations) and higher-layer applications such
as control algorithms. A first test of the laboratory framework aspect has been
successfully performed at University of Strathclyde using OPC-UA to establish
an interface between a control algorithm and a simulation platform and will be
presented in later works.
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Abstract
The increasing share of volatile and inverter-based en-
ergy sources render electric power grids increasingly
susceptible to disturbances. Established Load Fre-
quency Controls (LFCs) schemes are rigid and require
careful tuning, making them unsuitable for dynami-
cally changing environments. In this paper, we present
a fast and tuningless frequency control approach that
tackles these shortcomings by means of modern grid
monitoring and communications infrastructures in a
two-fold concurrent process. First, direct observa-
tion of supply and demand enables fast power balanc-
ing decoupled from the total system dynamics. Sec-
ond, primary resources are actively involved in fre-
quency restoration by systematic adjustment of their
frequency reference setpoints. In contrast to the com-
monly used Automatic Generation Control (AGC), the
proposed Direct Load Frequency Control (DLFC) does
not require an integrator for frequency control in the
closed loop even under partial grid observability. The
approach is Lyapunov-stable for a wide range of sys-
tem parameters, including ramping limits of controlled
resources. A performance study against AGC has been
conducted on a three-area power system in simulations
as well as in a real laboratory grid with an installed
generation capacity of 110 kW.
1A. Prostejovsky, M. Marinelli and N. Rezkalla are with the Center for Electric Power and
Energy, Technical University of Denmark, 4000 Roskilde, Denmark.
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P5.1 Introduction
The increasing number of inverter-based Distributed Energy Resources (DERs)
and High Voltage Direct Current (HVDC) tielines reduces the inertia of the power
system and thereby its ability to withstand disturbances [1], [2]. Established
Load Frequency Control (LFC) schemes, notably Automatic Generation Control
(AGC), have difficulties coping with the entailed changing dynamics and the
volatility of renewable energy sources because of their rigid tuning requirements
[3], [4]. A direct consequence is the rising number of frequency violations as
reported by the European Network of Transmission System Operators for Elec-
tricity (ENTSO-E) [5]. However, the blurring line between Transmission System
Operators (TSOs) and Distribution System Operators (DSOs), the expanding
monitoring infrastructure, and the availability of new flexibility resources opens
new possibilities for LFC [6]–[8].
The shift towards horizontally integrated grids entails an active management
role for DSOs [9]. Their biggest asset is awareness of the available flexibility
through monitoring the infrastructure close to the customers and DERs [10]. The
ongoing roll-out of Smart Meters (SMs) and Remote Terminal Units (RTUs) [11]
steadily increases the monitoring coverage of distribution grids, whose economi-
cal and technical benefits for real-time control are highlighted by the European
Commission [12], [13]. Information and Communication Technology (ICT) is the
key enabling factor, for which reason the development of data management poli-
cies, standardized data exchange, and TSO-DSO data interfaces, is being actively
pursued [14]. Currently, these efforts are focused on the energy retail market, but
regulatory authorities and System Operators (SOs) emphasize the benefits of har-
nessing flexibility at the distribution level. Regulatory issues concerning data
ownership and privacy, as well as questions about the hierarchies between TSOs,
DSOs, and third parties, such as aggregators, remain open so far. Nevertheless,
it is reasonable to assume that a near-complete observability of the electric grid
will be achieved in the foreseeable future.
This paper presents a fast and tuningless LFC approach called Direct Load Fre-
quency Control (DLFC), suitable for dynamically changing power grids, which
harnesses modern means of monitoring and communication under the assump-
tion of reasonably high grid observability. The DLFC is simple, consisting only
of two algebraic equations and first-order low-pass filters describing two concur-
rent processes. First, area imbalances are obtained through direct observation of
production and consumption, which enables the fast activation of secondary re-
sources. Second, primary resources are actively involved in frequency restoration
by systematically adjusting their frequency references. The frequency is effec-
tively treated as a local quantity in our method, as we infer it over the primary
resources’ output state with regard to their nominal setpoints. The resulting con-
trol loop is largely decoupled from the non-linearities of the actuators; secondary
power is only activated in response to local events; and no integrators are required
to mitigate steady-state errors if the primary droop capabilities are well-known.
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Active state data exchange between neighboring areas enables load sharing, and
the only free parameter is the control interval.
While we assume a high degree of monitoring coverage, the DLFC is able to
perform frequency control also under partial observability. In this case, tieline
restoration requires additional observers that are incorporated into the control
law via an auxiliary term. The auxiliary hook can furthermore be used for other
corrective terms like tertiary control, or time synchronization. Analytical and
experimental examinations prove the DLFC’s ability to regulate the frequency
for a wide range of disturbances, parameters, and uncertainties, as well as under
conditions of partial observability and controllability. Its performance stands up
to optimally tuned AGCs without the associated parametrization effort.
This paper is structured as follows. Section P5.2.1 features a literature review
of related works, a detailed description of AGC, and an overview of the proposed
DLFC approach. Section P5.3 contains the grid model and derivation of the
DLFC along with a stability proof using Lyapunov’s direct method. Section P5.4
covers the experimental setup, corresponding parameters, and implementation
considerations for verifying the DLFC’s applicability. Section P5.5 contains per-
formance comparisons of AGC and DLFC under changing physical parameters
using simulations, as well as the experimental verification in the laboratory grid
along with a discussion of the results. Finally, Section P5.6 concludes the findings
and addresses open issues and potential future research.
P5.2 Comparative Study
This section presents an overview of the literature related to the proposed ap-
proach. With AGC being commonly used in present-day secondary control, it is
introduced in detail and used as the reference implementation. Its description
also sets the scene for the grid modeling in Section P5.3.
P5.2.1 Literature Review
Studies on LFC for interconnected power systems predominantly focus on two cat-
egories: adaptive approaches and Multi-objective Optimization Problems (MOPs).
The PI controllers used by AGC require tuning to achieve the desired per-
formance while ensuring stable operation. Adaptive tuning aims to automatize
this process with minimal model knowledge. The adaptive controller used in [15]
observes the Area Control Error (ACE) of all involved control areas to calculate
a global gain correction factor. Mathematical optimization is performed in [4]
using an event-triggered, adaptive dynamic programming approach, whereas [16]
relies on sequential quadratic programming taking into consideration the gover-
nor limits. The approach in [17] uses a special observer for the chaotic behavior
of interconnected controllers as an input to the optimization problem. Machine
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learning is another take on adaptive control, which operates by observing solely
performance metrics without models. Examples are the fuzzy control approach in
[18] and the Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS) approach in [19].
MOPs aim to find optimal setpoints based on the observed states and under-
lying physical models. Model Predictive Control (MPC) incorporates the current
and future constraints on a system to solve the MOP. A centralized approach
suitable for smaller synchronous areas, like the Nordic grid, is investigated in [20].
The distributed MPC (DMPC) presented in [21] decomposes large problems into
smaller ones, which are then solved independently and reassembled using active
data exchange. Parameter uncertainties are explicitly accounted for by the robust
DMPC approach in [22].
In-depth reviews of the mentioned control strategies and many more are pre-
sented in [23], [24]. Compared to the proposed DLFC, however, most approaches
have drawbacks regarding their practical realization. The stability of adaptive
controllers in interconnected systems is difficult to prove, particularly in the pres-
ence of the time delays inherent in ICT-based systems [25]. On the other hand,
approaches requiring accurate state-space representations are strongly dependent
on the accuracy of the model. The complexity of large-scale grids in the presence
of the rising number of DERs, faster system dynamics, as well as the necessity
of deploying distributed versions of the algorithms across utilities, render the
implementation of approaches like MOP very challenging.
P5.2.2 Automatic Generation Control
AGC is widely used in secondary control for its simplicity and well-understood
behavior. Its input signal is the ACE PACEi = ∆P tiei +Bi∆fi, with the tieline error
∆P tiei = P tiei − P tiei,0 and the bias factor Bi [26]. The net power interchange P tie
between neighboring areas is scheduled at P tie0 . The bias factor is an estimation of
the area’s droop gain (frequency-response characteristic) ki = 1Ri +Di, includingthe primary devices’ speed droop Ri and the damping factor Di of frequency
dependent loads. AGCs are typically realized as PI-controllers
P seci = V Pi PACEi +
1
T Ii
∫ t
t0
PACEi (τ) dτ (P5.1)
using the proportional gain V Pi and the integral time constant T Ii . The deter-
mination of these parameters is done by observing the area response to major
grid events (such as a tripping prime mover), with further adjustments during
normal operation. The resulting secondary power setpoint P seci gets subsequently
dispatched to the units participating in secondary control. Figure P5.1 shows the
corresponding signal flows.
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P5.2.3 Proposed Approach Overview
The DLFC is based on a set of assumptions regarding ICT and monitoring as
described in Section P5.1, which transcends the capabilities of traditional control
areas. Therefore, we refer to them as Cells to provide a clear distinction. More
information on the Web-of-Cells concept can be found in [27] and [28].
In a nutshell, Cells have the following capabilities: (i) A high degree of ob-
servability using direct measurements, State Estimation (SE), and/or lumped in-
formation from aggregators, which are combined in an Electrical Data Observer
(EDO); (ii) The primary resources used for secondary control allow changing
their reference frequency setpoints remotely; (iii) The droop gains of the primary
resources under control are well known; (iv) Neighboring Cells exchange state
information. Quality-of-Service of the communications is not investigated in this
paper; however, the corresponding demands of the DLFC are low, as this is only
needed for load sharing but not frequency control. A study of the influence of
networking uncertainties on LFC was conducted in [29].
The signal flows of the DLFC and the AGC are shown side-by-side in Fig-
ure P5.1. On the DLFC side, the EDO acquires state information from the Cell,
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Figure P5.1: Structural overview of AGC versus DLFC signal flows.
and the auxiliary block allows for incorporating additional corrective powers. The
primary devices perform Frequency Containment Control (FCC) and actively par-
ticipate in secondary control as part of the method. The FCCs report their droop
gains and output powers to the EDO, which forwards the aggregate values to the
DLFC, and takes the reference frequency signal in return. Neighboring Cells ap-
pear as atomic devices with droop capabilities, and as such they exchange state
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information, similarly to the FCCs. Both LFCs feed their power regulation signal
into a dispatcher that evaluates the participation factors for all plants bidding
into secondary control. Economic dispatch strategies for liberalized grids can be
found in [30]. The mathematical description of the DLFC is presented in the
following section.
P5.3 Methodology
The DLFC formulation uses the definitions of variables in Section P5.2.2 and
Figure P5.1, a generation-oriented frame of reference (power flows into Cells are
positive), and the constants are positive where applicable.
P5.3.1 Cell Modeling
The change of frequency (rotational speed of synchronous generators) is a function
of generation and load imbalances P imb described by the swing equation
Jωω˙ = P imb (P5.2)
with the inertia J and the (angular) frequency ω = 2pif [26]. Within a syn-
chronous area A, we define a neighborhood NHi = {i,ACi} ⊆ A to describe its
dynamic behavior using (P5.2). The Cell under consideration is denoted by i,
and j ∈ ACi are the adjacent Cells coupled over tie-lines with the breaker state
δij(n). The neighborhood is described by
J = Jpri,c + Juc = Ji +
∑
j∈ACi
δijJj , (P5.3)
P imb = P pri,c + P pri,uc + P c + P uc + P tie + P uo
= P imbi +
∑
j∈ACi
δijP
imb
j . (P5.4)
Jpri,c is the combined inertia of the controllable synchronous machines, whereas
Juc includes uncontrollable generators and other resources like synchronous con-
densers. P pri,c and P pri,uc are the active power contributions of the controllable
and uncontrollable primary resources (including synchronous machines, inverter-
based devices and frequency-dependent loads), P c is that of the directly control-
lable devices and aggregated flexibility resources, P uc is that of the uncontrollable
resources, and P tie is the net interchange over tielines. P uo represents the un-
observed generation and consumption that lacks direct feedback into the control
loop. The power output of the primary resources is
P pri = P pri0 − k∆f, (P5.5)
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with the resources’ power being P pri0 at f0, their total droop gain k, and the
frequency deviation ∆f = f − fr. The reference frequency fr can be remotely
adjusted on the controllable primary resources and is f0 for all others.
P5.3.2 Proposed Secondary Control
The DLFC consists of two concurrently operating control stages that enable fre-
quency control without the need for an integrator. Direct observations of electric
power production and consumption are used to to determine the secondary power
setpoint, and remaining mismatches (e.g., due to partial observability or mea-
surement errors) are systematically captured by primary resources. The tasks of
primary (droop control) and secondary (balancing) resources of established con-
trol schemes are preserved but their activation is conducted differently, which is
described in the following.
Secondary control executes at intervals of T secc ; the integer n indexes the
discrete-time sequence t = nT secc .
P5.3.2.1 Direct Power Balancing
The ACE infers the area imbalance over the measured frequency and the tielines’
active power flows. Both quantities are dynamically coupled to the primary re-
sponse of the whole synchronous area, against which the AGC’ PI-parameters
need to be tuned. The DLFC circumvents this issue by using the aggregate power
balances from within the area instead of the area boundaries. Determination of
secondary power setpoints is therefore decoupled from the external grid.
The total observable power of one Cell is
P obsi (n) = P
pri,uc
i (n) + P uci (n) + P
pri,c
0,i (n) + P tiei,0 (n), (P5.6)
with the sum of all closed tieline schedules,
P tie0,i (n) =
∑
j∈ACi
δijP
tie
0,ij(n), (P5.7)
features all powers of (P5.3) directly captured by the metering system. One
notable difference is the use of setpoint values instead of actual measured states for
some quantities. State information about primary resources’ deviations from their
intended setpoints are needed for frequency control in Section P5.3.2.2, whereas
the avoidance of the actual state of tielines decouples the power balancing response
from the other Cells. The optimal secondary power setpoint therefore becomes
P sec,∗i (n+ 1) = −P obsi (n) + P auxi (n), (P5.8)
with the auxiliary power term P auxi used for hooking in additional corrective terms
(e.g., tieline observers to detect remaining load or generation unobserved by the
power matching stage, or time corrections). Mismatches of observed and actual
imbalances are handled in the next step.
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P5.3.2.2 Primary Frequency Control
Primary resources adjust their power output based on the locally measured fre-
quency, as described in (P5.5). The frequency can therefore be found indirectly,
by means of the deviation of the resources’ output from their operating points at
f0, according to ∆P pri,c = P pri,c − P pri,c0 = −kc∆f . This effectively expresses
the frequency as a local instead of a global quantity, which the DLFC then uses
for systematically adjusting the primary reference frequency fr within the Cell.
Hence, a Cell’s secondary control reacts as quickly as allowed by its primary and
secondary resources together, irrespectively of the dynamics of the rest of the
synchronous system.
The steady-state balance neighborhood NHi is
0 = ∆P pri,c +∆P pri,uc +∆P tie + P uo, (P5.9)
with the primary resources covering ∆P tie + P uo, which is not compensated by
the power balancing stage in Section P5.3.2.1. Applying ∆P pri,c = −kc (f − fr)
to (P5.9) and rearranging for fr results in fr = f − 1kc (∆P pri,uc +∆P tie + P uo),
which is equivalent to fr = f+∆P
pri,c
kc . Setting f = f0 yields the optimal reference
frequency
f∗r,i(n+ 1) = f0 +
∆Ppri,c
i
(n)+
∑
j∈ACi
δj(n)∆Ppri,cj (n)
kˇc
i
(n)+
∑
j∈ACi
δj(n)kˇcj(n)
(P5.10)
for any given steady-state deviation ∆P pri,c in NHi. As (P5.9) also includes the
tieline states, the collectivity of Cells are able to cover for saturated Cells that
are unable to provide balancing capability.
Assuming that the effective droop gain kc is not precisely known, the adjusted
value kˇc = kˆc (1 + ϵ) is used in (P5.10) to prove stability in Section P5.3.3. Here,
the best estimate of kc is kˆc, which gets slightly increased by the relaxation term
ϵ. Choosing ϵ = 2σ, σ being the variance of kˆc, yields a 95% probability that
kˇc ≥ kc.
P5.3.2.3 Low-pass Filtering
Low-pass filtering of the optimal balancing power P sec,∗i (n+ 1) and reference fre-
quency f∗r,i(n+1) serves several purposes in the DLFC: it suppresses measurement
noise as well as aliasing effects from the discrete-time sampling, it smooths the
secondary response, and it increases the stability margin. The filtered signals
P seci (n+ 1) = P seci (n) + TcωLP2pi
(
P sec,∗i (n+ 1)− P seci (n)
)
, (P5.11)
fr,i(n+ 1) = fr,i(n) + TcωLP2pi
(
f∗r,i(n+ 1)− fr,i(n)
)
, (P5.12)
are acquired using the filter cutoff ωLP and are sent to the secondary dispatcher
and the primary devices, respectively. The filter cutoff is the only free parameter
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in the controller and must respect the control interval’s Nyquist frequency
ωLP < piTc . (P5.13)
It can otherwise be chosen as fast as the quality of the input signals allows, which
renders the DLFC tuningless.
P5.3.3 Proof of Stability
The stability of the closed control loop is assessed on the continuous system using
Lyapunov’s second method [26]. A Lyapunov candidate V (x) : Rm → R is any
function that fulfills the property V (0) = 0 for the equilibrium xSS = 0. The
system is stable if ∀x : V (x) ≥ 0 and ∀x \ {0} : V˙ (x) ≤ 0, and V (x) is then
called the Lyapunov function.
P5.3.3.1 Continuous System Representation
We transform the discrete-time controllers using the forward Euler method y(n+
1) = y(n)+T secc f(y(n)) and rearrange f(y(n)) to the left side to obtain a continu-
ous representation of the system3. Using Eqs. (P5.2)–(P5.8) and (P5.10)–(P5.12)
we obtain
z˙ = fz(z) =

−kc(f−fr)−kuc(f−f0)+P e+P sec
Jf
−ωLP
(
P eγobs + P sec
)
f0−fr−γc(f−fr)
Tc
ωLP (f∗r − fr)
 , (P5.14)
with the state vector z = [f, P sec, f∗r , fr]⊤, the exogenous input P e, the ratio
γobs = |P obsP e | representing how much of P e is observed, and the droop gain dis-
tortion γc = kˆckc .
The proof requires f(0) = 0, hence a coordinate transformation of (P5.14) is
necessary. Solving fz(zSS) = 0 for the steady-state solution zSS and introducing
x = z − zSS = [x1, x2, x3, x4]⊤ yields
x˙ = fx(x) = fz(x+ zSS). (P5.15)
3Applying the bilinear transform would require the incorporation of fast system dynam-
ics and slow controller intervals in an intricate multi-rate model. Transforming the discrete
controller into a continuous state space simplifies analytical stability studies while retaining im-
portant properties (e.g., only inertial response at the time of transient load steps, steady-state
values).
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P5.3.3.2 Lyapunov Function
The chosen Lyapunov candidate is
V (x) = Jx21
(γϵ+γϵγuc−γuc)
(
2
3x1+f0
)
kc+P e(1−γobs)(1−γϵ)
2(kc)2((γuc+1)γϵ−γuc)
+ Jf0
x22+k
c(βx23γϵ+x24)
2αβ(kc)2(γuc+1) .
(P5.16)
with the droop gain overestimation factor γϵ = γc (1 + ϵ) ≥ 1, the ratio of uncon-
trolled to controlled primary resources γuc = kuckc ≥ 0, as well as the placeholders
α = Jf0Tck > 0 and β = Tcfc ∈ (0, 1).
The total time derivative of (P5.16) is
V˙ (x) =− (1 + γuc)x21 − x22 − γϵx23 − x24
+ x1 (x2 − x3 + x4) + 2x3x4.
(P5.17)
For γuc ≥ 0 and γϵ ≥ 1, (P5.17) fulfills
V˙ (x) ≤ −x22+(x1+x3−x4)2+(x1−x2)2+(x4−x3)22 ≤ 0. (P5.18)
P5.3.3.3 Stability Assessment
An investigation of (P5.16) reveals that either for perfect knowledge of the droop
gain of controllable resources (γϵ = 1) or total observability (γobs = 1), the
Lyapunov function is decoupled from the power disturbance P e and stable for
∀x1 ≥ − 32f0, which is always fulfilled. Otherwise, the minimal stability range for
arbitrary power disturbances is∣∣P e (1− γobs) (1− γϵ)∣∣ ≤ |kc (γϵ − γuc (1− γϵ)) f0| (P5.19)
for |x1| ≪ f0. Because the droop of typical power systems ranges from 1% to
10%, kf0 is much larger than the total installed power and |P e| is therefore always
within the stability range during normal operation.
A closer examination of the proof reveals an advantageous property of the
DLFC regarding nonlinearities: Ramp limitations of the primary devices partic-
ipating in the secondary control result in temporarily decreased effective droop
gains. Since we showed before that overestimation of the gains increases the sta-
bility margin, ramp limitations contribute to the stability of the DLFC, unlike
the case of the AGC, where the integrator winds up.
P5.4 System Characteristics
The applicability of the proposed DLFC has been verified both in simulations
and in a laboratory grid featuring industrial power and metering devices. In the
following, the experimental setup and implementation aspects are described.
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P5.4.1 Experimental Setup
The experimental facility SYSLAB, located at the Risø campus of the Technical
University of Denmark, is a 400V three-phase grid designed for studying advanced
grid control and communication concepts. It has 16 busbars and 116 automated
coupling points, as shown in Figure P5.2, spread across an area with a diameter
of about 1 km. A wide range of DERs (wind turbines, solar panels, a Diesel
generator, controllable loads) can be remotely operated in various topological
configurations over a distributed monitoring and control platform.
The system configuration used in Figure P5.2 is made up of three Cells in
meshed topology. Connected parts are marked in red and emphasized in the cor-
responding single-line diagram underneath, followed by the location of the Cell
controllers as well as the communication links between them and the devices. The
properties of the components are listed in Table P5.1, where Pnom is the nominal
device power, Pmin and Pmax are the lower and upper limits of the operating
range, and P0 is the base operating point, where applicable. Devices providing
the primary response are marked with I, and II indicates participation in the
secondary control. The diesel operates at a fixed droop of 5% as the grid-forming
unit in island mode, and is the only component with a rotating mass. It cov-
ers, together with the four-quadrant inverter of the vanadium redox battery, the
reactive power flows caused by cables and thyristors.
P5.4.2 DLFC Implementation
Controller Settings The secondary control is executed at intervals of T secc =
1 s in all scenarios. The low-pass cutoff frequency is ωLP = 13 according to (P5.13).
Frequency Control Remote adjustment of the reference frequency fr on se-
lected primary resources during operation is required by the DLFC. The diesel
supports this feature via its off-the-shelf governor, as does the battery via a cus-
tom-built controller.
Secondary Dispatch Cell 1 uses the dumpload for secondary control because
the diesel’s base power is immutable in islanding mode. The battery conducts
both primary and secondary control in Cell 2, making Mobile Load 1 available for
triggering unobserved disturbances. Mobile Load 3 is used in Cell 3 for secondary
control.
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Figure P5.2: Laboratory layout (used configuration marked in red) and corre-
sponding single line diagram together with the communication infrastructure.
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Table P5.1: Properties of devices used in the experiment
Device CellBusbar Pnom Pmin Pmax P0 Ctrl. Obs. Description
(kW) (kW) (kW) (kW)
Aircon 1 319-2.L 9.8 0.0 9.8 - ✓ Wind turbine
Battery 2 117-2.1 0.0 −15.0 15.0 −5.0 I/II ✓ Vanadium redox flow type,190 kWh
Cable A1 31
319-3.A
319-2.L 4.0 ✓
Tieline 3-1, R = 8.02m,
X = 1.95m, 25m
Cable C1 12
319-3.C
117-2.1 −4.04 ✓
Tieline 1-2, R = 97.0m,
X = 55.9m, 650m
Cable C2 23
117-2.1
319-3.A 4.01 ✓
Tieline 2-3, R = 88.9m,
X = 54.0m, 650m
Dumpload 2 319-2.L −78.09 −78.09 0.0 II ✓ Resistor load bank, 256 steps
EV 3 715-2.1 −2.0 −2.0 0.0 ✓ Citroën C1, single phase charger
Flexhouse 1 3 715-2.1 −25.0 −25.0 0.0 ✓ Electric lights and heaters
Diesel 1 319-2.L 48.0 0.0 48.0 10.0(11.9) I ✓
IVECO GE806Ii06, 2 pole pairs,
S = 60 kVA, J = 2kgm2
Gaia 3 715-2.1 11.0 0.0 11.0 ✓ Wind turbine
Mob. Load 1 2 117-2.1 −33.0 −33.0 0.0 ✓
Thyristor-contr., reactive power
varies with the firing angle
between 0 . . . 16.5kVAr
Mob. Load 3 3 716-2.1 −33.0 −33.0 0.0 II ✓ See Mobile Load 1
Solar 1 319-2.L 10.1 0.0 10.1 ✓ Orientation az. 180◦, el. 40◦
Solar 2 117-2.1 10.1 0.0 10.1 ✓ Orientation az. 100◦, el. 20◦
Solar 3 715-2.1 5.94 0.0 5.94 ✓ Orientation az. 190◦, el. 60◦
Cells Totals −76.15 −186.09 109.94 Sum over all devices
syslab-01 2 Platform: Arch Linux, 64 bit, kernel 4-8-4-1-ARCH, Java 1.8.0_60;
syslab-09 3 Publish-subscribe communications between Cells using JeroMQ 0.3.6;
syslab-11 1 Push-pull communications between Cells and devices using JavaRMI.
P5.5 Results & Discussion
P5.5.1 Simulation
The simulation model of SYSLAB in Section P5.4.1 was developed in MAT-
LAB/Simulink. Each Cell is modeled using one swing equation (P5.2) and the
physical resources in Section P5.3.1, incorporating the following constraints: Out-
put saturations, ramping rate Pramp limiting the change of primary and secondary
power, and the reaction time T secdelay of secondary resources. Tielines are modeled
as serial admittances as described in [31] without the parallel susceptances.
The DLFC is compared with the AGC for a range of Cell inertias, ramp rates,
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and control delays. Table P5.2 lists the parameters for two scenarios: (i) The high
inertia scenario Jhi with long delay times and comparatively low ramp rates of
primary and secondary resources, representing mechanical fuel-driven generators;
and (ii) the low inertia scenario Jlo resembling SYSLAB setup with fast, inverter-
based devices. Cell 3 offers in both scenarios only secondary power control, as
it lacks primary resources. Despite Cells 2 and 3 having only inverter-coupled
devices in the laboratory, a small inertia value is necessary for simulations.
Table P5.2: Cell properties for the considered simulation scenarios
Scenario Jhi Jlo
Cell 1 2 3 1 2 3
Inertia constant H (s) @ Sbase =
60 kVA
4.112 4.112 0.411 0.411 0.411 0.041
Ramp limit Pramp (kW s−1) 2 5 10 20 50 10
Secondary delay T secdelay (s) 5 2.5 1 0.5 0.25 0.1
Primary regulating capacity (kW) 48 30 0 48 30 0
Primary droop gain kc (kWHz−1) 19.2 9.6 0.0 19.2 9.6 0.0
Primary droop (%) 5.00 6.25 0.0 5.00 6.25 0.0
AGC proportional gain V P (1) 0.065 0.09 0.1 0.065 0.09 0.1
AGC integral time constant T I (s) 12.5 9.091 7.691 12.5 9.091 7.691
Secondary control interval T secc (s) 1
DLFC low-pass filter cutoff ωLP
(rad s−1)
0.333 (see Section P5.4.2)
Table P5.3: Simulation events
Event Time (s) Parameter Parameter change Description
1 10 ∆P obs1 (kW) 0 → −5 Load in Cell 1 increased
2 50 ∆P obs1 (kW) −5 → 0 Load in Cell 1 decreased
3 90 ∆P obs3 (kW) 0 → 5 Load in Cell 3 decreased
4 130 ∆Puo2 (kW) 0 → 5 Load in Cell 2 decreased,
unobs. by DLFC
5 170 ∆Puo2 (kW) 5 → 0 Load in Cell 2 increased,
unobs. by DLFC
6 210
δ12 1 → 0 Tieline 1-2 opens, tieline
setpoint sums for Cells
adjust according to (P5.7)
P tie0,1 (kW) −8.08 → −4.04
P tie0,2 (kW) 8 → 4
7 250 ∆P obs3 (kW) 5 → 0 Load in Cell 3 increased
The frequency deviation ∆f5% = 120 |P step| (
∑
A k)
−1, which is 5% of the
primary system response to P step0 in steady-state, serves as a threshold to assess
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the settling time Tset for the controllers. Tset is the interval between a load step
and the point when |∆f | = |f − f0| remains smaller than ∆f5% for all times,
formally Tset = {Tset ∈ R | ∀t ≥ Tset : |∆f | ≤ ∆f5%}. We measure overshooting
by the deviation of the relative frequency ∆frel = |fmax−f0||fmin−f0| , where fmax is the
maximum and fmin is the minimum frequency after the load event. This ratio
indicates by how much the system frequency rises above its nominal value in
relation to the minimum detected value, which is predominantly determined by
the primary response.
P5.5.1.1 Event Response Evaluation
The series of events listed in Table P5.3 is applied in each scenario to the system
for a simulation period of 300 s: Observed load steps; load steps unobserved by the
DLFC; and breaking the meshed topology into a radial configuration by opening
tieline 1-2. All load steps are ±5 kW, to which the parameters of the AGC’s PI-
controller are tuned in the Jhi scenario so as to deliver a fast and smooth response
under the nonlinearities.
Figure P5.3a shows the system frequency response for both scenarios and
controllers. In scenario Jhi, the frequency approaches 50± 0.1Hz after the initial
inertia response due to the large secondary control delays. As the AGC was tuned
for ±5 kW steps for optimal performance and no overshooting, its performance
is similar for all events, with a settling time of around 20.02 s. The DLFC with
a 26.08 s settling time is about 25% slower in comparison, and exhibits around
40% overshooting due to the two concurrent control actions for the observed load
events 1 to 4. Both controllers’ responses are bounded by exponentially decaying
functions (“trumpet-curves”) defined by H(t) = f0 ±Ae−t/T in [32]. For the case
of the slowest DLFC responses (events 1 and 2), the trumpet parameters are
A = 0.21Hz and T = 14.5 s. This results in a decay time of 34 s to cross the
±20mHz margin around the nominal frequency f0 after the event, which is well
under the 900 s restoration time demanded by the ENTSO-E.
The primary reference frequencies fr, necessary for frequency control under
partial observability, are depicted in Figure P5.3b. Changes in the reference
signals follow the primary responses immediately after the load events. As the
secondary balancing resources start acting, fr returns to f0 as the primary pow-
ers approach their nominal operating points P pri0 . No overshooting occurs for
unobserved events 5 and 6 because no direct power balancing takes place, and
fr differs from f0 as long as the unobserved power persists. The overall reaction
time is decreased in this case. Opening the tieline at event 7 makes Cell 3, which
does not participate in primary control, the only physical neighbor of Cells 1 and
2. Hence, the reference frequencies start to diverge because of the different local
ramp rates. Load sharing between the Cells is no longer proportional, but stable
frequency control is maintained.
The situation between the controllers turns in the Jlo scenario where the
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Figure P5.3: Resulting frequencies for AGC and DLFC in (a) and DLFC refer-
ence frequencies in (b) for the two simulated scenarios. The grey lines illustrate
the exponentially bounded response as defined by the ENTSO-E in [32].
DLFC only needs 16.2 s to settle, approaching the 95% settling time of 9 s for a
first-order low-pass filter with a cutoff of ωLP = 3 rad s−1. Overshooting drops to
around 14%. The AGC does not benefit from the faster system response and its
performance gets even worse, causing even longer frequency excursions.
The powers in Figure P5.4 reveal the fundamentally different behavior of AGC
and DLFC. Figure P5.4a shows the active involvement of the primary resources
in frequency control, as opposed to the normal droop response with AGC. In
the case of the secondary power response in Figure P5.4b, AGC responds to all
deviations in frequency or tieline during transients, causing secondary resource
activations in Cells 1 and 2 (but not Cell 3, which lacks frequency dependent
resources) regardless of the location of the event. The DLFC, on the other hand,
only activates secondary resources if the event happened in its corresponding Cell,
with the primary resources catching unobserved events. Consequently, the tieline
power deviations caused by observed events and topological changes are mitigated
faster than by the AGC.
Events not directly captured by the system, however, cause deviations in the
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AGC and DLFC for the two simulated scenarios. The legend applies to all sub-
figures.
primary devices and tielines that need to be addressed with dedicated observers
over the auxiliary hook in (P5.6). It has to be noted that events 5 and 6 are merely
meant to demonstrate the DLFC’s frequency control capability even when signif-
icant load changes are not captured by the measurement system. Under normal
operation, entirely unobserved load events in the magnitude of the rated genera-
tion are highly unlikely to occur. Thus, tieline deviations would be considerably
smaller in practice.
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P5.5.1.2 Sensitivity Analysis
That the DLFC is tuningless, unlike the AGC, is quantified by analyzing the
system response to a single load step in Cell 1 for parameter variations between the
two extremal cases of Table P5.2. The multiplier µstep scales the step’s magnitude
by P step = µstepP step0 . In Cells 1 and 2 the multiplier µspeed scales the Cells’
inertias and ramp rates by J = µ−1speedJ and Pramp = µspeedPramp,hi, respectively.
The secondary response times vary with P secdelay = µ−1speedP secdelay,hi.
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Figure P5.5: Settling time of AGC versus DLFC for variations of the distur-
bance step size and Cell response speed.
Figure P5.5 shows the settling times Tset for variations of µstep and µspeed. The
AGC naturally exhibits good performance around the operating point for which
they were tuned. However, moving away from that point reveals peculiarities
of applying PI-controllers to nonlinear systems. First, the AGC’s settling time
does not necessarily decrease with smaller load steps, and second, neither does
it benefit from faster systems. Instead, its performance gets even worse because
of the fundamentally changing system response. The DLFC on the other hand
has a slightly worse performance than the AGC in the considered high inertia sce-
nario but responds much more predictably to changing environmental conditions.
Smaller load steps and/or faster system responses lead to short settling times in
virtually all considered cases, without the need for tuning.
The overshooting characteristic of the DLFC for variations of µstep and µspeed
is depicted in Figure P5.6. As demonstrated before in Figure P5.3, the maximum
peak recedes with faster system parameters. Variations of the step size reveal
that the relative overshooting decreases with bigger steps. Thus, ramp limitations
dampen the control response and increase the stability margins, as predicted by
the stability proof in Section P5.3.3. In contrast, the AGC requires careful tuning
to prevent the controller’s integral term from winding up.
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P5.5.1.3 Small-Signal Analysis
A small-signal analysis has been conducted on the three-area system to study the
frequency response of the two simulation scenarios described in Section P5.5.1.
The system is analytically linearized around f0 in steady-state and includes sec-
ondary response delays, which are a degrading performance factor particularly in
the high inertia case. System input is the load disturbance in Cell 1, and the
output is the system frequency. The magnitude of the frequency response is nor-
malized to the combined droop gain of the three Cells, for which the parameters
of Table P5.2 apply.
Figure P5.7 shows the response for the AGC and DLFC in the high and low
inertia cases. Both controllers behave similarly in the natural system frequency
range between 0.1Hz to 1 Hz determined by the inertia constants and primary
response. There, the response magnitude is mainly determined by the total droop
capability of the three-area system. The AGC was optimally tuned for the high
inertia case and consequently exhibits a smoother response than the DLFC in the
considered range. Inertia dominates the suppression of higher frequency distur-
bances, resulting in a −20 dB falloff in all investigated cases. The performance
gain of the DLFC over the AGC is apparent for lower frequencies. Whereas
the AGC shows a −20 dB falloff towards lower frequencies due to its integrator,
the DLFC has −40 dB because of the concurrent power matching and reference
frequency control mechanisms. Additionally, the DLFC takes advantage of the
faster system dynamics in the low inertia case, confirming the findings of Fig-
ure P5.3 and Figure P5.5. The DLFC’s speed manifests in a higher initial phase
compared to the AGC, but both controllers remain between −90° to 180° and
operate stably.
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Figure P5.7: Small-signal assessment of AGC and DLFC for the two scenarios.
Input is the load disturbance in Cell 1, output is the system frequency. The
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P5.5.2 Experiment
Experimental verification of the DLFC’s practical applicability was conducted
on the setup described in Figure P5.2 and Table P5.1. In contrast to the simula-
tions, the SYSLAB environment exhibits parameter uncertainties and unmodeled
dynamics such voltage dependencies. The DLFC was implemented in Java and
executed on SYSLAB’s headless computer nodes, which provide access to the
devices via Java RMI calls. Inter-Cell communication was realized with JeroMQ,
an open-source library of the ZeroMQ (ØMQ) protocol stack.
Figure P5.8 shows the system and reference frequencies resulting from the
events in Table P5.4. A running mean filter with a width of ±10 s was used
to obtain f¯ from the measured frequency f . Wind turbines, solar panels, and
the randomly charging and discharging EV created additional disturbances on
the islanded system. Cloudy and gusty weather during the experiment caused
low PV output and highly fluctuating power production on the part of the wind
turbines.
Starting with primary control only, imbalances caused deviations from f0 =
50Hz that are particularly clear after event 1, when Mobile Load 1 in Cell 2
was turned on. Following the activation of the secondary control at event 2,
the system frequency immediately moved towards f0, with the primary resources
covering the unobserved Mobile Load 1 and the missing balancing power of Cell 2
(discussed later). Commencing state publishing of P pri,c and kˇc between the Cells
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Table P5.4: Experiment events
Event Time (s) Parameter Parameter change Description
1 60 Puo2 (kW) 0 → −10 Unobserved load in Cell 2 on
2 148 Controllers on
3 210 Communication on
4 296 Puo2 (kW) −10 → 0 Unobserved load in Cell 2 off
5 450
δ12 1 → 0 Tieline 1-2 opens, tieline
setpoint sums for Cells
adjust according to (P5.7)
P tie0,1 (kW) −8 → −4
P tie0,2 (kW) 8 → 4
6 632
δ12 1 → 0 Tieline 1-2 closes, tieline
setpoint sums for Cells
adjust according to (P5.7)
P tie0,1 (kW) −4 → −8
P tie0,2 (kW) 4 → 8
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Figure P5.8: Resulting frequencies of the DLFC laboratory experiment.
at event 3 enabled load sharing due to the alignment of the reference frequency
setpoints, which returned towards f0 after turning off Mobile Load 1 at event
4. As in the simulations, opening the tieline 1-2 at event 5 appears like turning
off state publishing because Cell 3 does have primary resources. The frequency
references diverge based on the resources’ response speeds and only realign again
after closing the line at event 6. Averaging the frequency between 215 s to 750 s
yields exactly f¯ = 50.0Hz.
The primary power responses in Figure P5.9a show that the primary resources
operate around their base setpoints P pri,c0 in times of high observability (between
events 4 and 5 and after 6). Having virtually no solar production, the power
balancing stage of Cell 2 reacts only to the topological changes, while Cells 1 and
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3 meet their respective local demands as the secondary powers in Figure P5.9b
illustrate. Cell 3, also lacking PV support, is only partly able to match its power
demand, as mentioned earlier. This mismatch appears like yet another unob-
served load to Cells 1 and 2 and is consequently accounted for by their primary
resources. While the frequency control of the DLFC works under partial observ-
ability, Figure P5.9c confirms that tieline balancing requires high observability if
no auxiliary observer is employed. The primary power deviations in Figure P5.9d
hold the necessary information for indirect frequency observation in each Cell (see
(P5.10)) and are exchanged between Cells along with the Cells’ droop capabili-
ties (which are constant and therefore not depicted) for load sharing purposes.
The observed powers used in the secondary power balancing are shown in Fig-
ure P5.9e, and finally Figure P5.9f features the output of unobserved (i.e., not
directly measured by the DLFC) devices.
P5.6 Conclusions and Future Research
The analytical and experimental assessments in this research demonstrate the
aptness of the proposed LFC approach for dynamically changing power systems.
Given the inexorable advances in monitoring and communication infrastructure,
using primary resources for secondary control is both feasible and reasonable for
managing low-inertia systems. Direct secondary power regulation allows harness-
ing the benefits of fast-acting flexibility resources while reducing the number of
activations. Consideration of the resources’ capabilities in real time promotes the
notion of “plug-and-play,” while scalability is ensured by the neighborhood inter-
action scheme, which is independent of the network’s total extent. As only power
balances are considered, hierarchical structures involving DSOs and aggregators
(whose resources may be obfuscated for policy or privacy reasons) can be main-
tained. While the AGC will remain the secondary control method of choice when
only tieline measurements are available, the prospect of a significantly higher de-
gree of observability in future power systems enables all the described advantages
of the DLFC.
Future research will address the functional gap between DLFC and AGC. First,
deviations of scheduled tieline flows in the wake of unobserved power events must
be properly handled. This requires a tieline observer which does not impair
the advantages of the proposed approach (i.e., tuningless control, decoupled Cell
balancing). Second, the ENTSO-E demands from secondary control that the ACE
must not overshoot [32]. This can currently not be guaranteed in the proposed
approach, e.g., after unobserved events, for which reason the DLFC’s concurrent
control actions need to be systematically dampened to comply with regulations.
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Abstract
This paper presents initial laboratory experiments de-
signed to test belief-desire-intention agent reasoning in
a web-of-cell context. The work introduces the appli-
cation of the bridge between JASON and the Com-
mon Artifact Infrastructure for Agents Open Envi-
ronments to agent and environment modeling, respec-
tively. Belief-desire-intention reasoning is achieved
through JASON’s engine while artifacts monitor and
control grid devices using dedicated JAVA objects. Ex-
periments have been conducted in SYSLAB, a testbed
for distributed power system control and distributed
solutions, located at the Risø campus of the Technical
University of Denmark. Experimental results show the
feasibility of applying belief-desire-intention reasoning
to WoC control using a test case where tie-line power
flow setpoints must be followed.
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Nomenclature
A&A Agents and Artifacts
BDI Belief-Desire-Intention
CArtAgO Common ArTifact Infrastructure
for Agents Open Environments
DMS Distribution Management System
DTU Technical University of Denmark
ELECTRA Electricity Committed Towards
long-term Research Activity
IRP Integrated Research Programme
JADE Java Agent Development
Framework
PV Photovoltaics
WoC Web-of-Cell
P6.1 Introduction
Innovative concepts are the main catalysts to rapid advancements in science and
technology. The power industry has been evolving by absorbing innovative con-
cepts in order to build more effective processes, technologies, products, services
and business models. Innovations have been motivated by initiatives, which fo-
ment generation through renewable energy, interconnection of distributed energy
resources, adoption of decentralised management solutions, customer participa-
tion and power system modernisation as a whole.
The main driver behind these initiatives is the changing landscape of electric
power systems. The integration of small-scale renewable energy sources and the
active involvement of power consumers challenge the established (de)centralized
monitoring and control systems. The Web-of-Cells (WoC) approach proposes a
distributed solution, where cells, as opposed to traditional control areas, possess
a high degree of automation and can be located throughout all voltage levels [1].
This concept is promoted by the European Liaison on Electricity Committed To-
wards long-term Research Activity Integrated Research Programme (ELECTRA
IRP) [2], which targets aligning national research efforts towards developing new
approaches for distributed control.
The glsWoC concept can be facilitated using the agent paradigm, which pro-
vides a suitable approach to design and test distributed solutions. Multi-agent
systems have been already applied in areas of power engineering including mon-
itoring [3]–[5], diagnoses [6], fault location, isolation and power restoration [7]–
[9]. However, most of multi-agent applications to power engineering relies on
the midware Java Agent Development Framework (JADE) [10], ignoring aspects
related to computational modeling of the environment. Also, most applications
lack actual experimentation in laboratory environments and in the field.
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This paper presents initial laboratory experiments designed to test belief-
desire-intention (BDI) agent reasoning to WoC control. Goal-directed behaviors
interrelated with agent planning are then emulated using JASON [11], a Java-
based interpreter for an extended version of AgentSpeak, which in turn is based
on the BDI architecture. The application of Common ArTifact Infrastructure for
Agents Open Environments (CArTAgO) [12] is proposed, allowing both a bridge
to JASON and environment artifacts. BDI reasoning is achieved through JA-
SON’s engine while CArtAgO’s artifacts are designed to act over JAVA objects,
which in turn can read and act over monitoring and controlling devices through a
laboratory communication infrastructure. The experiments have been conducted
in SYSLAB, a smart grid laboratory facility provided with smart components and
flexible configuration. Experimental results show the feasibility of applying BDI
reasoning to cell control, more specifically in a test case where tie-line power flow
setpoints must be followed.
The paper is organised as follows. Section P6.2 introduces the agent-artifact
framework [13] designed to the experiments. Section P6.3 presents results for
initial laboratory experiments on BDI reasoning to WoC control. Section P6.4
outlines conclusions and final remarks.
P6.2 Agent-Artifact Framework to BDI Cell Control
The key principle behind the WoC is to solve local problems locally by splitting
the grid within cells, as illustrated in Figure P6.1. Cells must communicate with
each other to enable distributed collaboration and information exchange, in simi-
larity with the block-oriented approach proposed in [13]. A cell operator is then
responsible for establishing and maintaining autonomous control mechanisms con-
tributing to an adequate and secure operation. Among the modeling possibilities
for the cell operator, the BDI agent architecture stands out as a successful mech-
anism to model human-like reasoning, planning and decision-making, with the
additional benefit of allowing analysis via model checking.
The BDI model is utilised in AgentSpeak, a logic-based agent-oriented lan-
guage whose recent versions can be interpreted using JASON. If well-utilised,
JASON allows high-level representations of agent reasoning through AgentSpeak
and, at the same time, a sophisticated use of legacy code and object-oriented
models implemented in Java. Differently from JADEX, JASON belongs to the
group of theoretically-rooted agent-oriented programming languages, outlining
a strong emphasis on rigorous formal semantics [15]. Furthermore, similarly to
JADEX, JASON can use the JADE infrastructure. JASON is the standard in-
stance utilized in CArTAgO documentation, code examples and literature. All
these features made JASON the natural choice towards modelling and testing
BDI-based cell control processes.
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Figure P6.1: Overview of the WoC concept that proposes a flat hierarchy across
all voltage levels. [14].
P6.2.1 Agent Modeling and Reasoning
Following the WoC paradigm, a cellagent has been abstracted as cell operator.
Each cellagent is provided with a belief base defined by a set of literals, where
beliefs are modeled as predicates in symbolic forms [16], [17] such as
on(cmp-X09-ABB)[source(percept)]
which denotes that “the component named cmp-X09-ABB is on”. The instruction
[source(percept)] denotes an annotation meaning that a sensor placed in the en-
vironment is the source of the belief. If on(cmp-X09-ABB)[source(percept)] is placed
in an agent’s belief base, it means that currently the agent believes that the pred-
icate is true. Using theoretical reasoning, inconsistencies can be found through
rules, such as
alarm(state,Comp) :- off(Comp)[source(dms)] & on(Comp)[source(percept)]
which assigns an alarm if contradictory information has been delivered by distinct
sources regarding component status.
States of affair of interest are modeled as achievement goals using the mark
“!”. In order to verify whether the agent believes a set of literals, test goals are
marked with “?”. For instance, the literal
?voltage_value(cmp-Y09-ABB,Vmag)
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unifies Vmag with the voltage magnitude the agent believes is associated to compo-
nent cmp-Y09-ABB, while the literal
!open(neigh_switches)
denotes that the agent has the goal of achieving a state of affair in which it
believes open(neigh_switches) is a true statement. The marks “+”/“-” symbolize
addition/deletion, either of a belief or a goal.
For instance, let us consider the agent meta plan abstracted to isolate a cell
shown in Figure P6.1, as usually defined in agent design methodologies. Simpli-
fied versions of plans derived from this meta plan are shown below.
Algorithm 2 Example of meta plan: cell isolation.
Description: Actions are taken to isolate the cell aiming at supporting the service restora-
tion.
Context: The cell is assigned de-energized.
Functionality: outage management.
Trigger: +sensor(·).
Incoming messages: [←Cell,DMS] Inform message.
Outgoing messages: [→Cell,DMS] Inform message.
Percepts: sensor(·), energized(·), isolated(·).
Actions: open_switch(·), hmi_update(·).
Used data: Outage management data.
Produced data: Outage management updated data.
function (Open neighboring switches)
if successful then
- Mark topology status as isolated(·).
- Inform neighbours.
else
- Proceed according to other meta plans.
end if
end function
@mp18_02 +!isolate_itself : energized(false,·)
<-...;!open_list_switches(ListOfIDs).
@mp18_03 +!open_list_switches([]) : true <- true.
@mp18_04 +!open_list_switches([ToName|T]) : true
<- ...;!open_switchID(ToName);
!open_list_switches(T).
In JASON, these plans model the following reasoning: to handle the addition of
the achievement goal corresponding to isolate the cell, if the cell is believed to be
de-energized, then pursue the goal of opening neighboring switches.
Similarly to this example, several abstracted meta plans can have a large set of
plans covering from simple inferences to complex reasonings. Each agent has then
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a threaded reasoning cycle with the steps: (i) perceive the environment, (ii) up-
date belief base with perceptions; (iii) receive communications; (iv) select socially
acceptable messages; (v) select an event to be handled; (vi) retrieve and deter-
mine applicable plans; (vii) select one applicable plan; (viii) select an intention
(course of action) and execute one step of the intention.
JASON interpreter includes several inner complex functionalities such as li-
braries for internal actions, customization options, plan patterns, and so forth.
These functionalities have been exploited to model the agent plans of actions.
P6.2.2 Environment Modeling and Implementation
JASON is provided with an environment infrastructure centralized in a unique
object, a strategy which somehow seems not perfectly linked (in modeling terms)
with the idea of decentralizing services and resources to support collective and
individual activities. Furthermore, in computational modeling of power systems,
several objects are not directly affected by agent actions or have attributes to be
perceived by agents. This revels the need for an abstraction beyond the concept
of an object in order to model environments that allow testing and validating
agent-based solutions in power engineering.
The infrastructure mentioned above has been led by the classical notion of en-
vironment used to identify the external world that is perceived and acted upon by
agents. There exists, however, a modern view of environment as a first-class ab-
straction of agent system engineering where to encapsulate services and resources
to aid agent activities. This modern view is employed in the agents and arti-
facts (A&A) meta model of CArtAgO, where artifacts are conceived as general
resources and tools to be shared and exploited by agents. From the point of view
of designing, artifacts are basic modules to structure and organize environments,
providing a general-purpose model to shape functionalities available to agents.
On the other hand, from the agent point of view, artifacts are first-class entities
structuring a world that the agents can affect in runtime. Artifacts are utilized
according to the modeling layers illustrated in Figure P6.2.
In the figure, one might observe the explicit separation of agent, artifact and
object-oriented modeling layers. Summarily, the agent modeling layer aggregates
agents, whilst the object-oriented modeling layer is comprised of computational
objects for components (e.g. switch, node, line). In the artifact modeling layer,
there are the artifacts which interact directly with the agents and may encapsulate
several data in the form of computational objects. Moreover, they provide sets of
operations and observable properties to the agents. These operations are compu-
tational processes which may be triggered by agents or other artifacts, whilst the
observable properties are the variables whose value can be perceived by agents
which are observing the artifact.
Artifacts have been defined for the cell components directly involved on agent
capabilities utilised in the experiments. Physical components can be acted upon
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Figure P6.2: Environment modeling layers.
and monitored through objects atributed to the artifacts. The bridge between the
modeled artifacts and agents is shown in Figure P6.3, where concept mappings are
marked through filled squared end connections. In this bridge, one can verify the
roles of agent and environment simulation of JASON and CArTAgO, respectively.
Using this bridge, agents can be allowed to consult a manual with the descrip-
tion of artifact properties, create/dispose/link artifacts, use operations, perceive
observable events, observe/perceive properties and join/quit workspaces. Observ-
able properties/events are provided as literals (e.g. on(cmp-X09-ABB)[source(percept)])
to belief bases and external actions are performed through artifact operations.
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Figure P6.3: Bridge between JASON and CArtAgO (adapted from [18]).
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P6.3 Laboratory Experiments
In order to test the application of BDI agents in SYSLAB, a smart grid labo-
ratory designed for testing advanced control and distributed solutions to power
systems. SYSLAB is placed at DTU campus and involves 4 interconnected elec-
tric sites/buildings. Among other components, SYSLAB facilities includes a 400
V grid with flexible configuration, renewable energy units such as wind turbines
and photovoltaic (PV) modules, embedded computing power and flexible com-
munication platform, real-time monitoring, back-to-back converter, controllable
loads, vanadium battery and electric vehicles.
Fig. P6.4 shows SYSLAB’s layout with the used configuration marked in red,
and the corresponding single-line diagram highlights the components utilised in
the experiment. The components’ properties are listed in Table P6.1, where Pmin
and Pmax are the minimum and maximum powers, and P0 states the operating
points where applicable. These experiments are related to evaluating the feasibil-
ity of managing, with simple reasonings, cell power imbalances using load and bat-
tery control, aiming at following tie-line power flow setpoints. In the figure, closed
breakers form a connected grid comprising DTU interconnection, 1 PV module
(PV319), 1 bank of controllable loads (building 319), 1 PV module (building 117),
1 controllable vanadium battery and 1 additional PV module (PV117). The grid
connection between buildings has been achieved by closing breakers C1 and A2.
The remaining adjacent breakers have been opened to guarantee isolation from
other experiments.
Table P6.1: Properties of devices used in the experiment.
Device Cell Busbar Pmin Pmax P0 Description
(kW) (kW) (kW)
Battery 117 117-2.2 −15.0 15.0 Vanadium redox type, 190 kWh
Cable A2 319 319-2.G319-3.C G = −117.7 S, B = −28.6 S
Cable C1 319117
319-3.C
117-2.2 ±2.0
Tieline 319-117, G = −7.74 S,
B = −4.46 S
Dumpload 319 319-2.G −78.09 0.0 Resistor load bank, 256 steps
Grid 319 319-2.G 0.0 200 kVA
Solar 319 319-2.G 0.0 10.1 Orientation az. 180◦, el. 40◦
Solar 117 117-2.2 0.0 1.0
Orientation az. 100◦, el. 20◦. Due to a fault in
the controller, the inverter clamped Pmax to 1 kW
instead of the nominal 10.1 kW.
Within the frame of this work, buildings 319 and 117 are considered cells and
cellagents, named cellagent319 and cellagent117, are assigned to each building.
Each cellagent must establish and maintain the operation of its assignee. Among
sets of intentions, in order to achieve such target, each cellagent must monitor
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Figure P6.4: Layout of the experimental facility SYSLAB (used configuration
marked in red) and the corresponding single line diagram.
and control power imbalances of its assignee. If tie-line power flow setpoints are
changed, total cell inner imbalance must be changed as well. Hence, actions must
be taken aiming to return to a “normal operation” where setpoints are followed
adequately.
In BDI, this sort of reasoning can be placed according to simple plans as fol-
lows:
!normaloperation. (i)
+!normaloperation: normaloperation <- .wait(3000); !normaloperation. (ii)
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-!normaloperation : not normaloperation
<- ?imbalanceError(E);
?imbalance(I);
setResource(I,E);.wait(7000);
!normaloperation. (iii)
in which (i-ii) the cellagent cyclically targets achieving a state of affair related to
normal operation. If there is not a literal (or set of literals) in its belief base indi-
cating such state of affairs, (iii) the cellagent starts the execution of a plan which
begins with the unification of auxiliary literals I and E with cell inbalance and in-
balance error, respectively. This unification is possible by reasoning over literals
corresponding to the observable properties of artifacts, namely those related to
tie-line power flows, through the process called theoretical reasoning.
The imbalance data is used to alter properties of artifacts in real time, such as
load consumption (cell 319) and battery charging (cell 117). In case of identifying
any problem during these processes (e.g. communication failure, device failure),
the belief base is automatically updated though artifact observable properties
and a discussion between neighboring cellagents initiate in order to try solving
the problem at least partially.
In P6.5, the injected active power (generator convention) in the main compo-
nents of the experiment is shown. Data covering 25 minutes of system operation
have been obtained on 29-Apr-2016 starting at 12:50. Before initialising the agent
system, SYSLAB power grid has provided roughly 4 kW to the external grid and
a power flow of around 1 kW has been measured in the interconnection from cells
117 to 319. Although solar radiance was considerable during the day of the ex-
periment, PV117 production has been clamped to 1 kW due to a faulty inverter
controller. On the other hand, PV319 production varies from 1.8 kW to 3.7 kW
during the day since its inverter maximum power generation has been specified
at 5 kW.
The agent system initialisation is marked at [a], where an auxiliary agent
corresponding to the Distribution Management System (DMS) sends updated
instructions to the cell agents, demanding null power flow at the DTU grid in-
terconnection and 2 kW flowing from cell 319 to cell 117. Using the real-time
monitoring of power flows and BDI plans, cellagent117 identifies the necessity of
increase inner production in 1 kW. Following a priority order embedded in exter-
nal action setResource(I,E), this increase has been ordered to the battery control
artifact. In cell 319, a demand increase is required to the controllable load to
values of around 5 kW, aiming at absorbing all inner generation from both cells.
In [b], the DMS imposed a sudden requirement indicating the inversion of power
flow between cells. Each cellagent controlled its cell resources accordingly, where
cellagent117 required the battery artifact to charge at 3 kW and cellagent319 or-
dered load reduction to 1 kW. BDI reasoning operated adequately and DMS
requirements have been met, as shown in P6.5.
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Figure P6.5: Injected powers in each cell.
In [c], the DMS required the power flow from cell 117 to cell 319 to return to
the value of 2 kW. Setpoint orders have been sent to the resources accordingly.
However, after some minutes, the battery flagged failed operation and shut down.
This process has been included in the experiment through the battery artifact,
where the shut down has been scheduled to occur after a maximum number of
inner operations. Additional setpoint orders have been sent by cellagent117 to the
battery artifact to confirm the updated belief of failed operation. Concomitantly,
cellagent319 has identified an abnormal operation state by analysing tie-line power
flows. Since its inner inbalances have been reasoned to be adequate, a belief
has been generated indicating that a problem occurred out of its cell. After
confirming the problem, cellagent117 conveys a message to cellagent319 flagging
“abnormal operation, inner solution not found”. Hence, cellagent319 confirms
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message reception indicating that it will take actions to at least nullifying DTU
grid power flow. The controllable load is utilised to nullify DTU grid power flow
and, some minutes after, the battery returns to normal operation and all setpoints
are followed adequately.
P6.4 Final Remarks
Multi-agent systems have been applied considerably in power engineering aiming
at modelling and simulating distributed solutions. Nevertheless, most of appli-
cations have been designed using the midware JADE, which lacks an explicit
environment modelling framework. To overcome this problem, this work presents
the first application of JASON and CArTAgO to power system operation and
control. Using an A&A meta model, BDI agents have been modelled to interact
with artifacts which encapsulate JAVA objects, which in turn are able to moni-
tor and control grid devices through a laboratory communication infrastructure.
The framework has been utilised in laboratory experiments where BDI agents are
responsible to WoC control. Experimental results show the feasibility of applying
BDI reasoning to WoC control using a test case where tie-line power flow setpoints
must be followed. Future work will extend the application envisioning A&A gen-
eral interactions to test and validate distributed solutions to WoC operation and
control.
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Decentralised Topology and Power System
State Visualisation
Alexander M. Prostejovsky1 and Mattia Marinelli1
Abstract
Deliverable 8.1 reports results on analytics and visu-
alizations of real time flexibility in support of voltage
and frequency control in 2030+ power system. The
investigation is carried out by means of relevant con-
trol room scenarios in order to derive the appropriate
analytics needed for each specific network events.
This section presents a dynamic topology visualisation
concept, where topology and related electrical state
information distributed over the system is queried and
displayed on demand. The SCADA interface presents
aggregated information on each hierarchical level, from
top level inter-area view down to individual bus nodes,
between which the human operator can step in and out
at will.
1A. M. Prostejovsky and M. Marinelli are with the Center for Electric Power and Energy,
Technical University of Denmark, Denmark.
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Established SCADA implementations are a bottleneck for decentralised con-
trol as envisioned with ELECTRA’s Web-of-Cells concept. Traditionally, com-
munication links in SCADA systems are statically configured for each observed
and controlled device. Changes in the system, like added or removed devices,
must be entered manually in a database along with the corresponding network
diagram. The rising number of DERs and metering devices distributed through-
out all levels of the electric power grid render make this task increasingly tedious
and error-prone, and also data bandwidth has to be taken into account. Already
today, measurements with high sample rates such as from phasor measurement
units (PMUs) are usually first collected and filtered in phasor data concentrators
(PDCs) before they are passed on to control centres. Data acquisition in future
SCADA systems will be highly decentralised and new visualisation concepts are
necessary to accommodate for the dynamic environment and provide the con-
trol room operators relevant information. The so-called observability platform
presented in [33] and [34] interfaces energy devices to an abstraction layer, over
which the abstract device representations (agents) exchange data. The commu-
nication model is based on dynamic point-to-point (P2P) connections, which can
be established and closed on demand much like in the TCP/IP protocol. An
application layer, used for the presented network visualisation concept, provides
access to an agent’s database holding knowledge of its environment. The premise
for visualising the grid state is the absence of a central topology processor, and
all the agents possess only knowledge about their physical connections and log-
ical assignments. Agents can query other agents for their state and topological
knowledge and by that extend their view on the grid. This grid visualisation as
developed within this task is a dynamically built graph containing information
and elements relevant to the selected perspective on the system. New perspectives
can be opened with a click, such as:
• Inter-cell view: This is the top-level view on the network that shows cells
and tie-lines running between them.
• Intra-cell view: Shows buses and lines within a cell, as well as the tie-lines
and corresponding neighbouring cells.
• Local view: Here, the devices and lines connected to one bus along with its
associated cell are presented to the operator.
• Global physical view: The buses and lines of the entire grid are shown as a
graph.
The visualisations come with several overlays that can be turned on or off.
Physical grid connections (i.e., lines) between cells and/or buses are visible by
default, whereas the following overlays are optional: Logical assignments: Shows
to which cell (or device) a device is logically assigned to. Subscriptions/Publish-
ments: As communication is based on P2P connections, this overlay tells how
and between whom data is exchanged at the moment.
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Assembling the decentralised stored topological data and different ways of
presenting live data is demonstrated in the following two test cases. A legend
over the elements used in the visualisation examples is given in Figure TR1.1.
Figure TR1.1: Visualization elements legend.
TR1.1 Dynamic topology assessment
In the first case, simulated data obtained from a model of the Power Network
Demonstration Centre (PNDC) at University Strathclyde in Glasgow is used to
demonstrate the dynamic topology generation capabilities of the visualisation
concept, as well as its ability to show live data. The considered network as shown
in Figure TR1.2 features two arbitrarily chosen medium-voltage (MV) cells, which
are connected to a low-voltage (LV) cell via two transformers. A fault thrower
in MV cell 2 regularly induces a line-to-ground fault, which causes over currents
in the network. An additional line between MV1 and LV1 originally not present
was introduced in the model in order to obtain a meshed configuration between
the cells.
Figure TR1.2: Modified PNDC test grid.
The inter-cell view from the perspective of MV cell 1 can be seen in Fig-
ure TR1.3. Here, the visualisation displays the topological features and states of
the logical entities (i.e., the cells and tie-lines) currently observed by the MV1
cell agent. At the time of the snapshot, the tie-line between MV1 and MV2 is
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reported to be overloaded due to the line-to-ground fault, for which reason the
line is marked red.
Figure TR1.3: Inter cell view of cell MV1.
A click on the circle representing cell MV2 opens the intra-cell view. The
agent running the visualisation (MV1 cell agent) queries at this point the MV2
cell agent for its logically assigned devices and receives back a list of device iden-
tifiers. Subsequently, the agent requests the corresponding devices to transmit
their topological knowledge, which allows the MV1 agent to assemble the local
topology as depicted in Figure TR1.4. Now, the internal configuration of the
MV2 cell can be inspected, which reveals for example how the two interconnec-
tions between MV2 and LV2 are set up. In addition, the contacted devices start
publishing their state to the MV1 cell, which shows in detail the lines affected by
the fault.
The local view of the MV2 cell agent is given in Figure TR1.5. In this perspec-
tive the assigned electric lines are painted as discrete elements instead of edges
between the bus nodes in order to show them even if they are physically not
connected (e.g., because of open breakers). Lines connected to other cells mark
visually cell borders, this allowing observing them at a glance.
The diagrams in Figure TR1.6 feature various overlays on the local view of
cell MV2. Logical assignments are shown in (a), whereas (b) visualises the flow
directs of all publishing data streams.
Finally, also a global topological view can be obtained by querying all cells
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Figure TR1.4: Intra-cell view of cell MV2 as observed by the MV cell 1 agent.
for their underlying topologies. Figure TR1.7 shows the graph-like result of the
considered grid with all buses as nodes and lines as edges.
TR1.2 SYSLAB layout for market-based power
matching algorithm
As part of the technical demonstrations for the PowerlabDK inauguration cere-
mony (Lyngby, 24 June 2016), the SYSLAB simulation model at the Technical
University of Denmark shown in Figure TR1.8 was used to demonstrate a market-
based power matching algorithm. The visualisation framework developed within
this task served as a tool to observe the grid state in real-time, for which reason
power balances were particularly highlighted.
Figure TR1.9 shows the inter-cell view for the SYSLAB simulation model
using an improved graphical user interface (GUI) compared to the earlier exper-
iments in Section 4.5.1. The GUI now allows to view in a text box all data
associated with the displayed elements after selecting them. Of more relevance
to the test case is the graphical balance overview in form of a pie chart, which
gives the operator immediate feedback on the current power (im)balances. In this
example, we see that two cells have a generation overhead, whereas the third cell
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Figure TR1.5: Local view of cell MV2.
(CE71X) predominantly consumes power. The overall grid, however, is in balance
as indicated by the SYSLAB cell node.
Selecting the intra-cell view for cell CA71X reveals that it consists of two buses,
one only consuming power and one mostly producing, as shown in Figure TR1.10.
Going even further down in the hierarchy exposes the devices that actually con-
tribute to the overall power mix, as exemplified on bus BA715 in Figure TR1.11.
Here we see that Gaia (a wind turbine) and the solar cells are generating electric
power, whereas a little part is consumed by the Flexhouse (an office building
equipped with power meters). Potential applications of having this information
available at hand could be checking if the devices report the right data (e.g.,
generating and consuming devices should report data with opposite signs), or
combining the electricity output with weather information to see if devices work
as they are supposed to under given conditions.
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(a) (b)
Figure TR1.6: Logical device assignments in (a) and data publishing directions
in (b).
Figure TR1.7: Global topology view.
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Figure TR1.8: SYSLAB grid as used for the PowerLabDK presentation.
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Figure TR1.9: Inter-cell view on the SYSLAB simulation model.
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Figure TR1.10: Intra-cell view of cell CA71X.
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Figure TR1.11: Local physical view of bus BA715.
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